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ABSTRACT
This program involved an in-depth study and selection of practical propellant
surface tension acquisition system designs for two specific future cryogenic
space vehicles, an advanced cryogenic space shuttle auxiliary propulsion
system and an advanced space propulsion module. A supporting laboratory
scale experimental program was also conducted to provide design informa-
tion critical to concept finalization and selection. Designs using localized
pressure isolated surface tension screen devices were selected for each
application and preliminary designs were generated. Based on these designs,
large scale acquisition prototype hardvare was designed and fabricated to be
compatible with available NASA-MSFC feed system hardware.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
To insure maximum space propulsion system performance and safe
and reliable rocket engine operation, the space vehicle propellant feed sys-
tem must generally be designed to provide liquid phase propellants to the
engine system at startup and throughout the firing period. This is an espe-
cially critical requirement for systems which must provide multiple on-demand engine burns using cryogens with pump-fed engines. Because of the
near zero gravity or adverse accelerations experienced by typical space
vehicle feed subsystems, it is essential that positive means be provided for
acquiring and transferring the tanked liquids to the engines. The application
of essentially passive surface-tension acquisition/expulsion devices to satisfy
this requirement offers significant potential advantages in terms of minimum
weight, long life, high reliability, and vehicle flexibility and adaptability
when compared to bladder/bellows type expulsion devices and pure acceler-
ation settling concepts. Concepts that enhance capabilities for long life andflexibility are especially important for advanced reusable vehicles such as
the Space Shuttle system.
Relatively simple surface-tension acquisition devices have been usedpreviously in storable propellant spacecraft and missile propulsion systems,
and limited research and development has been conducted to explore thedesign criteria for surface-tension acquisition/expulsion concepts. Althoughbaffles, standpipe and other relatively large characteristic dimension capillarydevices have been considered for achieving acquisition in very low-g and smalltankage application, the more general acceleration loads and tank sizes encoun-tered in typical advanced applications are such that very small characteristicdimension devices (10 to 1000 micron pore sizes) as those associated with fine
mesh screen, are mandatory to reliably provide adequate flow. Therefore, inJuly 1971, an in-depth study was initiated by McDonnell Douglas AstronauticsCompany (MDAC) under the sponsorship of the National Aeroanutics and SpaceAdministration, Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA-MSFC) to study anddefine screen surface tension acquisition systems to satisfy advanced cryo-genic propulsion system requirements. It was also anticipated that this effort
would expand, in general, the basic technology of in-orbit fluid acquisition
and transfer.
During the study, two specific applications were addressed: (1) an
advanced cryogenic Space Shuttle Auxiliary Propulsion System (CSS/APS);
and (2) an advanced space propulsion module (ASPM) similar to a Space Tug.The specific requirements for these applications are summarized in Section 2
of Volume I. Detailed analytical design studies were independently conductedfor each application as documented in Section 3 for the CSS/APS and Section .4
for the ASPM.
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Because of the strong interactions between the various cryogenic feed
subsystems such as acquisition, pressurization, and thermal control, all
concept evaluations, comparisons, and selections were made on a total cryo-
gen feed system basis. It was found that the constraints and compromises
that had to be imposed on these interfacing subsystems to accommodate a
particular acquisition concept had a major influence on establishing the over-
all desirability of a given concept. Factors considered in establishing and
selecting appropriate system designs included weight, inherent reliability,
operational flexibility, practicality of fabrication and assembly, availability
of required design technology, and feasibility of ground-based development
and design verification testing.
In addition to the extensive analytical design studies, a supporting labor-
atory scale experimental program was conducted to provide data necessary
to support the design effort and to substantiate critical aspects of the selected
system designs. All experimental efforts are documented in Volume II of
this report.
In the final phase of this program, large scale test prototype acquisition
hardware was designed and fabricated for the system selected for each appli-
cation. This hardware was designed to be compatible with a LH 2 /LO 2 auxil-
iary propulsion system breadboard being developed by NASA/MSFC as part
of a major technology development program. Two separate prototype acqui-
sition systems were built to be compatible with the CSS/APS and ASPM designs,
both of which can be simultaneously installed in an available NASA "105-inch"
LH 2 tank system. Details of the prototype hardware are documented in
Section 5 of Volume I of this report.
1. 1 Selected Design CSS/APS Application
The acquisition concept selected for the CSS/APS application is a local-
ized pressure isolated and refillable screen channel (see Figure 3. 4. 7). The
LH 2 surface tension device itself consists of two 1. 6 M (5.2 ft) *diameter
segmented rings intersecting at 900. Each ring channel is made up of six
straight all screen sections forming approximately a hexagon. The channel
has a 17.8 cm (7 inch) circular cross-section formed by a perforated alum-
inum tube covered first by a coarse aluminum screen and, then, a 200 x 600
mesh stainless steel screen. The fine mesh is the retention element; the
perforated tube provides structural support for the fine mesh; and the coarse
mesh screen serves to reduce flow-through pressure loss. The channel
sections are connected together by standard Marman V-band couplings, and
the complete channel is supported within the tank by a tension cable system.
The acquisition channels are installed in the aft region of the main cryogen
tank within a separate 12. 6 M 3 (450 ft 3 ) secondary tank formed by a common
bulkhead within the main tank. The acquisition device supplies cryogen for
engine startup and short engine burns and is refilled during long periods of
high positive acceleration during the mission. This secondary tank is always
pressurized with LH 2 temperature helium stored in a pressure bottle within
the main tank, but the main portion of the LH 2 tank is pressurized with
1110 K (200 -R) GHg bled from the propulsion system. Thermal control
'All calculations in this study were generally made using English units.
Conversion was then made to SI units per contractual requirements.
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provisions consist of the following: (1) a helium-purged multilayer insulation
(MLI) system for the LH2 tank; (2) a non-vented LH 2 tank using an internal
tank pump/mixer to eliminate temperature stratification; (3) a foam-insulated
common bulkhead; (4) an LH2 vapor shield around the aft portion of the LH2
tank to provide acquisition device thermal protection; and (5) LH2 vapor
cooled feedlines and pumps. The LOZ system is similar in design concept,
except for smaller dimensions. The LO 2 tank also uses the hydrogen bleed
fluid as a coolant in a cooling shield to maintain the LO 2 tank in a non-vented
condition.
The total feed system weight, including all tankage and thermal control
provisions, was estimated at 1, 558 kg (3, 432 lb) for LH2 and 557 kg
(1, 227 lb) for LO2 .
1.2 Selected Design - ASPM
The system selected for the ASPM application also utilizes a localized
and refillable pressure isolated screen acquisition concept. In this case,
because of the higher destablizing accelerations, a baffled secondary tank is
used, and the screen retention elements are a series of cylindrical elements
using pleated mesh (see Figure 4. 1. 8). The LH2 tank thermal control system
in this application optimized out to be a continuously vented tank with a full
vapor-cooled shield. The hydrogen vent gases are also used to cool the LO 2
tank via a cooling shield to maintain a non-vented condition. This total sys-
tem, including tankage, weighs 580 kg (1, 277 lb) for the LH 2 side and 355 kg
(782 ib) for the LO 2 side. This selected system can be completely developed
and operationally verified through ground based testing.
1.3 Supporting Experimental Program
Laboratory-class experiments were conducted in the following areas:
(1) bubble point characteristics with LH 2 ; (2) screen flow losses; (3) multiple-
screen flow behavior; (4) influence of vibration on screen retention; (5) effects
of heat transfer on screen retention; (6) welding process effects on screen
integrity; (7) fatigue effects on screen integrity; (8) adequacy of coupling seals
for acquisition devices; (9) feasibility of screen repair patching techniques;
and (10) feasibility of liquid film bubble point verification testing. Although
these tests accomplished much in establishing the validity of the developed
designs and to expand the technology base in the area of surface tension
acquisition, several areas remain which require additional investigation
emphasizing experimental research:
a. Effects of warm pressurant gas heat transfer on screen retention
capability
b. Influence of vibration on surface tension device behavior
c. Effects of feed system dynamics on screen device performance.
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SECTION 2. REQUIREMENTS
To achieve the objectives of this program, the acquisition/expulsion
systems were studied and evaluated in depth for two specific but significantly
different LHZ/LO2 space propulsion applications. These included an advanced
Cryogenic Space Shuttle Auxiliary Propulsion System (CSS/APS) and a pri-
mary propulsion multiburn Advanced Space Propulsion Module (ASPM).
Total system requirements were developed by drawing on other current or
recently-completed system studies performed relative to these applications.
The accumulated requirements then formed the basis for the feed system
studies and preliminary designs reported in the subsequent sections of this
report.
2. 1 Cryogenic Space Shuttle Auxiliary Propulsion Application.
The CSS/APS feed system design was based on the general system design
generated under contract NAS8-26248, and overall requirements were taken
from the results of this study as reported in Reference 1. Some of these
overall requirements are summarized in Tables 2. 1, 2.2 and 2. 3. Table 2. 1
summarizes requirements for three representative shuttle-type missions.
The APS was sized for a nominal 610 m/sec (2000 ft/sec) total AV with a total
propellant load of 22, 700 kg (49, 980 lb).
In this application, the cryogenic feed system supplies subcooled cryogens
for two integrated propulsion functions, including orbit maneuvering (OM) pro-
pulsion (two 66. 7x 103 Newton [15K lb] thrusters) and attitude control (AC) pro-
pulsion (4. 45 x 103 [1K lb] thrusters). The feed system also stores cryogens for
auxiliary power and life support functions. Table 2. 2 shows the cryogen load
distribution and reveals that most of the fluid is dedicated for OM functions.
Each of these functional requirements pose different conditions for the
storage and feed system. In the case of the OM functions, relatively well-
defined periods of high thrust with high flow rates are involved. For the AC
functions, the system may be called upon to provide a low flow rate of sub-
cooled cryogen, but the flow demand may be for one short burst or pulse or
a series of short firing bursts. In this particular system, the thrusters have
been ground ruled as operating off gas accumulators, as shown in the system
schematic of Figure 2. 1. Thus, cryogen transfer takes place from the storage
tanks to the accumulators via a turbopump, rather than to the thrusters
directly, and the pump does not operate with the same short pulses as would
be the case with the thrusters. The discharge from the tanks is actually gov-
erned by the accumulator recharge demand, rather than the engine demand,
except for the case of very long engine burn periods, such as with the OM
firings. The impulse requirements which establish the feed system flow
demands are shown in Figures 2. 2, 2. 3, and 2. 4 for the three representative
mission duty cycles. Gross requirements are shown in Table 2. 3.
An overall picture of the cryogen demand can be obtained by summari-
zing the tank ullage values at critical points in the mission for the three
baseline flight profiles (see Table 2.4). This shows that there is usually a
large initial ullage, as high as 34 percent, and that the tank is always about
40 percent empty after the first hour. Twenty to 50 percent of the cryogen
4
TABLE 2-1
MISSION PARAMETERS
Parameter Design Easterly Polar Resupply
ORBIT ALTITUDE, NMI 100 100 100
ORBIT INCLINATION 28. 5 90 55
(DEG)
PAYLOAD 29, 500 KG 18,200 KG 11,350 KG
(65,000 LB) (40,000 LB) (25,000 LB)
MISSION DURATION 7 7 7
(DAYS)
OMS AV 274 M/SEC (900 FT/SEC) 198 (650) 457 (1, 500)
APS PROPELLANT
LOAD LH 2  3,220 (7,099) 4,280 (9,421) 4,106 (9,057)
LO2 9,760 (21,513) 14,910 (32,854) 13,810 (30,418)
TOTAL 12,980 KG (28,612 LB) 19, 190 KG (42,275 LB) 17,916 KG (39,475 LB)
DESIGN PROPELLANT
LOAD (2,000 FT/SEC)
LH2 4,750 (10,444)
LO 2  17,950 (39,536)
22,700 KG (49,980 LB)
TABLE 2-2
CRYOGEN LOAD DISTRIBUTION, KG (LB)
Design Easterly Polar Resupply
LH2 O2 LH2 L0 2  LII 2  L0 2
Item KG (LB) KG (LB) KG (LB) KG ( (LB) KG (LB) KG (LB)
OMS 1,340 (2,953) 6,830 (15, 054) 2,400 (5,280) 11,990 (26,420) 2,035 (4,492) 10,200 (22,463)
ACPS 256 (565) 906 (1,995) 256 (560) 895 (1,970) 447 (984) 1,585 (3,491)
AC EXPENDABLES 333 (734) 1, 176 (2, 591)
IN-FLIGHT LOSSES 664 (1,463) 12 (26)
(Preliminary)
RESIDUALS 250 (551) 359 (793)
FUEL CELLS 32 (71) 258 (569)
AUXILIARY POWER 240 (528) 193 (425)
ELS 105 (234) 27 (60)
SUBTOTALS 3,220 (7,099) 9,760 (21, 513) 4,280 (9,421) 14,910 (32,854) 4,106 (9,057) 13,810 (30,418)
TOTALS 12,980 (28,612) 19,190 (42,275) 17, 916 (39, 475)
OMS = ORBIT MANEUVERING PROPULSION SYSTEM
ACPS = ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION SYSTEM
ELS = ENVIRONMENTAL LIFE SUPPORT
5
TABLE 2.3
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (CSS/APS)
ORBIT (NMI) 100
ORBIT INCLINATION (0) 28. 5
PAYLOAD 29, 510 kg (65, 000 lb)
ORBIT TIME (DAYS) 7
PROPELLANT LOAD
LH 2  4742 kg (10,444 ib)
LO 2  17950 kg (39, 536 lb)
DESIGN AV 610 m/sec (2000 ft/sec)
MAXIMUM ACCELERATION
ON-ORBIT (G) ±0. 045 (X, Y, Z)
REENTRY (G) 1. 25 (Z)
0. 08 (X)
BOOST (G) 3. 00 (X)
FLOW RATES
LHz2  0-4. 54 kg/sec (0-10 ib/sec)
LO 2  0-22.7 kg/sec (0-50 Ib/sec)
TANK DIAMETER
LH 2  3.66M (12 ft)
LO 2  2.44M (8 ft)
TANK VOLUMES
LH 2  69. 4M 3 (2450 ft 3 )
LO 2  16. 1M 3 (570 ft 3 )
TANK SURFACE
LH 2  89. 7M 2 (967 ft2 )
LO2 38. 2M 2 (412 ft2 )
is used for reentry. All missions require AC propellant during coasts,
which requires on-demand low-flow-rate propellant flow.
2. 2 Advanced Space Propulsion Module (ASPM)
This application differs from the CSS/APS application in that the ASPM
is a primary propulsion module, most of the module gross weight is usable
propellant, and applied accelerations are relatively high.
Recent NASA, Air Force, and MDAC study reports were reviewed to
evolve a set of design factors and operational characteristics that would be
representative of an advanced spacecraft propulsion system and could serve
6
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TABLE 2.4
REPRESENTATIVE ULLAGE HISTORY-SHUTTLE
CRYOGENIC APS
Mission Easterly Resupply Polar
INITIAL ULLAGE (PERCENT) 34 16 12. 7
ULLAGE AFTER FIRST HOUR (PERCENT) 40 . 41 46
ULLAGE PRIOR TO REENTRY (PERCENT) 75 50 66
FINAL ULLAGE (PERCENT) 95 95 95
MANEUVERING IMPULSES DURING COAST YES NO YES
ACS IMPULSES DURING COAST YES YES YES
AUXILIARY SYSTEM FLOW DURING COAST YES YES YES
as a basis for acquisition system preliminary design/comparisons. The
selected overall characteristics are summarized in Table 2. 5. These parallel
very closely the baseline Space Tug requirements as defined by NASA/MSFC.
(Reference 2). The Space Tug acts as a third stage for the Space Shuttle
vehicle. Its function is to deploy and retrieve payloads in specific orbits
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TABLE 2.5
ADVANCED CRYOGENIC SPACECRAFT PROPULSION MODULE
(ASPM) GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Dimensions
Stage maximum diameter 4. 57 m ( 15 ft)
Propulsion module length 10. 7 m ( 35 ft)
Weights
Propulsion module dry weight 2, 360 kg ( 5,200 lb)
Residual weights 454 kg ( 1,000 lb)
Propulsion module burnout weight 2, 820 kg ( 6,200 lzoo b)
Usable propellants 2,470 kg (54,400 Ib)
Propulsion module gross weight 27, 500 kg (60, 600 lb)
Tug charged-interface 636 kg ( 1,400 lb)
Minimum payload 1, 360 kg ( 3,000 lb)
Maximum stage gross weight 29, 500 kg (65,000 lb)
Engine Variables
Main Engine Thrust 44,500 Newtons (10,000 lb)
Main Engine ISp 4,610 Newtons/kg/sec ( 470 sec)
RCS Thrust per engine 134 Newtons ( 30 lb)
Main Engine O/F 6
RCS O/F 3
originally put into near earth orbit by the Shuttle itself. The Air Force has
been studying a similar vehicle, the Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle (OOS) (Reference 3).
In both cases, the stages, which use LH 2 /LO 2 propellants, are carried into
orbit or the payload in the Shuttle cargo bay. The empty Tug/OOS is brought
back to earth in the Shuttle cargo bay after each mission. The maximum
active mission duration is seven days in orbit.
The propulsion system consists of one main engine with a small RCS unit
(assumed to be integrated GH 2 /GO2 thrusters). The propellants are supplied
from one LH2 and one LOz tank, both of which are insulated with multi-layer
radiation barrier insulation to achieve the 7 days in orbit storage time. The
cryogen consumption distribution is shown in Table 2. 6 which shows that over
98 percent of the cryogen is used by the main engine.
Table 2.7 shows the baseline burn sequence for a typical payload
deployment-retrieval mission. Each stage function is identified with respect
to mission time, velocity change (AV), active thrusters, propellant consumed,
and the applied accelerations. In terms of acquisition system design, the
10
TABLE 2. 6
ADVANCED CRYOGENIC SPACECRAFT PROPULSION MODULE
(ASPM) PROPELLANT DISTRIBUTION
LH2  LO 2  Total
Main Engine 3480 kg (7, 650 lb) 20, 900 kg (45, 950 Ib) 24, 380 kg (53, 600 lb)
RCS 56. 8 kg ( 125 ib) 171 kg ( 375 ib) 227 kg ( 500 lb)
Start/Stop 22.7 kg ( 50 lb) 23 kg ( 50 lb) 45 kg ( 100 Ib)
Transients
Vented 63.5 kg ( 140 lb) 0 0 ) 65 kg ( 140 lb)
Fuel Cell 3.0 kg 7 lb) 24 kg ( 53 lb) 28 kg ( 60 lb)
3626.0 kg (7,972 Ib) 21,118 kg (46,428 lb) 24,744 kg (54,400 lb)
TABLE 2.7
BASE-LINE BURN SEQUENCE
(DEPLOYMENT/RETRIEVAL MISSION) - ASPM
Time AV (Thruster) Propellant Acceleration
Activity (hr from launch) (m/sec) Consumed (kg) Level (g)
Separate from Shuttle 5 3 (RCS) 36 0.00093
Perigee burn 17 2,550 (PP) 12,260 0. 154 - 0.263
Midcourse 20 15 (RCS) 91 0.00158 - 0. 00159
Apogee burn 22 1,785 (PP) 5,330 0.265 - 0. 383
Station keeping 22 - 47 9 (RCS) 25 0. 00232
Payload deployment 47 3 (RCS) 9 0. 00232
Intermediate phasing 95 31 (TPP) 124 0.077 - 0.079
orbit
Retrieve payload 97 31 (TPP) 124 0. 079
5 (RCS) 12 0.00326
Deorbit 104 1,784 (PP) 3,540 0.395 - 0.570
Midcourse 108 15 (RCS) 43 0.0034
Perigee burn 110 2,340 (PP) 2,970 0.572 - 1.01
Circularization 112 112 (PP) 108 1.01 - 1.04
Terminal rendezvous 115 30 (TPP) 60 0.209 - 0.21
5 (RCS) 7 0. 0063
Docking 117 3 (RCS) 5 0.0063
Landing 132 - -
(RCS) Reaction Control System 58 228
(PP) Primary Propulsion 8, 571 308
(TPP) Throttle (20%) Primary Propulsion 92 24, 208
8,721 m/sec 24, 744 kg
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major difference between the ASPM and the cryogenic Space Shuttle APS
application is that in the main propulsion application, the maximum accelera-
tion is much higher and the acceleration increases during the mission. In
the CSS/APS application, the system mass remains essentially constant,
whereas in the ASPM application, the vehicle weight varies from 29, 500 kg
(65, 000 ib) to 4, 440 kg (9, 800 Ib). Burn sequences for other typical ASPM
mission duty cycles are shown in Tables 2. 8, 2. 9, and 2. 10.
TABLE 2. 8
BURN SEQUENCE (DIRECT DEPLOYMENT MISSION)
(PAYLOAD WEIGHT = 4, 100 KG)
Time AV (Thruster),- Propellant Acceleration
Activity (hr from launch) (m/sec) Consumed (kg) Level (g)
Separate from Shuttle 5 3 (RCS) 36 0. 0009
Phasing Initiation 6. 1 3 (RCS) 30 0. 001
Plane Change 13. 5 337 (PP) 1,940 0. 157 - 0. 168
Apogee Burn No. 1 15. 3 2, 190 (PP) 10, 100 0. 168 - 0.27
(RCS) 20
Apogee Burn No.2 20. 7 1,795 (PP) 5,330 0.27 - 0.395
(RCS) 20
Rendezvous 20.9 21 (RCS) 40 0.0024
Deployment 26. 8 3 (RCS) 10 0. 0024
Transfer 35. 6 1,790 (PP) 2,360 0. 6 - 0.9
(RCS) 20
Lower Apogee Burn 40. 9 1,615 (PP) 1,500 0.9 - 1.28
(RCS) 10
Mid Course 43.1 11 (RCS) 15 0.005
Circularization 43. 2 880 (PP) 617 1. 28 - 1. 55
Terminal Rendezvous 44. 2 22 (RCS) 30 0. 006
'(RCS) Reaction Control System
(PP) Primary Propulsion
(TPP) Throttle (20 percent) Primary Propulsion
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TABLE 2.9
BURN SEQUENCE (DIRECT RETRIEVAL MISSION)
(PAYLOAD WEIGHT = 2, 050 KG)
Time AV (Thruster)' -  Propellant Acceleration
Activity (hr from launch) (m/sec) Consumed (kg) Level (g)
Separate from Shuttle 5 3 (RCS) 36 0.0001
Phasing Initiation 6. 1 3 (RCS) 30 0. 0001
Plane Change 13. 5 337 (PP) 1,820 0. 166 - 0. 178
Apogee Burn No. 1 15. 3 2, 190 (PP) 9,650 0. 178 - 0. 283
(RCS) 20
Apogee Burn No.2 20. 7 1,795 (PP) 5, 140 0. 283 - 0.415
(RCS) 20
Rendezvous 20.9 21 (RCS) 40 0.0053
Docking and Pickup 26.8 3 (RCS) 10 0. 0031
Plane Change 35. 6 1,790 (PP) 4, 130 0. 35 - 0. 51
(RCS) 20
Lower Apogee Burn 40.9 1,615 (PP) 2, 630 0.51 - 0.73
(RCS) 10
Mid Course 43.1 11 (RCS) 15 0.0044
Circularization 43.2 880 (PP) 1,090 0. 73 - 0. 89
Terminal Rendezvous 44. 2 22 (RCS) 30 0. 0053
*(RCS) Reaction Control System
(PP) Primary Propulsion
(TPP) Throttle (20 percent) Primary Propulsion
TABLE 2. 10
BURN SEQUENCE (INTERPLANETARY VENUS MISSION)
(PAYLOAD WEIGHT = 1, 060 KG)
Time AV (Thruster)* Propellant Acceleration
Activity (hr from launch) (m/sec) Consumed (kg) Level (g)
Separate from Shuttle 5 3 (RCS) 36 0. 0009
Perigee Burn No. 1 8 2, 100 (PP) 14,050 0. 16 - 0. 316
(RCS) 20
Apogee Burn No.2 12 2, 100 (PP) 4, 560 0. 31 - 0. 505
(RCS) 15
Payload Deployment 12. 2 3 (RCS) 10 0. 003
Rotate Stage 12. 3 1 (RCS) 5 0.003
Retro-Burn 12.4 1,800 (PP) 2,550 0.58 - 0.856
(RCS) 10
Deorbit 60 1,610 (PP) 1,875 0.86 - 1.22
(RCS) 10
EOS Base Rendezvous 61 1,340 (PP) 956 1.22 - 1.64
(RCS) 10
Docking 62 22 (RCS) 30 0.01
*'(RCS) Reaction Control System
(PP) Primary Propulsion
(TPP) Throttle (20 percent) Primary Propulsion
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SECTION 3. TECHNICAL DESIGN STUDIES: CRYOGENIC
SHUTTLE AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
In approaching the design development of a surface tension acquisition
subsystem for cryogenic propellants, it became obvious early in the study
that this was to a high degree a total integrated feed system problem. It was
found that the designs of the interfacing subsystems, such as pressurization
and thermal management, interact and are greatly influenced by the acquisi-
tion device features and design criteria. Thus, valid acquisition design
decisions must be made on a total feed system basis after taking all the
various interactions into account. Therefore, although the study was pri-
marily directed toward acquisition subsystems, it was necessary to give
detailed attention to the design of the other interfacing subsystems.
The basic approach and results of this study are reported separately for
each of the two applications, and each application is divided into four sections:
(1) Acquisition Subsystem; (2) Pressurization Subsystem; (3) Thermal Manage-
ment Subsystem; and (4) Feed System Integration/Comparison. In this last
section, the various subsystems are brought together into an integrated feed
system for each acquisition concept selected for detailed analysis and evalu-
ation. This is concluded by making a preliminary design selection for
each application. In reality, each subsystem was studied more or less in
parallel with continuous feedback and interchange of information. Thus, each
study area was influenced by the others as the effort progressed and a con-
scientious attempt was made to avoid irrelevant paths of investigation.
The CSS/APS application was investigated prior to the ASPM case, and
the parametric work developed for the CSS/APS was used directly when it
applied to the ASPM investigation reported in Section 4, which in its organi-
zation closely parallels Section 3.
3. 1 Acquisition/Expulsion Subsystem
The basic requirement for the CSS/APS surface tension acquisition/
expulsion subsystem is to provide all liquid-phase, subcooled LH, and LO,
to the APS pumps on a nearly on-demand basis under the maximum destabi-
lizing conditions that may occur during vehicle operation. To achieve this,
a subsystem is normally designed for installation within the propellant tank,
which consists essentially of a specially designed reservoir or communica-
tion device that transmits liquid from its location in the tank (as governed
by the applied accelerations) to the tank outlet or supply line. The reservoir
is maintained full of liquid by designing the device such that surface tension
forces are utilized to resist the maximum pressure loads acting to force
gas into the device. If, for the moment, all flow effects are neglected, the
pressure, or head, that can be retained for a given fluid can be directly
related to the disturbing acceleration (a) and the pore size (D ) in the
reservoir or reservoir material.
H 4  r)
aD pk (1)
p14
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Figure 3. 1. 1 shows this relationship and indicates, for example, that at
10 - 2 g acceleration and a required 7. 6 m (25 ft) head, the required theoretical
material pore size to retain LH 2 is about 80 microns. This is representative
of fine mesh screen materials. Thus, although large characteristic dimen-
sion surface tension devices, such as standpipes and baffles, have been
considered for small vehicles (small effective heads) in very low gravity
environments (<10 - 4 g), the investigations reported here were limited to
fine mesh screen materials. In addition to having the proper surface tension
characteristics, the reservoir must also be in contact with the liquid wherever
it may be within the tank so that the liquid can be communicated to the outlet.
For this reason, surface tension acquisition devices normally take on the
form of screen channels positioned along the inner tank wall, as shown in
Figure 3. 1. 2 (a). In the limit, the screen could cover the total wall area, in
which case it becomes a wall screen liner either as a double or single screen
as illustrated in Figure 3. 1. 2 (b).
3. 1. 1 Overall Design Approach. In general, the surface tension
acquisition subsystem should be designed such that the surface tension device
volume remains full of all liquid-phase propellant until subsequent low-g
retention will no longer be required, as during a re-entry operation or the
last high acceleration burn. If the device should undergo retention breakdown
such that gas enters the screen device, it will be necessary to provide
capability for low-g refill. Although this is feasible in some cases, as will
be discussed later, the process is generally not straightforward and should
be avoided if at all possible. Therefore, the surface tension device must be
designed to retain the required head against the maximum anticipated
destabilizing acceleration under maximum flowrate. To accomplish this, the
surface tension acquisition/expulsion device is designed such that the summa-
tion of the viscous, dynamic, and hydrostatic losses in the system do not
exceed the "bubble point" pressure for the basic screen material. Bubble
point is the maximum pressure difference that can be retained across the
screen by surface tension forces.
The total pressure differential (APTot) across the liquid/gas interface
within the screen material at a specific point is given by the equation
sPTot APSCR + APDevice + IPHydro + APDyn + PDuct (2)
where
APSCR = pressure loss accompanying flow through the screen
into the screen device
APDevice = frictional pressure drop in the screen device
APHydro = hydrostatic pressure loss
APDyn = dynamic pressure reduction at the critical point
on the screen
APDuct = frictional pressure drop in the ducting
15
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Note that Figure 3. 1. 1 considers only the APHydro term and, therefore,
presents an upper limit for retention capability.
To facilitate the design and sizing of acquisition devices, Equation 2
was used as the basic element in developing a "Surface Tension Acquisition
Device Sizing" code (the STADS code). This numerical code accepts as
general inputs the fluid, screen mesh, acceleration, outflow rate, tank
geometry, and liquid position and computes the total pressure change across
the basic screen (APTot).
The design variables, such as device dimensions, are iterated until the
APTot across the screen throughout the system remains below the screen
bubble point pressure by a specific assigned design ratio, termed the reten-
tion safety factor (RSF)
AP
RSF - BP (3)AP Tot
The fluid bubble points, usually in the form of experimentally-determined
values for the specific screens under operating conditions, are supplied to
the program. The bubble point is proportional to the fluid surface tension,
which is strongly affected by temperature for cryogenic fluids. This
dependency is shown in Figures 3. 1. 3 and 3. 1.4, together with density for
LH 2 and L0 2 , respectively. Thus, it is important that the saturation
temperature corresponding to tank pressure be computed and used to adjust
the bubble point and surface tension used in the program.
The term APSCR represents the pressure loss associated with flow
through the screen material into the screen channel. Several experimental
programs have been conducted to relate this loss to the liquid properties and
flow velocity through the porous material (References 4 and5). The result
is an empirical relationship between APSCR and the flow velocity, with
equation constants dependent upon screen and liquid properties. Using the
approach of Armour and Cannon (Reference 4).
f =- +
Re
2AP E D
eeePp V c
where Re =,f = p , a and P are experimentally determined
a D c  QB pV
constants (see symbols - Appendix A) and Q is a tortuosity factor (1. 0 for
square weave screens, 1.3 for dutch weave screens), which viscosity, a, and
density, p, are fluid characteristics, and V is the fluid approach velocity to
the screen. For the laminar flow regime, where Re is small, P is generally
much smaller than a/Re and can be ignored, resulting in f = a/Re; substitu-
tion of f and Re gives:
2 2
AP E Dc = a 4a Dc F a 22 a or AP = a Q a V (4)
QB pV 2  pV L
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The term in parentheses is a function of screen configuration, wire size,
weave, etc., and is a direct indication of screen flow loss for laminar flow.
Similarly, for turbulent flow, with Re large, a/Re is much smaller than 3,
and
2
APE D c Q B V2f V or P [ l pV (5)
QB pV D
Customarily, when applied to a retention device, the velocity entered into
the empirical equation is the average flow velocity (i. e. , volume flow rate/
screen submerged area). However, this approach can lead to significant
errors because the variation in flow velocity within the screen channel causes
the flow through the screen to be nonuniform. Therefore, an analysis was
made to more accurately model the actual situation (see Appendix A). The
basic premise of the analysis is that APSCR can be expressed by.
APSCR= K VSCR o
where K o is an empirical constant and V is the local velocity of flow perpen-
dicular to the screen. In terms of Armour and Cannon's findings
(Reference 4), the relevant flow regime is that where
8. 6 /NRe >> 0.52
NRe being a Reynolds number. This restriction is customarily met within
the retention device unless the flow area becomes very small (e. g., at
propellant depletion). The analysis described in Appendix A provides a
multiplying factor that corrects the APSCR, which is computed on the basis
of an average and uniform flow through the screen. The multiplying factor
is dependent upon channel and screen dimensions as well as net outflow rate.
The corrected value of APSCR is used in the acquisition channel sizing code.
As part of the experimental program conducted under this program,
screen flow loss tests, with individual screens and screen elements, were
made and compared with the Armour and Cannon correlation (see Volume II).
Those tests indicated significantly lower flow losses, although the character-
istic trends were identical.
The term APDYN accounts for that portion of the total AP across the
screen at a specific point due to the fluid velocity at that same point.
Numerically, it is equal to 1/2 pV 2 , where the velocity V is an average
value based on the flow area adjacent to the point of interest on the screen.
The fluid volume flowrate is fixed by an outflow requirement imposed at
the tank outlet.
The pressure drop contributions APDEVICE and APDUCT are generated
by frictional losses inside the flow passages of the acquisition device. The
two terms are a summation of the losses between two points. The first point
is that where the screen surface rises out of the liquid pool, and the second
is the location where the total AP is to be computed. Darcey's equation for
20
pipe-flow loss is used with a friction factor (f) selected on the basis of the
Reynolds number and anticipated roughness factor.
A P = f (L/D) 1/2 pV 2
N pVDRe 1.
where D is the hydraulic diameter, and L is the passage length. Uniform
flow area results in a constant Reynolds number in both the channel and duct.
Sudden changes in flow direction such as occur at an elbow in the flow passage
(e. g., between channel and duct) are treated by including an appropriate L/D
in Darcey's equation. This L/D is selected from published data describing
pipe friction losses.
In addition to satisfying the head retention requirements, the surface
tension screen devices should be light in weight, have sufficient structural
rigidity to resist deflection imposed by vehicle loads and the propellant flow
that could damage or degrade the screens, result in minimum liquid residuals,
and be practical in terms of fabrication, installation, cleaning, and servicing.
These considerations tend to favor a channel or duct system, rather than a
full wall liner.
In approaching the objective of evolving a practical and effective acquisi-
tion subsystem design, a full-tank distributed channel (FDC) acquisition con-
cept was selected as a baseline, and this concept was designed to satisfy all
critical CSS/APS requirements and all possible failure modes. When these
objectives could not be achieved or achieved effectively (as with minimum
weight or a practical design), the basic design was modified to yield the best
overall solution to the problem. In fact, at the outset of the program, it was
anticipated that certain feed system constraints would be necessary to satisfy
FDC acquisition concept failure modes, which would result in significant
weight penalties. Thus, a system using a localized pressure isolated screen
channel with a refillable secondary tank was defined for preliminary design
and comparative evaluationduring the study.
3. 1. 2 Full Distributed Channel Acquisition Concept (FDC) Preliminary
Design
a. General Configuration. The first task in designing a distributed
channel acquisition system is to locate or position the channels so as to con-
tact the liquid under all encountered acceleration load conditions without
excess channel area or weight. This was done by surveying the propellant
usage and acceleration influences for the baseline mission. Because of the
relatively high boost accelerations (3 g) and the fact that the tank is generally
off-loaded to some degree, ring channels oriented in the y-direction (perpen-
dicular to the tank centerline) were used. Also, because of the high-x
accelerations during re-entry, a solid wall sump baffle was used over the
tank outlet, which was sized to contain all of the propellant required for
re-entry. This sump baffle is an integral part of the acquisition system and
all the screen channels feed into the baffle, rather than into the feedline
directly. The general arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3. 1. 5. The
baffle, as well as the screen channels, will remain full of liquid up to the
re-entry period, where the high re-entry acceleration causes screen
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Figure 3.1.5. Conceptual Distributed Channel Arrangement (LH2 Tank)
breakdown. Figure 3. 1. 6 shows the relationship between sump dimensions,
volume , and baffle cone area. From the various duty cycles, a baffle liquid
volume equal to 10 percent of the total tank volume is adequate for all cases.
In the case of the LH 2 tank, the helium bottle will be placed within the baffle
area to take maximum benefit of the surrounding cold liquid. This increased
volume was taken into account when positioning the baffle. Thus, from the
pressurization study of Sectin 3. 2, the corrected LH2 tank baffle total vol-
ume is about 7. 72 M 3 (273 ft ) and the estimated baffle cone area is 21. 7 M 2
(233 ft 2 ). The cone shape was selected because of its simplicity and ability
to distribute internal propellant loads. External loads on the cone are mini-
mal, since the sump region is normally full of incompressible liquid which
would tend to resist the forces imposed through tank propellant dynamics.
Because of the conical shape of the baffle and since ground filling will be
done in a vertical position, a small 1-g vent will be required at the apex of
the cone. This will probably require a simple check valve discharging into
the main tank or a small vent line running to the outside of the tank back
through the feed line, which will be closed following ground fill. Baffle
design for the L0 2 tanks is similar but with a volume of 0. 81 M 3 (28. 7 ft3 )
per L0 2 tank.
During orbital operation, liquid will normally be positioned at either
end of the tank or along the tank wall. Thus, a ring channel was placed near
each end of the cylindrical section. This places the lower ring just above
the sump. The upper ring is below the upper dome which is compatible with.
the propellant consumption and satisfies the normal off-loaded conditions for
22
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the tank. Since the rings are near the outer periphery of the tank, on the
maximum diameter, only two rings are required for the LH2 tank. This is
not the case with the spherical LO2 tank and a third channel is required
along the LO2 tank equator.
b. Channel Design
(1) Fluid Dynamic Design and Mesh Selection. Calculations
for evaluating the influence of channel cross section and screen mesh on
retention performance were performed using the MDAC STADS code.
However, before performing the final computations, all applicable results
from the Bench Testing Program reported in Volume II were incorporated
into the code, including new screen flow-through pressure drop data, bubble
points, etc. The results are shown in Table 3. 1. 1 in terms of RSF for a
range of screens and one specific channel rectangular cross section for
LH 2 and LO 2 . A range of limiting design conditions was calculated and, in
each case, calculations were made assuming that screen was used either on
only one face of the channel (solid-channel) or on all four faces (screen
channel). Several conclusions can be drawn from these results.
c22
a. The positive axial 0.45 M/sec2 (1.5 ft/sec 2 ) accelera-
tion with low screen coverage represents the most severe design condition.
b. Over the range investigated, the finest-mesh screen
resulted in highest retention performance.
Table 3. 1. 1
INFLUENCE OF SCREEN MESH ON MAIN TANK
CHANNEL RETENTION PERFORMANCE
Safety Factor
Mesh Size
250 x 1370 325 x 1900 325 x 2300 Top 325 x 2200
Bottom 250 x 1370
Channel Flowrate Acceleration Fraction Solid Screen Solid Screen Solid Screen Solid Screen
Propellant Position (kg/sec) (m/sec2 ) Covered Channel Channel Channel Channel Channel Channel Channel Channel
LH 2  Top 2.04 0.292 0.50 3.11 4.17 3.42 4.74 3.84 5.16
LH 2  Top 2.04 0.124 0.25 2.02 3.17 2.19 3.55 2.59 3.92
LH 2  Top 2.04 0. 124 0.50 2. 86 3.73 3.16 4.26 3.53 4.61
LH2  Bottom 2.04 0. 292 0.50 3.38 4.57 3.71 5. 19 4. 17 5. 65
LH 2  Bottom 2.70 0.457 0.25 1.12 1.49 1.25 1.70 1.41 1.84 1.38 1.83
LH 2  Bottom 2.70 0.457 0.50 1.40 1.64 1.59 1.89 1. 73 2.03
LO 2  Top 6.85 0.183 0.50 4.39 6.70 4.71 7.48 5.41 8.28
LO 2  Top 6.85 0. 124 0.25 2.60 4.82 2.76 5.26 3. 35 5.94
LO 2  Top 6.85 0.124 0.50 4.13 6.13 4.46 6.87 5.10 7.57
LO Bottom 6.85 0.183 0.50 4.26 7.00 4.52 7.73 5.25 8.64
LO2 Bottom 13.50 0.457 0.25 0.87 1.53 0.95 1.70 1.17 1.88 1.07 1.89
LO2  Bottom 13.50 0.457 0.50 1.36 1.81 1.49 2.06 1.68 2.24
90% Effective open area
Corrected flow properties
LH 2 tank has two primary rings and LO 2 and has three primary rings
Channel Dimensions: LH 2 25.4 x 10.2 cm: LO 2 20 x 8. I cm
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c. The all-screen channel produces higher retention per-
formance than the solid channel (for the same flow cross section).
d. Use of a finer mesh on the top channel than on the
bottom channel results in performance improvements.
Since it is desirable to use coarse mesh screen whenever pos-
sible from a clogging standpoint, use of two screen meshes is desirable and
was adopted (325 x 2300 on top and 250 x 1370 on bottom). However, the
25.4 x 10. 2 cm channel, in all cases, did not satisfy the minimum RSF
requirement. Therefore, calculations were expanded to determine the chan-
nel size that would meet RSF _2 for all conditions. It was found that a 28.x
11.2 cm and 19. 1 x 3.6 cm channel for LH 2 and LO 2 , respectively, was
needed. Resulting safety factors are shown in Table 3. 1. 2.
Supplementary calculations were run, and it was found that the
specific geometry of the duct was not controlling in terms of safety factor.
The actual criteria for the specific screen selection are as follows:
a. Duct flow area must be at least 0. 0313 M 2 (48. 5 in. 2)
and 0. 0145 M 2 (22. 5 in. 2) for LH 2 and LO 2 , respectively.
b. Screen actual width measured around the cross
sectional perimeter must be at least 0.787 M (31 in.) and 0.533 M (21 in.).
Table 3. 1. 2
FINAL COMPUTED MAIN TANK CHANNEL
RETENTION PERFORMANCE
SCREENS TOP CHANNEL 325 x 2300SCREENS
BOTTOM CHANNEL 250 x 1370
90% OPEN AREA ON ALL SIDES
Channel
Size Wetted Flowrate Acceleration Fraction
Propellant (m x m) Channel (kg/sec) (m/sec2 ) Covered RSF
LH 2  0.279 x 0. 112 Top 2.04 0.292 0.50 4.91
LH 2  0. 279 x 0. 112 Top 2.04 0.124 0.25 3.73
LH 2  0.279 x 0. 112 Top 2.04 0. 124 0.50 4.46
LH 2  0.279 x 0. 112 Bottom 2.04 0.292 0.50 6.78
LH 2  0.279 x 0. 112 Bottom 2.70 0.457 0.25 2.05
LH 2  0.279 x 0. 112 Bottom 2.70 0.457 0.50 2.25
LO 2  0. 190 x 0.076 Top 6.85 0. 183 0.50 7.57
LO 2  0. 190 x 0. 076 Top 6.85 0. 124 0.25 5..24
LO 2  0.190 x 0. 07 6  Top 6.85 0.124 0.50 6.74
LO 2  0. 190 x 0. 076 Bottom 6.85 0. 183 0.50 8.64
LO 2  0.190 x 0.076 Bottom 13.50 0.457 0.25 2.11
LO2 0.190 x 0.076 Bottom 13.50 0.457 0.50 2.53
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Thus, variations in the duct cross sectional shape within these constraints
are permissible.
(2) Structural/Mechanical Design Criteria. In addition to the
above fluid dynamic criteria, certain fabrication, installation, and structural
criteria must also be satisfied, most of which were evolved through the
supporting experimental program or as a result of MDAC experience in
building and testing fine mesh screen acquisition devices. These criteria
include the following:
a. 0. 057 cm (0. 020 in. ) sheet material in either steel or
aluminum, when used for basic duc- structure, provides a sufficiently rigid
structure (see Section 2B2, Volume II).
b. Simple riveting of duct sections should not be used when
sealing against bubble point pressure is required (see Section 2B2,
Volume II).
c. The composite fine mesh screen, perforated backup
plate, and the edge frame can be welded together using either fusion or roll-
spot welding, but the picture frame structure is recommended (see Sec-
tion 2B 1, Volume II).
d. In order to eliminate high flow through pressure losses,
a very coarse mesh aluminum screen must be used between the fine mesh and
the perforated backup plate (see Section.2A2, Volume II).
e. Compound curvature of fine mesh screen should be
avoided to prevent local folding and stress points which could possibly degrade
screen performance.
f. Pleated screens can be used to achieve an effective
increase of a factor of three in screen area, including the effects of small
changes in bubble point and flow loss (see Section.2A3, Volume II).
g. In attaching screen elements to the channel duct,
screws can be used with spacing as great as 2. 5 cm, if the elements are
attached to a rigid duct edge and an indium-tin seal is used (see Section 2B2,
Volume II).
Detail of a channel design are influenced by the size of the
individual channel segments; Figure 3. 1. 7 shows the individual channel
package size as related to the number of segments. To be practical, the
design must be such that two men working within the tank can accomplish the
installation with access through a conventional manhole. On this basis, an
installation unit package greater than 2 M by 0. 5 M would appear unrealistic.
Thus, at least six segments per ring would be necessary. This would yield
an installation unit package of about 1. 83 M by 0. 46 M. The original channel
installation would occur prior to tank installation within the vehicle, but
screen maintenance and repair should be possible without tank removal from
the vehicle. Thus, screen installation unit package sizes would be more
restrictive. If complete channel segments must be withdrawn to remove the
defective screen (screen element removal is the other alternative), at least
eight segments should be used, resulting in an installation unit package of
1. 45 M by 0.38 M.
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In order to increase the reliability of the acquisition system,
a technique for checking the bubble point performance of the system in an as-
installed condition immediately after installation and at periodic times
throughout the life of the vehicle appears highly desirable. This, ideally,
should be accomplished without requiring access into the tank. If the test
indicates a loss in bubble point, the tank can then be opened, the system
inspected, and the suspected screen sections removed and repaired or
replaced. Direct immersion bubble-point testing is possible with a solid duct
channel which can hold fluid with pressure being applied across the single
plain screen. The immersion technique is not directly applicable with an
all-screen channel. However, a liquid-film technique was demonstrated
during the Supporting Experimental Program, at least in terms of overall
feasibility, that could be used to verify the bubble point performance of an
all-screen channel. Specific test procedures using this technique are outlined
in Appendix B.
Joining of the duct sections can be a critical problem. The
joint must reliably provide a seal with a pressure resistance capability better
than that provided by the fine mesh screen, it must be easy to install within
the tank, and should not result in excessive weight penalty. Conventional
bolted flanges were deemed to be too heavy and,would involve complex manual
operations within the tank. During our bench testing, simple riveting was
checked out but did not generally prove to be adequate from a leakage stand-
point. After considering various alternatives, it was concluded that the best
potential solution was to use a Marman V-Band type joint coupling. This is
available in a wide variety of sizes and flange details and provides a simple
one- or two-bolt attachment per joint. This design requires a circular duct
section at the joint, which demands either a circular duct or local transition
sections from the normal duct cross section to a circular shape at the joint.
This constraint does not present a problem as long as the joint is selected so
that the flow area through the circular section does not drop below that
required by the flow criteria. For the baseline distributed channel, a mini-
mum diameter of 19.8 cm (7.8 in.) and 13.7 cm (5.4 in.) for LH 2 and LO2,
respectively, is required. Marman joints of several types are available in
these and larger sizes. Figure 3. 1. 8 pictures the details of such a joint and
presents a weight breakdown for an 0.204 M (8 in.) and 0.254 M (10 in.)
diameter coupling assembly. Flanges are available in aluminum and stainless
steel. The data shown is for a standard 4 58 4 -type design. Variations on this
design to reduce weight are quite practical. During bench testing, a 17. 8 cm
(7 in. ) diameter Marman connector with several candidate seals was leak-
checked at LH2 temperature (see Volume II, Section 2B4). As discussed, all
seals worked well and the least expensive type, the Creavy Seal, was selected.
(3) Duct Cross Section Study. Three basic duct cross sections
were investigated, as shown in Figure 3. 1. 9. Type A consists of a solid
duct with the fine mesh screen on only the top surface. This design facilitates
simple immersion bubble point testing, is easy to fabricate, and is adaptable
to screen element removal. However, to satisfy the screen area requirement,
a 0.79 M (31 in.) channel width is required, which appears impractical. This
flow area problem can be avoided by using a pleated screen element which was
found, during the supporting experimental program, to offer a good increase
in effective screen flow area (3 times the projected area) with only minor
degradation in bubble point or flow loss characteristics. With a pleated
screen element, a width equal to 0. 262 M (10.3 in.) would satisfy the reten-
tion criteria. The screen could be pleated in either direction but would
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provide fewer difficulties with the pleats running in a radial direction relative
to the tank. To provide adequate sealing of the screen elements, the top of
the channel is formed from a 2. 5 by 2. 5 by 0. 25 cm aluminum L-section.
The remainder of the duct, including transition sections from the near herni-
sphere to the circular cross section at the joint, is made of 0. 051 cm
aluminum sheet. The screen elements which are sized for 3 -to-a-duct
section or 18-per-ring are about 0. 31 M by 0.64 M (12 by 25 in.) and consist
of the fine mesh screen in its pleated form, a very coarse mesh aluminum
screen, a perforated (50 percent open area) 0.051 cm steel backup plate, and
a 0. 051 by 2 cm steel frame. This sandwich is welded together. Each ele-
ment is attached to the duct by 60 screws, and a simple indium-tin seal is
used within this joint to provide a leak path less than that of the fine mesh
screen itself. Characteristics of this and the other candidate designs con-
sidered are summarized in Table 3. 1. 3.
The weight of a 3. 67 M diameter ring is 39. 5 kg. Ducts weigh
14. 7 kg, screen elements weigh 20. 7 kg, and joint/couplings weigh 4. 1 kg.
Two variations to the above concept were considered, as noted
in Table 3. 1. 3. In the A2 design, rather than remove the screen elements,
the duct sections are removed, and the screen elements are permanently
welded into the duct. (Number of duct sections is increased to 8.) This
alternative primarily eliminates the tedious screw attachment operation
within the tank. However, this requires an all-steel channel which results
in a relatively heavy weight. To reduce this weight penalty, the A2' design
was evolved; it uses a bimetallic joint just below the screen element and
employs aluminum for the lower portion of the duct. This design, however,
is still relatively heavy.
The other designs shown depart from the solid-wall concept and
use a nearly all-screen configuration. This design requires that bubble point
testing within the tank be performed using the liquid-film technique and that
screen removal be accomplished by removing duct sections. In the B design,
a square duct is used so that the individual screens can be attached to each
of the four faces without compound curvature. This results in essentially an
all-steel structure with extensive welding. The edges were specifically con-
figured to facilitate the welding (see Figure 3. 1.9). This design has a
competitive weight of 42 kg composed of duct/screens, 33 kg, and joint,
couplings, 9.4 kg.
Table 3. 1. 3
MAIN TANK DISTRIBUTED CHANNEL DESIGN COMPARISON
Segments Weight for Maximum Screen Replacement Bubble Point
Type Per Ring Diameter Ring (KG) Approach Test Technique Notes
6 39.5 REMOVE ELEMENT IMMERSION PLEATED SCREEN MUST BE USED
8 66.3 REMOVE DUCT IMMERSION PLEATING ESSENTIAL; ALL STEEL
SECTION CONSTRUCTION
8 53.6 REMOVE DUCT IMMERSION SAME AS A2 EXCEPT THAT
SECTION BIMETALLIC JOINT ALLOWS USE
OF ALUMINUM FOR MOST OF DUCT
BB 8 42. 7 REMOVE DUCT LIQUID FILM ALL SCREEN CHANNEL; ALL STEELL SECTION CONSTRUCTION
8 40.4 REMOVE DUCT LIQUID FILM SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION; DUCT IS
' ,I SECTION FORMED IN 16 STRAIGHT SECTIONS
C TO AVOID COMPOUND CURVATURE
\ ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
8 29. 1 REMOVE DUCT LIQUID FILM USE ALUMINUM BACKUP MATERIAL
SECTION TO SAVE WEIGHT
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Design C uses a circular duct cross section but has the ring
built up of straight sections to avoid compound curvature. o satisty the
fluid dynamics criteria, the duct must be at least 0. 249 M (9. 8 in.) in
diameter. The maximum distance that the duct will be set off from the wall
is a function of the number of straight sections used to form the ring (see
Figure 3. 1. 10). To minimize this offset, at least 16 straight sections should
be used. Two adjacent sections would be permanently welded, and the V-Band
joint/couplings would be used at 8 points. Although the C design is all steel,
it has a relatively low weight of 40.4 kg composed of ducts/screens, 28 kg,
and joint/couplings, 12. 4 kg. Note that the joint/coupling weight is a rela-
tively high percentage (31 percent) of the total because of the large diameter
and steel joint flanges.
A major weight savings can be effected .in the C design by
using an aluminum perforated tube attached by riveting to tne steei ena
pieces. This reduces the weight by almost 10 kg per ring but complicates
the fabrication. Weight could also be saved if aluminum joint flanges could
be used, but this would require bimetallic joints that further complicate the
fabrication and involve additional weight which would offset much of the savings.
Therefore, this idea was dropped from further consideration. The only fabri-
cation problem with this design appears to be potential damage of the alumi-
num from the heat generated during welding. However, this can be con-
trolled during the welding process.
The minimum-weight A and C designs appear to be the most desir-
able. The C design is the lowest in weight and is relatively straightforward
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to fabricate. A and C designs differ in the servicing philosophy and in the
bubble point test approach. On balance, however, the design was selected as
the main tank distributed channel preliminary design.
c. Thermal Design Criteria. As noted in the opening statement of
Section 3. 1, the basic requirement of the acquisition/expulsion subsystem is
to provide gas-free cryogen to the feed system. Thus, the acquisition device
should be free at all times of significant size bubbles. Also, bubble buildup
within the screen device itself could lead to screen dry-out and to catastrophic
retention breakdown in the entire acquisition device. Thus, a "bubble free"
criteria must be adhered to in the design of cryogenic propellant screen sur-
face tension acquisition devices, Ideally, it would be desirable tocompletely
restrict all heat energy to the acquisition device that could result in vapori-
zation. If this is not done, the designer must deal directly with the heat
transfer problem, which implies that a detailed knowledge of the low-g heat
loads and their impact on the acquisition device is available.
In general, there are four direct sources of acquisition device
heat transfer: (1) heat by radiation or convection from the tank walls as a
result of heating from the external environment; (2) heat conducted up the
feed and pressurization lines into the device; (3) conduction from the tank wall
through device support struts; and (4) convection from any warm gas pressur-
ant. Theoretically, the first three sources can be controlled by using direct-
GH2-vapor cooling, or vapor-cooled shielding in the case of the tank wall;
this will be discussed in detail later in this section. The pressurant heating,
however, is a more formidable problem, since, by nature of the process, the
pressurant heat passes across the tankage wall boundaries and can interact
directly with the screen device.
(1) Basic Screen Device Heat Transfer. The selected channel
design discussed previously is essentially an all-screen unit with solid walls
only at the channel section joints or couplings. Thus, the basic problem,
neglecting the couplings at this point, is low-g convection from a warm gas
(the pressurant) to a screen surface retaining a cryogenic liquid. It has
been suggested by a number of investigators that the evaporation which occurs
at the screen surface is sufficient to absorb the incoming heat flux such that
gas bubbles are not generated within the screen device. Such a situation is
plausible if liquid is supplied to the screen at or above the rate at which it is
evaporated; for example, as by wicking along the screen. The analytical
assessment and evaluation of such a heat and mass transfer balance required
knowledge of low-g heat transfer mechanisms and flow in surface tension
devices beyond our present technology base. Thus, to further establish the
retention feasibility of surface tension screen elements in the presence of a
warm gas, a series of experiments was conducted.
Early in 1972, as part of the MDAC IRAD program, screen-
coupon heat transfer test were conducted, in which 5 -cm (2-in.) diameter
screen mesh coupons were exposed to a heated gas while the screens retained
a measured head of LN 2 cryogen (Reference 6). The warm gas, which simu-
lated a warm pressurant, was electrically heated and circulated by a fan over
the retention screen element as shown in Figure 3. 1. 11. The results (see
Figure 3. 1. 1) indicated that the screen meshes (four varieties were tested)
could sustain a high heating rate without loss of head retention capability.
These results were very encouraging, and, as part of the Supporting Test Pro-
gram for this project, the same apparatus with minor modifications was used
with LH 2 , rather than LN 2 . The test results were quite different with LH2
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as the fluid. Large reductions in head retention capability were measured
(see Volume II, Section 2CI). This difference in observed behavior was
attributed to the small AT for boiling (0. 1 to 0. 5K) normally experienced
with LH 2 in comparison to that for LN 2 .
As reported in Section 2CI1 of Volume II, another test
was conducted to measure retention loss caused by local pressure decay
using a movable screen device in a dewar containing LH 2 . As described,
the test was run by first filling the screen device with LH by direct immer-
sion and then physically moving the rectangular unit containing the LH2 upinto a warm ullage gas region (11'K to 22 0 K). If the ullage gas had no effect
on the screen, the all-screen surface tension device (shaped much like a
milk carton) should remain full of LH 2 . As discussed in Appendix C, analysis
also showed that a sudden tank pressure decay, as during cooldown after
expulsion termination or venting, could possibly result in bubble generation
and retention breakdown in a screen device exposed to these pressure
changes. Therefore, the test plan called for decreasing the dewar pressure
under the stable retention conditions until the head could not be retained.
However, direct visual observations and movies showed that, in most cases,
as soon as the screen device was moved up into the ullage, breakdown
occurred even before the dewar pressure could be decreased. Ullage
temperatures below 28°K were tested, and it was concluded, based on these
findings, that the feasibility of using a screen device to retain LH 2 in thepresence of even a moderately heated gas had not been satisfactorily
demonstrated. Thus, the screen devices must be actively cooled or the
system must be designed so that the screen is not exposed to warm gas - or
any significant heat input, for that matter.
Additional exploratory screen heating tests were conducted
at the end of the program and are reported in Section 201 of Volume II of this
report. The objectives of this last test program were to further explore the
thermal-induced retention breakdown and attempt to quantize the process
by obtaining breakdown as a function of heat input. In the test, a screen
supporting a, head of LH 2 was subjected to a measured heat input by means
of a combination heater/heat flux gage. Two screen units were tested:(1) a plain 200 x 600 mesh screen, and (2) a dual layer of 200 x 600 mesh
screen. Each unit was found to retain about 33 cm (13 inches) of LH 2 with
no heat input. Heat input was gradually increased up to the limits of the
test setup, which was slightly above 100 watts (341 Btu/hr). Based on the
screen element area, this is a heat flux of 9640 watts/M 2 (3, 072 Btu/ft 2 hr)
which is, indeed, a high heat transfer level relative to that normally experi-
enced within a cryogenic tank. However, this heat load did not result in observ-
able screen retention breakdown in the experiments with either of the two units.
Test details may be found in Section 2C1 of Volume II of this report.
Unfortunately, the results of the various heat transfer
tests conducted under this program do not permit one to make a conclusive
statement regarding the capability of a screen acquisition device to withstand
a thermal environment without retention breakdown. Subsequent analysis
has shown that, in principle at least, there is a difference in the temperature
distribution imposed on a test screen such as in the "milk carton" test and the
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screen heat transfer test discussed immediately above. In this last test,
the liquid beneath the screen is subcooled with respect to the surface temp-
erature, whereas in the earlier milk-carton test the liquid behind the screen
is slightly superheated with respect to the saturation temperature beneath
the surface. This fundamental difference between a supported column of
liquid and a submerged screen with an applied pressure difference may
account for the observed differences in test results. A revised series of
tests to explore this area has been proposed to NASA-MSFC.
(2) Active Acquisition Device Cooling. If the feed system must
be limited to a cold-helium pressurization system in order to eliminate heat
input and assure satisfactory operation of the surface tension device, a sig-
nificant weight penalty is incurred. Normally, a warm GH 2 pressurization
approach is optimum. As evaluated in Section 3. 2. 2, a cold-helium pres-
surization system for CCS/APS LH2 tank could be as much as 180 kg heavier
than the optimum warm GH 2 pressurization system. The potentially lighter
GH2 pressurization system could be used if the acquisition device was cooled
so that all incoming heat would be absorbed before it could enter the device.
This is theoretically possible in the LH2 tank if a thermodynamic vent is
integrated with acquisition cooling coils in which the throttled hydrogen vent
gas is passed through the coils to intercept all the potential pressurant heat.
This, however, involves a coolant weight penalty which must be dumped
overboard.
To assure safe operation of the acquisition device, the
cooling system must be sized to absorb the heat added to the system, which
is in reality the heat originally added to the pressurant above LH 2 tempera-
ture. Thus, from the pressurant inlet temperature and the mass of GH 2
added to the tank, the energy added to the tank can be estimated. This must
be absorbed by the LH2 coolant evaporation as governed by the equation
Wp AH = WC sHV
where Wp and WC are the mass of pressurant and coolant respectively, ZAH
is enthalpy change from liquid bulk to inlet temperature, and AHV is the
coolant heat of vaporization. The masses involved are shown in Figure 3. 1. 12
as a function of inlet temperature. (Pressurant mass was evaluated in Section
3. 2. 2.) As indicated, for the optimum pressurant inlet temperature with
autogenous pressurization, 110 kg of hydrogen coolant would be required; this
is a direct weight penalty. By adding tankage weight penalties and considering
total ullage masses (Figure 3. 2. 3 in Section 3. 2), a direct comparison
between a cold-helium pressurization system and autogenous pressurization
including screen devices cooling can be made as shown in Figure 3. 1. 13.
When adding this cooling penalty to the GH2 pressurization
system, Figure 3. 1. 13 shows that rather than a penalty of 180 kg, the cold-
helium system involves a weight penalty less than 60 kg, not including any
hardware required to implement the cooling. Therefore, when considering
the complexities in implementing screen device cooling to assure that local
dryout does not occur, the concept of screen cooling, except for very localized
devices, does not appear to be particularly attractive. In reality the cooling
process is effectively resulting in a cold (propellant temperature) GH 2 pres-
surization system. Such a system alternate is discussed in Section 3. 2.
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A thermal analysis was conducted for solid wall areas in
the acquisition system to determine if insulation alone (without active cooling
integrated with a thermodynamic vent system) can prevent boiling within the
channel. Heat transfer to the channels was assumed to be by natural convec-
tion at 10- 5 g, yielding a film coefficient of about 7. 15 w/M 2 oC (1.26 Btu/hroF).
A comparable film coefficient would result from forced convection at 0. 3 M/
sec (1 ft/sec); therefore, a combined film coefficient of 8.5 w/M 2oC (1.5 Btu/
hr ft 2 oR) was chosen for this study. The film coefficient does, ot course,
vary witn the gas temperature, composition, and pressure, and with location
on the channel. However, an exact determination of these film coefficients
is beyond the current state of knowledge in low-g heat transfer and fluid
flow behavior.
Figure 3. 1. 14 shows that even with 0. 15 M (6 in.) of internal foam
insulation, the liquid hydrogen in the channel reaches the boiling point in
104 sec. This time is too short to be useful in preventing boiling in the
channel. It is not likely that the situation could be improved by going to
improved insulations; therefore, active cooling with a minimum of insulation
must be used on significant solid wall areas that can be subjected to heat
transfer. The maximum cooling weight penalty is shown in Figure 3. 1. 15,
including the hydrogen coolant loss and the insulation weight. The insulation
optimizes out to be about 0. 02 M (0. 79 in.). At this point, the coolant and
insulation weights are about equivalent. This combined insulation and cooling
requirement is not only a weight penalty but greatly complicates the design
and fabrication of the system.
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As a result of the above screen acquisition dtevizce thermal
control inve stigations, it was concluded that the feed system should be
designed so that the screen device is not exposed to a source of significant
heat transfer from the pressurant gas, the propellant, or the tank wall and
system plumbing.
d. Feed System Transient Flow Dynamics. In the preceding section,
the potentially strong impact of direct heat transfer on the operation of a dis-
tributed screen channel acquisition device was discussed, and it was shown
that potential internal tank heat transfer problems, which can cause retention
failure, dictate the selection of a compatible pressurization subsystem.
Transient propellant flow processes in the total feed system can also lead to
potential retention failure modes in the acquisition device. Some of these,
such as those related to valve opening and closing transients, are common to
all feed systems, and other, such as pump transients, are more unique to the
specific SCC/APS application. Both of these problems are explored in the
following sections.
(1) Pump Transients. In the particular ground-ruled CSS/APS
application, the engines are supplied from high pressure gas accumulators
which operate on a pressure control band 1103 x 104 N/M 2 (1600 psi) to
-2
393 x 104 N/M 2 (570 psia). (See the system schematic in Figure 2. 1.) How-ever, the pump inlet is always at a low pressure, such as 17.2 x 104 N/M 2
(25 psia). Thus, when the pump undergoes startup or shutdown, there is asignificant flow transient period much more severe than encountered with
normal engine operation. These transients and how they are handled have a
major impact on the total feed system design and weight. Two basic opera-
tional modes are possible: (1) so-called pump "dead-head" start and shutdown,
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and (2) pump by-pass operation. In the "dead-head" mode of operation, the
pump is started or shut down without by-pass of fluid, and the pumping action
works against the existing head in the system. This results in no fluid loss
from the system but is hard on the pump and could cause catastrophic pres-
sure and backflow effects on the screen device. For example, during pump
shutdown of the accumulator system, downstream pressures in the order of
1103 x 104 N/m 2 (1, 600 psi) are possibly transmitted to the upstream feed
line, screen device, and tank. Use of a tank prevalve would alleviate the
pressure effects on the screen but still may present problems in terms of
pump operation and sequencing. Pump shutdown also may cause a momen-
tary backflow condition that would allow the expanding, high-pressure, two-
phase fluid to pass through the screen. This effect is the most severe from
the standpoint of screen acquisition device failure and could not be tolerated.
Thus, "dead-head" operation was dropped from consideration from acquisi-
tion device design considerations.
In the pump by-pass approach, the heated-pump discharge
fluid generated during the transient period is by-passed, partially or totally,
either to an overboard dump or back to the low pressure tank. This mode
of operation greatly minimizes pressure surges and backflow conditions.
Dynamic analyses performed by Rocketdyne under Contract NAS 8-27794
(Reference 7) show that backflow and pressure surges are severe with
no bypass, with 50 percent bypass, the pressure surge is low.
The bypass flow itself causes significant system problems.
Overboard dump of the backflow is a direct weight penalty. Bypass of the
fluid to the main tank introduces sufficiently warm two-phase fluid to cause
significant tank pressure increases and heat load into the tank, which could
cause retention breakdown. The LH2 pump considered in this study could
have a bypass flow of 0 to 2.04 kg/sec for approximately 1. 5 sec for both
startup and shutdown. The maximum fluid pressure would be of the order of
1, 105 x 104 N/M 2 (1, 600 psi), with the maximum fluid temperature approxi-
mately 39 to 42 0 K (70 to 75 0 R).
Based on Rocketdyne data, the approximate amount of
bypassed hydrogen is of the order of 6.8 to 1.4 kg for each startup and shut-
down. The effect on hydrogen tank pressure has been analyzed, and the
results are plotted in Figures 3. 1. 16 and 3. 1. 17. Figure 3. 1. 16 illustrates
the tank pressure increase resulting from the expansion of 2. 72 kg of
hydrogen at 1, 105 x 10 4 N/M 2 (1, 600 psi) and 39 0 K to an initial pressure of
173 x 10- N/Me (25 psia). All fluid is assumed to be expanded adiabatically
into the ullage region of the tank. The APS accumulator refills may be per-
formed consecutively for five cycles or more. Figure 3. 1. 16 shows that at
low ullage percentages (<20 percent), pressure increases could be excessive.
In this region, the bypass propellant may require positive thermal control
(cooling) or overboard dump. Figure 3. 1. 17 shows the tank pressure increase
for 3 percent ullage, which is the worst case condition.
The baseline FDC acquisition system uses cold-gas
pressurization and heat flux interception at the tank wall to minimize thermal
effects on screen stability. Pump bypass into the tank would violate this
"no heat input" design criteria previously discussed and would introduce heat,
flow patterns, and pressure changes that could affect acquisition performance.
One failure mode involves the flow of the warm bypass condensate into the
screen device, with subsequent tank pressure collapse. Boiling in the channel
would then occur.
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A general flow dynamic program, developed at MDAC, was
used to estimate turbopunmp-induced pressure/flow surges occurring after
closure of the ACPS conditioner valve with a 50-percent bypass flow back
into the main tank (see Figure 3. 1. 18). The sequence assumes a steady
flow to the ACPS conditioner and, at time zero, power is removed from the
turbine, the ACPS conditioner valve is closed, and the bypass valve is opened.The pump flow decelerates rapidly, with bypass flow back into the main tankincreasing rapidly. In addition, propellant surges back through the pump at
a maximum rate of 0. 1234 kg/sec. This negative flow, or pump backflow,
constitutes one of the most significant potential failure modes associated with
any screen device. The magnitude of the backflow increases as the bypass
percentage decreases. With high bypass percentages, approaching 100 per-
cent, it is probable that no significant backflow or pressure surge problem
exists. At zero bypass, it is likely that backflow and pressure surges are
too severe to be accommodated by the screen device. In addition to thehydrodynamic pressure surges, the liquid hydrogen downstream of the pump
will be at a high pressure and will have been heated from 33 0 K to 40 0 Kbecause of the work done by the pump on the fluid. Expansion of this fluidback through the feedline to the surface tension device is considered a serious
failure.
Although these results for the feed system dynamic showthat pressure differences between the screen device and ullage far exceed
the maximum screen bubble point of approximately 0. 69 x 103 N/M 2 (0. 1 psi),it is not possible to determine whether the surges will, indeed, cause screen
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breakdown, since the screens are flexible, and this "compliance" would tend
to decrease the pressure surges. This area requires additional analysis
and research. However, based on current knowledge, a successful feed
system design must accommodate the requirements for maintaining screen
integrity during the hydraulic transient by minimizing backflow and pressure
surges, while at the same time minimizing the system penalties associated
with large pump bypass flowrates, as discussed in the following section.
Two approaches for managing this bypass fluid were
evaluated:
(a) Dump the warm bypass fluid directly overboard until
the pump comes up to design discharge pressure.
(b) Recirculate the warm bypass fluid back to the propel-
lant tank and assume that the added heat is absorbed by boiling off tanked
propellant.
Information was obtained from Rocketdyne (Reference 7)
on the LH 2 and LO 2 pump transient behavior. Tabular and plotted informa-
tion presented on pump bypass flow rate and temperature histories during
startup and shutdown were used to evaluate impact on the feed subsystem
(see Figure 3. 1. 19).
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The amount of heat addition to the tank system involved in
recirculating the bypass flow was estimated directly from an integration of
the flow rate and AT histories. The results are shown in Figure 3. 1.20 for
the startup phase with 100 percent by-pass. From this value, the resulting
tank venting or propellant loss was calculated assuming that all heat addi-
tion goes into boiling off cryogen. The boiloff losses are shown in Fig-
ure 3. 1. 21 and compared with the propellant losses involved in direct
dumping of the startup bypass flow. Similar information is presented in
Figure 3. 1.22 for the shutdown phase. The 100-percent bypass case is
summarized in Table 3, 1.4. From these results, it can be concluded that
recirculating of the bypass with subsequent tanked cryogen boiloff results in
significantly less cryogen loss than direct dumping of the bypass. However,
this bypass recirculation management approach requires the addition of a
system to implement reliably the exchange of the heat between the by-pass
and tanked fluid and tank venting in the short startup time period. This was
found to be theoretically possible, but the required energy exchange rate,
221 x 103 watts (210 Btu/sec), with the low available temperature difference
would result in massive heat exchangers inappropriate for this application.
Thus, direct overboard dumping of the bypass was selected as the only
practical approach for handling the pump transients with the losses as
shown in Table 3. 1. 4 for each pump startup and shutdown cycle.
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Table 3. 1. 4
PUMP BYPASS POTENTIAL PROPELLANT LOSSES
(100% BYPASS)
Propellant Loss Per Cycle-kg (lb)
LO 2  LH 2  Total
Direct Dump
Startup 3.5 (7.8) 2.4 (5.3) 5.9 (13.1)
Shutdown 6.3 (13.9) 2.8 (7.2) 9. 1 (20. 1)
Total 9.8 (21.7) 5.2 (11.5) 15.0 (33.2)
Tank Recirculation
with Additional
Boiloff
Startup 0. 136 (0. 3) 0.82 (1. 8) 0.95 (2. 1)
Shutdown 0.091 (0.2) 0.45 (1.0) 0.54 (1.2)
Total 0.227 (0. 5) 1.27 (2.8) 1.49 (3. 3)
(2) Valve Opening and Closing Effects. An estirra te of the
importance of valve opening and closing pressure effects can be made from
rigid liquid column theory. These pressure effects are often referred to as
"water hammer. " Parmakian (Reference 8) presents the basic equations,
assuming incompressible liquid, rigid pipes, negligible hydraulic losses,
and uniform flow and pressure across the pipe cross section as
H L dVH -
a g dt
where H is the head associated with the deceleration or acceleration of the
liquid atthe valves, L is the pipe length, and dV/dt is the rate at which the
liquid velocity changes. With various pipe lengths and diameters between the
liquid reservoir interface and the valve, the equation used is
A L L 2  L dV
H 1 2 n 1
a g A I A2 A I " dt
where An and Ln denote the cross-sectional area and length of the nth pipe
section. For liquid hydrogen flowing at 2.04 kg/sec (4.5 lb/sec) in a 0. 102-M
(4-in.) diameter pipe 3. 05M (10 ft.) long, with a valve closure of 0.03 sec,
the "water hammer" pressure is approximately 25.5 x 10 3 N/M 2 (3. 7 psi).
Although this pressure is attenuated in being transmitted from the valve to
the screen device, it is clear from this single example that hydraulic tran-
sients must be considered as important system interface problems, since
the pressure differences greatly exceed the screen bubble-point pressures.
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As a result, the MDAC liquid propulsion feed system dynamic analysis pro-
gram, H672, was applied to analyze the various types of flow situations that
will be encountered. The dynamic analysis computer program is useful for
determining the magnitude and duration of the pressure and flow surges as
a function of geometry, valve opening and closure rates, etc. However,
this information cannot be used directly to determine whether screen break-
down occurs. It will be necessary to evaluate conditions experimentally for
which screen breakdown occurs, and then compare these data with the com-
puter predictions of pressure surges within the screen device. It would also
be desirable to extend the capability of dynamic analysis programs to account
for flow of the liquid through screens and for surface tension effects on
pressure-wave attenuation. This is beyond the scope of this project.
This computer program uses a nonlinear description of
components at discrete junctions with solutions to the flow between junctions
obtained by the method of characteristics. The obtained solutions are for
liquid hydrogen and simulate a set of three channels in the LH 2 tank. In this
configuration, it is only necessary to change the dimensions of the channels
and associated tank to simulate a range of system conditions. The model
cannot account for flow through the screen and, therefore, treats the screen
portion as an equivalent pipe.
Figure 3. 1. 23 illustrates the computed pressure surges
for a three-channel acquisition device configuration in the baseline LH 2 tank.
Steady-state flow was not reached during the 0. 015 second the valve was full
open. It is seen, however, that for the low flowrate (2.05 kg/sec maximum)
a high pressure surge of 690 x 103 N/M 2 (100 psi) is produced immediately
upstream of the valve. This pressure wave is strongly attenuated within the
screen device.
Figures 3. 1. 24 to 3. 1. 27 illustrate a higher flowrate
(4. 95 kg/sec) for the channel system in the LH 2 tank. (Automatic computer
printout is used.) The pressure surge at the valve is a maximum of 1140 N/M 2
(165 psi) following shutdown. The pressure surge in the screen device,
denoted H4, drops a maximum of 41. 5 N/M 2 (6 psi) below the ullage pressure
at 0.015 second, and increases to 180 N/M 2 (26 psi) above the ullage pressure
at 0.048 second. Pressure surges of this magnitude may be associated with
vapor ingestion or liquid loss through the screen. Figure 3. 1. 25 shows that
there is a short-duration negative flow following valve shutdown. Figure
3. 1.27 shows that although very large pressure surges are generated at the
valve when it is closed rapidly these surges are attenuated by the line
restrictions, but that this attenuation is not sufficient to eliminate the possi-
bility of breakdown at the screen device.
e. Preliminary Design. Based on the preceding channel cross
section, screen mesh and element, and duct configuration selection studies,
a preliminary acquisition subsystem design was developed for the FDC con-
cept. Figures 3. 1.28 and 3. 1.29 show layouts of the 16 -segment 3. 66 M
(12 ft) diameter ring system. Note that the elbow sections are designed to
maintain the V-band connectors at a circular cross section. The overall
duct system orientation is shown in Figure 3. 1. 28. Two primary acquisition
rings are used. A third ring, which provides acquisition during the early
portion of the reentry period and general redundancy, is positioned within
the propellant trap region. The trap baffle is positioned so that the trap
can contain 2.83 M 3 (100 ft 3 ) of LH 2 . This provides propellant for all
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functions during reentry. An allowance was made in the baffle volume for
the helium pressurization bottle, which was sized for cold-helium pressuri-
zation requirements (see Section 3. 2).
The details shown in the figures are for the C cross-section
design which uses an aluminum perforated tube for structural backup. The
channel is first formed by rolling the perforated aluminum into two 25. 4 cm
(10 in.) diameter cylinders. The two cylinders are riveted to the short steel
center elbow and the steel end flanges are riveted to the aluminum tube ends
to accommodate the V-band couplings. The flush rivets structurally hold the
various elements together but do not provide any form of seal. The coarse
mesh aluminum screen (used to reduce pressure loss) is next put into place
over the perforated cylinder (no physical attachment), and the fine mesh steel
screen is cut and layed in place. Thin (1.27 cm) bands are then clamped
along the screen edges and the bands, screen, and steel end pieces are
welded together to complete the duct section assembly. (Actual hardware
details of such a system are shown in section 5 Prototype Design and
Fabrication.)
The rings are connected to the sump baffle through 20. 3 cm
(8 in. ) diameter aluminum collector ducts. Similar V-band joint/couplings
are used to join the collector duct sections and to join the collector duct
to the rings and the sump baffle. It should be noted that the surface area
for this duct system is only 30 percent of what a full screen wall liner
would be. This brings about minimum weight for the screen elements and
support hardware. It is made up of 0. 051 cm (0. 020 in. ) aluminum rein-
forced by eight radially-running Z-sections made of 0. 091-cm aluminum.
The center portion of the baffle cone is removable to provide about a 1-M
access diameter into the main portion of the tank. The tank manhole
itself provides sufficiently large access to accommodate the helium
bottle.
Each ring channel is attached to the cryogen tank wall through
local point support mechanisms. To facilitate installation of the eight channel
sections, eight attachment points should be used, but these do not have to be
permanent attachments, since once the ring sections are joined, the full
channel could be supported by as few as three supports. The channel struc-
ture is relatively light and the support loads are small. Thus, the support
structural requirements are minimum. However, the ring must be held
rigid and the supports must be capable of accommodating the thermal
contractions.
Two possible support approaches were devised as shown in
Figures 3. 1. 30. 1 and 3. 1. 30. 2. In the one case, a series of hinges were con-
ceived where the movement of the hinge would allow for contractions. This
is illustrated as applied to a solid duct system. In the second case, a tension
cable strut support system was used. Each support point has three cables
which join at the channel and intersect at 1200. The hinge system requires
the installation of cylindrical pins which could be tedious for in-tank instal-
lation and parts placement within the tank would have to be to close toler-
ances. The cable system, on the other hand, would use turnbuckles to
allow proper alignment without highly-precise attachment pad placements in
the tank. Cable attachments would use simple eye bolts to ease the in-tank
installation. A three-cable support system of this type was investigated in
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Reference 9 for the support of non-integral propellant tanks within a
vehicle shell structure and was shown to be highly effective in rigidly
supporting cryogenic tanks even with high loading conditions and to result
in minimum heat leak. Thus, the three-element tension member system was
selected for the channel supports using three primary supports per channel.
Design details are shown in Figure 3. 1. 30. 1.
The channel is gripped by a thin steel band wrapped around the
channel and riveted at its ends. At the end of the band is a fixture with
sockets for retaining the end-balls on the three braided-steel support cables.
The end-balls on the other end of the cables are inserted into the turn-buckle
assemblies. During installation into the tank, the turn-buckle is screwed
into the threaded ends of the eye bolts that are attached to the tank wall.
Based on the developed preliminary design, a weight estimate
of the acquisition system was made. The breakdown is shown in Table 3. 1. 5.
Weights are shown for the all-stainless steel and aluminum tube designs.
The acquisition system for the LO 2 tank is similar to that for the LH2 tank,
except that three rings are used in the main tank (see Figure 3. 1. 31). The
required duct cross sectional diameter to satisfy all flow requirements is
17. 8 cm (7 in.). The required baffle volume is 0. 623 M 3 (22 ft 3 ), which
means the baffle weight is much smaller than for the LH 2 tank baffle. The
weight summary for the LO 2 tank acquisition system is shown in Table 3. 1. 6,
(aluminum perforated tube). From the criteria developed previously in this
section, to assure satisfactory operation of this FDC preliminary design, all
heat input to the tank interiors must be minimized and, hopefully, eliminated.
To accomplish this, the following subsystem design features were established:
Propellant temperature helium tank pressurization.
Vapor-cooled shield TVS integrated with pump and
feedline cooling.
Direct overboard dump of pump bypass fluid during
startup and shutdown.
Table 3. 1. 5
DISTRIBUTED ACQUISITION SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES (LH 2 TANK)
Aluminum Tube All Steel Design
- 1 Duct 29. 5 kg (64.9 lb) 40.8 kg (90. 0 lb)
- 2 Duct 25. 9 (57. 1 lb) 36.2 (79. 7 lb)
- 3 Duct 23. 6 (52. 1 lb) 31. 1 (68.4 lb)
Collection duct 8.8 (19.3 lb) 8.8 (19. 3 lb)
Baffle 23. 6 (52. 1 lb) 23.6 (52. 1 lb)
Subtotal 111.4 (245.5 lb) 140.5 (309. 5 lb)
Support/attachments 6.2 (13.5) 6.2 (13. 5)
Total 117.6 kg (259.0 lb) 146.7 kg (323. 0 lb)
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Table 3. 1.6
DISTRIBUTED ACQUISITION SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES
LO 2 TANK
- 1 Duct 16.3 kg (35.8 lb)
- 2 Duct 18.9 (41.7)
- 3 Duct 15.4 (34.0)
-4 Duct 15.0 (33.0)
Collector duct 3.7 (8. 1)
Baffle 5.7 (12.5)
Subtotal 75.0 kg (165. 1 lb)
Support/attachments 8.3 (18. 3)
Total 83.3 kg (183.4 lb)
These concepts and possible alternatives are discussed and evaluated in
Sections 3. 2 and 3. 3, and the various interfacing subsystems are integrated
into a total FDC feed system in Section 3. 4. This design is also compared
with an alternative acquisition concept design developed in the following
section.
3. 1. 3 Localized Pressure Isolated Channel (LPIC) Acquisition Concept.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that the full tank distributed screen
acquisition concept requires significant constraints on the design of the pres-
surization and thermal control subsystems when the systemis designed to resist
all possible failure modes. These constraints involveweight and reliability pen-
alties which may be avoided by employing a different acquisition design approach.
The basic failure modes with the FDC have their origin in the sensitivity of the
surface tension screen device to heat transfer and fluid dynamics. Thus,
most of these overall feed system constraints could be eliminated or greatly
relieved by using a localized and thermally-isolated acquisition device as
opposed to the full tank channel distribution system. The isolation principle
physically separates the screen device from the critical tank thermodynamics
and fluid dynamics. In this revised acquisition approach, shown in Figure
3. 1.32, the reduced size or localized surface tension screen channel is
placed within a secondary tank located within the main propellant tank. This
inner tank is independently pressurized with cold helium and insulated to
provide the required thermal isolation. The main tank now can be pres-
surized with warm GH 2 which in general results in a lighter pressurization
system (see Section 3.2). Other sources of tank energy input such as tank
wall heating and pump by-pass fluid can also be tolerated with this approach
since the screen is completely isolated from the fluid conditions in the main
portion of the tank. The complicating factor with this and any localized
acquisition concept is that the inner or secondary tank must be periodically
refilled. Fortunately, in the CSS/APS application, defined long-duration
Orbit Maneuvering (OM) burns are available, during which time the developed
vehicle acceleration can be used to refill the secondary acquisition device
tankage once the OMS is started from the propellants originally retained in
the acquisition device/secondary tank. Other refill techniques are also
possible, as will be discussed later.
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a. General Operation. The operation of the recommended
Localized Pressure Isolated Channel (LPIC) concept, often referred to as
the "start tank" concept, is as follows. During initial propellant loading,
the acquisition tankage is filled immediately after main tank loading. At the
first APS expulsion signal, the secondary tank is pressurized to its operating
pressure with cold helium and LH 2 is discharged from the secondary tank by
opening the main outlet valve. LH 2 is then expelled and transferred to the
engine system at constant pressure. In the case of OMS burns, the vehicle
acceleration will be relatively high (. 05 g) and the main tank propellant will
be reoriented by this resulting acceleration. A short period of time after
OMS firing initiation (1 to 2 seconds), pressurization of the main tank is
initiated and continued until the main tank is 13. 8 x 103 to 20.7 x 103 N/M 2
(2 to 3 psi) higher than that in the secondary tank. When sufficient liquid
bulk is positioned around the secondary tank region, the acquisition or
secondary tank inlet valve is opened by a timed signal, and the resulting AP
permits liquid to flow from the main tank into the secondary tank. As was
the case with the full distributed channel concept design, the secondary tank
screen device itself is not permitted to empty; only the liquid around the
channel is removed. To assure proper refill, the secondary tank vent valve
is activated to maintain a fixed pressure drop between the secondary and main
tank. When refill is complete, the vent valve is closed, and flow continues
to pass through the acquisition tank which now acts as a liquid accumulator.
At expulsion termination, both outlet and refill valves are closed simultane-
ously, and the acquisition tank is completely full of liquid and ready for the
next expulsion step.
In the case of short expulsion steps, as with low thrust ACS
burns and there is insufficient time for refill, the complete burn is supplied
from the secondary tank, which is then partially depleted. Thus, the second-
ary tank serves more than simply a start-tank function. Because of this, the
secondary tank volume must be sized to provide sufficient propellant for
these short burns and a subsequent OMS restart. The screen device must
also be designed to provide retention under these conditions as well.
b. Preliminary Design
(1) Secondary Tank Sizing. The first step in the preliminary
design of the LPIC concept is to size the volume of the secondary tank. A
computer program has been developed by MDAC to size the secondary or
acquisition tank volume to satisfy a specific expulsion duty cycle. This pro-
gram requires as inputs, the thruster propellant consumption schedule,
specified refill rate (normally twice the outflow rate), and a settling time for
each major expulsion. (There is also a built-in capability for calculating a
settling time.) The program iterates through the duty cycle and results in
the definition of the secondary tank size to provide adequate volume to satisfy
the mission requirements. The program also evaluates cold-gas pressuriza-
tion requirements for the secondary tank and a variety of retention factors
which will be discussed later in this section.
Several operational criteria were used in arriving at the
secondary tank volume, or, more specifically, a range of volumes:
CASE A: Secondary tank is sized to contain all startup
and ACS propellant, secondary fluid such as
auxiliary power and life support. Only the
available OM burns are used for dynamic
refill.
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CASE B: Secondary tank is sized to contain only
startup and ACS propellants and only
the available OM burns are used for
dynamic refill. (In this case, secondary
fluids and in-flight losses are supplied
from the main portion of the tank. )
CASE C: Same as Case A, except that specific or
dedicated periods are programmed for
secondary tank refill. (1, 2, 3, and
6 refill periods were evaluated.)
The secondary tank sizing program was used to calculate
the tank volume requirements based on the above three criteria and the gen-
eral propellant consumption histories established in Section 2 for the three
baseline missions. Other assumed conditions included a dynamic refill rate
equal to twice the nominal outflow rate and a constant settling time of
12 seconds, which was calculated to be the maximum required based on
individual settling calculations for each expulsion step in a complete mission.
Results of the sizing analysis are summarized in
Table 3. 1.7, which indicates that the resupply mission dictates the secondary
tank size. Obviously, the most severe requirement from the standpoint of
secondary tank volume is Case A, with nearly continuous supply of propellant
for attitude control expendable and auxiliary supplies. A 20 percent reduction
in volume is achieved when the secondary tank is limited to supplying cryogen
only for engine start and attitude control burns. In such a case, venting and
Table 3. 1.7
COMPUTED SECONDARY TANKAGE VOLUMES - M
3 (FT 3
LH 2  LO 2
Sizing Criteria
Easterly Resupply Polar Resupply
A 15.6 (550) 15.8 (560) 15.0 (530) 2.8 (100)
B
Refill 3rd day"* 8. 1 (286) 8. 3 (293) 8.0 (281) 1.4 (51)
Refill 3rd and 6th days 7.6 (267) 7. 5 (266) 7. 1 (250) i. 1 (40)
Refill 2nd, 3rd and 6th days 5. 1 (181) . 5.6 (198) 4.9 (174) 0.9 (33)
Refill 1st through 6th days 2.7 (94) 3.7 (131) 2. 7 (99) 0.8 (29)
C 12.5 (441) 12.7 (450) 12. 1 (427) 2.4 (86)
Refill always occurs during OM burns
Low-g refill occurs at end of day
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cryogens for auxiliary functions are taken directly from the main tank region.
In general, this would not appear to be a serious limitation. Therefore, the
upper limit on secondary tank size was set at 12. 7 M 3 (450 ft 3 ) and
2.4 M 3 (86 ft 3 ) for LH 2 and LO2, respectively.
As indicated in Table 3. 1. 7, more dramatic reductions in
secondary tank volume can be achieved if periods during the mission are
dedicated to refilling of the secondary tank. With six such refills, the volume
can be reduced to 30 percent of the maximum required value. However,
special provisions must be made to accomplish this secondary tank refill.
Two general approaches were investigated to obtain refill: (1) dedicated
attitude control thruster firings which would settle the propellants and permit
secondary tank refill while under the produced positive acceleration; and(2) a low-g vacuum vent refill technique which uses special auxiliary hardware
built into the surface tension acquisition system. Both concepts involve weight
penalties and operational constraints on the vehicle.
The acceleration technique is relatively straightforward and
involves firing the H 2 /0 2 ACS thruster to provide settling acceleration. The
major weight penalty with this approach is the propellant weight that would be
expended in producing the required acceleration. This was approximated by
assuming a minimum ACS thrust of 4440 Newtons (1000 lb) with an
I s  400 sec at an O/F = 4. 5. This yields a thruster total flowrate of
1. 13 kg/sec. The thrust must be applied for a time period equal to the sum
of the time for settling and the time for secondary tank refill. Settling time
at 0. 004 g was estimated at about 60 sec and Figure 3. 1. 33 shows the
required secondary tank refill time as a function of tank volume and line sizes
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for an assumed pressure differential between the main and secondary tank of
34. 5 x 103 N/M (5 psia). Therefore, assuming a 10.2 cm line diameter,
two refills would require 240 sec of thrusting or about 270 kg of propellant
and six refills would require 576 sec of thrusting or a propellant expenditure
of 651 kg. Considering only the weight saved by reducing the size of a sim-
ple pressure vessel, two refills would save about 90 kg and six refills would
save 135 kg. These reductions are not comparable to the propellant weight
penalty. Therefore, the dedicated thruster firing approach would not result
in a net savings and was dropped from further consideration.
With the low-g vacuum vent refill technique, auxiliary
screen surface tension devices are used to provide liquid to the secondary
tank which is vented to vacuum prior to initiating refill. This concept is dis-
cussed in detail in Appendix D and was shown to be feasible during MDAC
IRAD tests (Reference 10 and 11). It was shown that a tank with liquid resi-
dual could be rapidly vented to vacuum and completely refilled with liquid.
This venting method is g-level independent butinvolves a weightpenalty in the
dumped propellant. In subsequent analyses, where secondary tank volume of
less than 12.7 M 3 (450 ft 3 ) are used, it is assumed that low-g vacuum vent
refill is employed and the appropriate hardware and fluid residual weights to
implement vacuum vent/refill are included as part of the acquisition sub-
system weight.
(2) Basic Channel Design. Most of the channel design work
performed for the FDC concept is also applicable to the LPIC acquisition
system and was directly used where applicable.
The basic criteria in channel sizing is that a retention
safety factor greater than 2. 0 must be achieved at all orbital propellant
orientations, flowrates, and acceleration levels. A minimum propellant
volume of 15 percent was selected as the worst case. This condition is con-
servative since with the mission requirements used in this study, the system
operates effectively and with no weight penalty between the limits of 100 per-
cent full and 30 percent full or higher. In other words, there are no require-
ments for the propellant level in the secondary tank to drop below 30 percent
until the final reentry burn when the screen device is expected to break down.
Assuming that the tank must operate with a propellant load of 15 percent
rather than 30 percent, one should account for propellant wave motion, which
could tend to decrease the flow-through area of the screens submerged in the
propellant. The minimum percentage selected is practical and results, as
will be shown directly, in a system that achieves retention safety factors
greater than 2. 0.
Because of the spherical shape-of the secondary tank,
parallel plane channels, as used in the FDC concept, did not inherently pro-
vide the desired liquid communication with minimum weight. Rather, a dual
intersecting channel was selected for the secondary tank. Two orientations,
as shown in Figure 3. 1. 34 were compared. In the first case, Orientation A,
the channels were oriented perpendicular and parallel to the vehicle axis
such that only one channel contacted the residual liquid in the worst case
propellant orientation. In Orientation B, the channels were orientated at
45 deg to the vehicle axis. In this case, two channels contacted the liquid
residual. Both orientations are constrained by the requirement that the
secondary tank sump be located so as to remove all of the propellant during
the final reentry/landing phase when the 1-g acceleration level is in the
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Table 3. 1.8
EFFECT OF CHANNEL ORIENTATION ON CHANNEL LH
ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE 2
System Pressure Losses, N/M 2 (lb/ft2 )
RetentionChannel Screen Channel Velocity Static Total Safety
Orientation Flow Flow Head Head Loss Factor
Configuration A 27.15 2. 78 52. 00 41. 33 123. 26 1.48
Parallel/ (0. 567) (0. 058) (1. 086) (0. 864) (2. 575)
Perpendicular
Configuration B 26. 33 1. 10 13.02 35.40 75.85 2.40
450 Angle (0.550) (0.023) (0.272) (0.740) (1. 585)
Notes: (1) Acceleration - 0. 457 M/sec 2 (1.5 ft/sec2 ) negative parallel
to vehicle axis (-x direction)
(2) LH 2 Flow rate - 2.7 kg/sec (5. 95 lb/sec)
(3) Channel Dimensions - 17. 8 x 17. 8 cm (7 x 7 in.)
(4) Secondary TankVolume 
- 2.8 M (100 ft
(5) 200 x 600 Mesh Screen 3 2
Bubble Point Pressure = 181. 9 N/M (3. 8 lb/ft
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-z direction of the vehicle axis. Comparison of the retention safety factors
for the two orientations (see Table 3. 1. 8) showed that Orientation B provides
60 percent higher retention safety factor than Orientation A. The improve-
ment results from the fact that, with Configuration B, both channels are in
contact with the liquid and the static head is decreased. With flow through
two channels, the viscous pressure drop in the channel and the velocity head
are both decreased, and since the wetted screen area is also increased, this
contribution to pressure drop is also diminished.
The results of the duct channel cross section study con-
ducted for the FDC concept reported in Section 3. 1.2 are valid for this
concept as well and showed that the all-screen circular design was preferred
in terms of weight and retention performance. The channel design was also
evolved to avoid compound curvature of screen surfaces, unnecessarily fine
mesh screens, and complicated channel supports or duct section connections.
The resulting general channel configuration is as shown in
Figure 3. 1. 35. It consists of two rings oriented in two perpendicular planes
intersecting at their mid-points. Each ring is a hexagon formed of six nearly
equal length straight screen sections. The construction features of the ducts
are very similar to those adopted for the FDC concept ducting. The V-band
couplings were placed so as to use the minimum possible number and still
result in channel section sizes that were compatible with a two-man assembly
operation within the tank. Details of the duct construction are shown in
Figures 3. 1. 36 and 3. 1. 37.
The retention performance characteristics of the circular
cross section all-screen channel were determined for 200 x 600 mesh
screens. This is a relatively common screen material and has demonstrated
favorable bubble point and flow loss characteristics. The retention safety
factors are based on worst-case flow conditions in which the entire flow in
the channel device follows the shortest path from the wetted screen to the
outlet. In actuality, the flow would be proportioned among the four channel
paths, which would decrease the dynamic and viscous flow losses. The
tabulated retention safety factors are therefore somewhat low.
It had been reported, Reference 5, that a 165 x 800
mesh screen possessed the same bubble point as 200 x 600 mesh but with
lower flow losses. However, comparison tests were made on the two screens
as procured, and, although they were found to be comparable in terms of
bubble point, the flow loss with 165 x 800 was in fact slightly higher than the
200 x 600. Thus, the 200 x 600 mesh was retained for the design.
Tables 3. 1. 9 through 3. 1. 11 present the flow losses
associated for the full range of secondary tank volumes considered for the
200 x 600 mesh screen. The maximum acceleration in the -X direction is
0.457 M/sec2 (1.5 ft/sec 2 ). The maximum acceleration imposed on the
LH 2 tank in the +Z direction is 0.293 M/sec
2 (0.96 ft/sec2 ). The maximum
acceleration of the LO 2 tank is 0. 188 M/sec
2 (0. 6 ft/sec 2 ), due to the LO 2
tank being closer to the vehicle center of gravity, which decreases the
centripetal acceleration component.
The channel weight is minimized by selection of the
smallest channels which provide retention safety factors equal to or greater
than 2.0 for the worst-case flow conditions. With the 200 x 600 mesh screen,
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the retention safety factor in a few cases is 1. 9, but since the flow losses
are calculated with a conservative flow model, the actual values will be
adequate. Moreover, a small increase (approximately 2 percent) in the
channel diameter would decrease the flow losses to the point that the reten-
tion safety factor would be equal to or greater than 2. 0
Table 3. 1. 11 summarizes the channel parameters for all
secondary tank volume considered. Table 3. 1. 12 summarizes the weights
for the LPIC acquistion devices. In developing these weights, it was
assumed that the perforated tube is steel with a 60 percent open area,
0.508 cm (0. 02 in) thick. A coarse-mesh aluminum screen is used as a
standoff or backup screen; the fine-mesh screen is 200 x 600 mesh at
0.7 N/M 2 (0. 16 lb/ft 2 ). Eight Marman V-band joints are used on the channels
and a tension member system is used to join the channels to the start tank
wall similar to that used in the FDC.
(3) Pressure Shell. The pressure shell represents a significant
portion of the inert weight for the LPIC concept. The minimum weight tank
pressure shell is a spherical isogrid structure; this design has been thoroughly
analyzed and tested at MDAC and is documented in Reference 12. The
weights of the isogrid with a single circumferential weld were determined
from the tables of Reference 12 for the range of tank sizes considered
(see Figure 3. 1. 38). A maximum crushing pressure of 332 x 103 N/M 2
(48 psi) was selected as a conservative design point. The properties of
aluminum (2219-T87) were used at the appropriate cryogenic temperature
(22 0 K for LH 2 and 90 0 K for L0 2 ). The weld seam thickness was assumed to
be 2. 5 times the effective thickness of the isogrid structure and the width
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Table 3. 1. 9
LPIC CHANNEL DEVICE PERFORMANCE-LH 2 2002x 600 MESH SCREEN-
BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE = 181.9 N/m (3.8 lb/ft 2 )
System Pressure Losses,
N/rn 2 (lb/ft2 )
Start Tank Channel Acceleration Retention
Volume, Diameter, LH 2 Flow, m/sec
2  Velocity Channel Screen Static Safety
m
3 (ft 3 ) cm kg/sec (ft/sec 2 ) Head Flow Flow Head Factor 3
1.42 16.5 2.7 0.457 28.35 1.89 30.12 25.75 2.(1. 5)1 (0.592) (0.039) (0.630) (0.538) .(50) 2.04 0.293 4.05 0.58 9.96 20.67 5.2
(0.96)2 (0.085) (0.012) (0.208) (0.432) 5.2
2.83 16.5 2.7. 0.457 28.35 2.50 27.55 32.20 2.0
(1.5)1 (0.592) (0.052) (0.576) (0.673)(100) 2.04 0.293 4.05 0.76 9.17 26.25 4.
(0.96)2 (0.085) (0.016) (0. 192) (0.549)
12.72 17.8 2.7 0.457 21.06 2.86 17.30 52.85
(1.5)1 (0.440) (0.060) (0.361) (1.103) 1.9(450) 2.04 0.293 3.01 0.91 6.40 43.95
(0.96)2 (0.063) (0.019) (0. 134) (0.917)
15.85 17.8 2.7 0.457 21.06 3.07 14.52 56.75
(560) (1. 5)1 (0.440) (0.064) (0. 304) (1. 186) 1.9(560) 2.04 0.293 3.01 0.99 6. 36 47.25 3.2
(0.96)2 (0. 063) (0.021) (0. 133) (0.988) 3.2
1 Cross-channel flow - 0.457 m/sec 2 (1.5 ft/sec2 ) negative parallel to vehicle axis (-"X direction)
2 Four-channel flow - 0.293 mn/sec 2 (0.96 ft/sec2 ) positive normal to vehicle axis (+Z direction)
3 Safety factor based on 15 percent LH 2 volume in the start tank
Table 3. 1. 10
LPIC CHANNEL DEVICE PERFORMANCE-LO 2 200 x 600 MESH SCREEN-
BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE = 1, 250 N/rm2 (26. 1 lb/ft 2 )
System Pressure Losses,
N/rn 2 (lb/ft2 )
Start Tank Channel L0 2 Flow, Acceleration Retention
Volume, Diameter, kg/sec mrn/sec 2  Velocity Channel Screen Static Safety
m
3 (ft 3 ) cm (in.) (lb/sec) (ft/secZ) Head Flow Flow Head Factor 3
0.24 12.7 13.5 0.457 125.2 6.53 293.0 229.4
(1.5)1 (2.62) (0.136) (6.12) (4.79) 1.9(8.33) (5.0) 6.85 0.18 8.06 0.76 42.1 111.6
(0. 6) (0. 169) (0. 016) (0. 880) (2. 33) 7.7
0.47 12.7 13.5 0.457 125.2 7.18 171.8 287.7
(1. 5)1 (2. 62) (0.150) (3. 59) (6.01) 2.1(16.67) (5.0) 6.85 0.188 8.06 1.02 29.7 142.8
(0.6)2 (0.169) (0.021) (0.621) (2.98) 6.9
1.84 15.2 13.5 0.457 60.4 4.93 75.4 451.0
(65) (6.0) 6.85 (1.5)1 (1.26) (0.103) (1.57) (9.44) 2.1(65).0. 188 3.89 0.68 13.2 228.7
(0.6)2 (0.081) (0.014) (0.275) (4.78) 5.1
1 Cross-channel flow - 0.457 m/sec 2 (1.5 ft/sec2 ) negative parallel to vehicle axis (-X direction)
2 Four-channel flow - 0. 188 m/sec2 (0. 6 ft/sec2 ) positive normal to vehicle axis (+Z direction)
3 Safety factor based on 15 percent LO 2 volume in the start tank
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Table 3. 1. 11
CHANNEL SIZING PARAMETERS
Main Length of Straight Straight Propellant
Tank Tank Channel Straight Section Section Mass in
Volume, Radius, Diameter, Section Surface Area, Volume, Section,
M 3 (ft 3 ) M M M M 2  M 3  kg
1.42 0.695 0.165 0.506 0.262 0.0108 0.76
(50)
LH 2  2. 83 0.877 0. 165 0.690 0. 357 0.0147 1. 03(100)
12. 72 1.450 0. 178 1.250 0. 697 0.0309 2. 17
(450)
0.236 0.383 0. 127 0.231 0.0922 0.0029 3. 32
(8. 33)
LO 2  0.471 0.483 0. 127 0.330 0. 132 0.0042 4. 7616.67)
1.84 0.760 0. 153 0.582 0.279 0.0106 12. 05
(65)
Table 3. 1. 12
LPIC ACQUISITION DEVICE WEIGHTS (KG)
LH 2 SYSTEM Secondary Tank Volume
1.4 M 3  2.8 M 3  12.6 M 3
Item (50 ft 3 ) (100 ft 3 ) (450 ft 3 )
Primary Channels (two)
Perforated Steel Tube 8. 9 11.4 22.4
Steel Screen (200oo x 600) 2. 5 3.4 6. 6
Aluminum Backup Screen 0.8 1.0 2. 0
Welding Joints 0.4 0. 5 0. 9
Total 12. 6 16. 3 31.9
LO 2 SYSTEM Secondary Tank Volume
0. 236 M 3  0.47 M 3  1. 84 M 3
Item (8. 33 ft 3 ) (16. 67 ft 3 ) (65 ft 3 )
Primary Channels (two)
Perforated Steel Tube 3. 1 kg 4. 2 kg 12. 0 kg
Steel Screen (200 x 600) 0. 9 1. 3 3. 0
Aluminum Backup Screen 0. 3 0.4 1.0
Welding Joints 0.2 0. 2 0. 5
Total 4.5 6. 1 16.5
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was assumed to be 7. 5 cm (3 inches) for all start tank sizes. The lightest
and most practical design is composed of two hemispheres joined by a single
circumferential weld. The tank support weight was assumed to be approxi-
mately 8 percent of the basic tank shell weight.
For the larger start tanks, a manhole is used to provide
access for screen device servicing. Thus, installation and removal of the
channels would be accomplished by technicians working within the tanks.
The manhole cover design is based on that used on the Saturn S-IVB. The
total weight penalty is essentially proportional to the manhole circumfer-
ence. The flange weight penalty for a 0. 9 M (3 ft) diameter flange is
16. 8 kg (37 Ib) and 1. 9 kg (4. 2 Ib) for the bolts.
Installation of the large start tank within the main propellant
tank would probably have to be accomplished during main tank assembly.
However, in the case of the small LO2, the entire secondary tank can be
inserted through the normal manhole access of the liquid oxygen main tank.
It is only necessary that the structural supports of the LO 2 secondary tanks
be easily detachable.
Tables 3. 1. 13 and 3. 1. 14 summarize the acquisition hardware weights
for the LH2 and LO 2 tanks. The pressure shell data were taken from Fig-
ure 3. 1. 38 and the channel weights were taken from Table 3. 1. 12. The
foam insulation weights are compatible with the insulation requirements
identified in Figure 3. 3. 16 of Section 3. 3. 3. In addition to the basic acquisi-
tion hardware, weights are also presented for vacuum vent/refill provisions
which are mandatory for the small secondary tanks and optional for tank
volume of 12. 6 M 3 LH 2 and 1. 84 M 3 LO 2 tanks or larger.
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Figure 3.1.38. LH 2 Secondary Tank Weight
was assumed to be 7. 5 cm (3 inches) for all start tank sizes. The lightest
and most practical design is composed of two hemispheres joined by a single
circumferential weld. The tank support weight was assumed to be approxi-
mately 8 percent of the basic tank shell weight.
For the larger start tanks, a manhole is used to provide
access for screen device servicing. Thus, installation and removal of the
channels would be accomplished by technicians working within the tanks.
The manhole cover design is based on that used on the Saturn S-IVB. The
total weight penalty is essentially proportional to the manhole circumfer-
ence. The flange weight penalty for a 0. 9 M (3 ft) diameter flange is
16.8 kg (37 lb) and 1.9 kg (4.2 lb) for the bolts.
Installation of the large start tank within the main propellant
tank would probably have to be accomplished during main tank assembly.
H-owever, in the case of the small LO?, the entire secondary tank can be
inserted through the normal manhole access of the liquid oxygen main tank.
It is only necessary that the structural supports of the LO2 secondary tanks
be easily detachable.
Tables 3. 1. 13 and 3. 1. 14 summarize the acquisition hardware weights
for the LH2 and L02 tanks. The pressure shell data were taken from Fig-
ure 3. 1. 38 and the channel weights were taken from Table 3. 1. 12. The
foam insulation weights are compatible with the insulation requirements
identified in Figure 3. 3. 16 of Section 3. 3. 3. In addition to the basic acquisi-
tion hardware, weights are also presented for vacuum vent/refill provisions
which are mandatory for the small secondary tanks and optional for tank
volume of 12. 6 M 3 LH2 and 1. 84 M3 L0 2 tanks or larger.
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Table 3. 1. 13
LPIC ACQUISITION SYSTEM WEIGHTS
(LIQUID HYDROGEN)
Start Tank Size
SYSTEM WEIGHT PENALTIES 1.4 M 2.8 M 12.6 M 15.6 M 3
(50 Ft 3 ) (100 Ft 3 ) (45.0 Ft 3 ) (550 Ft 2
ACQUISITION HARDWARE
PRESSURE SHELL (SPHERICAL 14. 6 Kg 29. 3 Kg 132. 0 Kg 163.0 Kg
ISOGRID) (See Figure 3. 1.38)
SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR 1.2 2.4 10.5 13.0
SECONDARY TANK (8% of shell)
ACCESS MANHOLE (1M ID) 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7
PRIMARY CHANNEL (Table 3. 1. 12) 12.6 16. 3 31.9 36.0
SCREEN DEVICE
MARMAN CLAMPS 7. 6 7. 6 8.1 8.1
(8 STAINLESS STEEL)
FOAM INSULATION ( 1 )  5.0 8.2 18.0 19.5
MAIN TANK SCREENS 18.1 18.1 18.1 18.1
CHANNEL SUPPORTS 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.1
78.2 101.3 238.3 277.5
VACUUM VENT/REFILL PROVISIONS
AUXILIARY CHANNEL 1.0 1.3 2.6 2.7
AUXILIARY ANNULAR SCREEN 3.5 4.5 12.4 14. 3
MAIN TANK REFILL CHANNEL 6. 3 8.2 16.0 18.0
RESIDUAL IN CHANNEL 2.4(2) 1.5 ( 3 )  0.4 ( 4 )  0.4 ( 4 )
ANNULAR RESIDUAL 20.4(2) 15. 0 ( 3 )  5. 7(4) 6. 8 ( 4 )
33.6 30.5 37.1 42.2
(1) TAKEN FROM FIGURE 3.3. 16
(2) CALCULATED FOR 15 VACUUM VENT/REFILL CYCLES
(3) CALCULATED FOR 7 VACUUM VENT/REFILL CYCLES
(4) RESIDUAL BASED ON ONE SCREEN BREAKDOWN CORRECTION
PROCEDURE
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Table 3. 1. 14
LPIC ACQUISITION SYSTEM WEIGHTS
(LIQUID OXYGEN)
Start Tank Size
3 33
0. 236 M 0.47 M 1.84 M
3
(8. 33 Ft 3 ) (16.67 Ft 3 ) (65 Ft 3 )
ACQUISITION HARDWARE
PRESSURE SHELL 2.5 Kg 5.0 Kg 19. 3 Kg
(SPHERICAL ISOGRID)
SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR 0.2 0.4 1.5
START TANK
ACCESS MANHOLE (3 FT ID) 0 0 18.7
PRIMARY CHANNEL 4.5 6.1 15.5
SCREEN DEVICE
MARMAN CLAMPS 0 0 8. 1
(11 STAINLESS STEEL)
FOAM INSULATION 0 0 0
CHANNEL SUPPORTS 0.4 0.7 1.4
MAIN TANK SCREENS 9.0 9.0 9. 0
16.6 21.2 73.5
VACUUM VENT/REFILL PROVISIONS
AUXILIARY CHANNELS 0.4 0. 5 1.1
(STAINLESS STEEL)
AUXILIARY ANNULAR SCREEN 1. 4 1.9 4.5
MAIN TANK REFILL CHANNEL 2.2 3.1 8.2
RESIDUAL WITHIN CHANNELS 17.8(1) 12. 0 ( 2 )  3. 0
( 3 )
RESIDUAL WITHIN ANNULAR 59.0
( 1) 19. 7(2) 4. (3)
SCREEN
81.8 37.5 20.9
(1) CALCULATED FOR 15 VACUUM VENT/REFILL CYCLES
(2) CALCULATED FOR 7 VACUUM VENT/REFILL CYCLES
(3) RESIDUAL BASED ON ONE SCREEN BREAKDOWN CORRECTION
PROCEDURE
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These weights will be combined into a total integrated LPIC feed
system in section 3. 4 and compared with the FDC feed system developed in
section 3. 1. 2.
3.2 Pressurization Subsystem
The pressurization subsystem, in general, represents a significant
portion of the weight of a cryogenic feed system, and itcan also involve an
appreciable cryogenic tank heat input, since the pressurant gas is normally
heated. before injection into the tank. Cryogenic propellant tanks are normally
pressurized. with: (1) helium stored in high pressure tanks located within the
cryogen to minimize storage volume: (2) by bleeding gaseous propellants
from the engine to the tanks, or (3) combination of these two techniques. In
all cases, during engine operation some finite pressure must be maintained
in the tank above the propellant saturation pressure (generally termed net
positive suction pressure - NPSP). The controlling factor in sizing the
pressurization system is the amount of pressurant gas that must be supplied
to the tank to satisfy the design NPSP for a given expulsion flowrate schedule,
tank geometry, including internal hardware, and gas inlet temperature. An
available MDAC pressurization analysis computer program, Code H431, was
used to evaluate the relatively complex thermodynamic processes that occur
within the tank and. to predict the pressurant usage.
3.2. 1 Analytical Technique. The H431 Pressurization Analysis Computer
program is based on a one-dimensional flow model. Spatial variations in the
system variables are permitted. only along the vertical tank axis; there are
no radial or circumferential variations. Tank pressurization computer pro-
grams based. on this type of model have been compared extensively with
experimental data and found to be valid (Reference 13). The thermal system
for this analysis consists of the tank wall of specified geometry, internal
hardware, propellant liquid, and ullage gas. The ullage gas may be pure
propellant vapor or a mixture of vapor with helium. Tabulated variable prop-
erties are used to describe the thermodynamic behavior of all materials.
The computations are based on a finite-difference representation of the
physical system. The tank wall, internal hardware, propellant, and ullage
are each divided by horizontal planes into a number of nodes, the properties
within each node being uniform. The gas and liquid are divided into nodes
whose thickness and. location can vary with time. The tank wall and hardware
nodes are of equal axial thickness and are stationary.
The volume of each liquid and gas node is bounded. by the top and bottom
boundary planes and by the solid surface of the tank wall and the internal
hardware. Heat transfer takes place between each gas node and the solid
surface with which it is in contact. The physically simultaneous processes
of heat transfer and. pressure change are assumed to take place sequentially
as isobaric heat transfer and isentropic pressure change. The numerical
solution is obtained by calculating the change in the state of each node in the
system during each successive time step throughout the total solution time.
Expulsion duty cycle control data is input to the program in time-variable
tables. These include propellant outflow rate, vehicle acceleration, pres-
surant inlet temperature and. composition, tank pressure, and pressurant
inflow rate. Heat transfer coefficients may be input or calculated. internally
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from free convection relationships. The solution may be computed. in two
modes: either the tank pressure schedule is specified and the required
pressurant flow rate is calculated, or the pressurant flow rate is specified
and. the pressure is calculated.. Initial conditions specified at the start of
the duty cycle are the ullage fraction, tank pressure, and all temperature
distributions.
This basic computer program has been further developed into two
modified versions with add.ed. capabilities for analyzing complete missions.
The "multistep expulsion" version, generally used in this study, treats the
mission as a series of discrete expulsion steps separated by coast period.s
during which complete thermal equilibration occurs within the tank. The
"continuous" version analyzes the transient heat transfer processes through-
out the entire mission as a single continuous computation.
In the multistep analysis, the mission is assumed to consist of discrete
period.s of expulsion, each starting with a prepressurization to specified.
operating pressure followed by a propellant outflow at a specified rate and
duration. From the temperature distributions at the end. of the first step,
the temperature and pressure are calculated that would. result from a complete
equilibration of the complete system, including the tank wall, liquid, and.
ullage gas.
The coast phase may be specified. in two ways: by the total heat leak
into the tank or by liquid outflow from the tank (to feed a thermodynamic vent
device that intercepts the heat input). Following this heat addition or mass
removal, the equilibrium tank conditions are again calculated. These values
are then used. by the program input routines as initial conditions for the sub-
sequent expulsion step. Each step is calculated in sequence as a separate
input case, but in one computer submission.
Three options are available for specifying the operating pressure for the
second and subsequent steps: a fixed pressure, a fixed pressure increment
over the initial pressure, or a fixed pressure increment over the initial
vapor pressure of the propellant (defined as true NPSP control). When the
ullage is pure propellant vapor (no helium), the latter two options are
identical. The operating P or AP may be changed for individual steps during
the mission. Under some conditions, the tank pressure at the start of
expulsion may be greater than the specified. outflow pressure; in this case,
the outflow begins with no pressurant addition and continues until the pressure
falls to the specified level, when the pressurant flow begins at the required
rate.
The multistep analysis described. above assumed that complete thermal
equilibrium is attained after each expulsion. There is one limiting case where
heat transfer occurs sufficiently rapidly to always attain equilibrium. Another
limiting case is to permit only the minimum heat transfer rates between gas,
liquid, and wall. To do this,. thermal conduction equations were added to the
program for one-dimensional heat transfer axially down the tank wall, the
liquid, and the ullage gas. The propellant remains settled, and heat is trans-
ferred. between the gas and wall by free convection. Heat conducted down the
wall to the liquid surface level is transferred directly to the surface liquid
node. With these assumptions, the tankage system is virtually always in a
transient, nonequilibrium state when prepressurizations and propellant outflow
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events occur. The case of continuous pressure control can also be analyzed,
giving pressurant requirements to maintain tank pressure throughout the
mission under these assumed conditions of minimum heat transfer.
These computer programs have been used to analyze the pressurant
requirements and. the pressurization system behavior for typical mission
conditions. The hydrogen tank has been extensively studied with the multi-
burn program, using both autogenous and. helium pressurant. Data curves
and a discussion of results are presented. below. A more thorough discussion
of the thermodynamic behavior of the pressurization system is given in
Appendix E.
3. 2. 2 Multistep Expulsion Parametric Analysis. For the generation of
parametric performance data, the mission was approximated by a number
(6, 12, and 18) of equal duration burns spaced. evenly over the seven-day
mission. During the coast periods, propellant was withdrawn from the tank
to supply a thermodynamic vent system at a rate sufficient to remove the
incoming heat. The initial ullage volume fraction was 5 percent, and. propel-
lant was expelled. to depletion in the last burn. The initial pressure was
15 psia. The tank volume is 75 M 3 (2, 650 ft 3 ) for these calculations. Although
the final system configuration tank volume is now 69. 3 M 3 (2, 450 ft 3 ), the
larger value was used in the initial parametric study. A general pump NPSP
requirement of 34. 5 x 103 N/M 2 (5 psi) was assumed. This choice was
arbitrary but was considered to be representative of a typical APS system.
a. LHg Tank Pressurization Study. A detailed study was conducted
for the LH2 tank pressurization including evaluation of autogenous and helium
pressurization, and the influences of pressurant inlet temperature, tank pres-
sure control logic, and expulsion duty cycle variation. This level of detail is
essential in order to perform realistic overall or total propellant feed system
comparisons.
b. Autogenous (GH2) Pressurization. Autogenous pressurization
requirements were evaluated in terms of the total ullage mass at the end of
the mission, since this represents the total unusable fluid. weight penalty
against the system. The results for pressurization at a fixed outflow pres-
sure of 173 x 103 N/M 3 (25 psi) as computed with the H431 code are shown in
Figure 3. 2. 1 as a function of inlet temperature. This shows the ullage mass
to be insensitive to pressurant inlet temperature above 111 0 K (2000R). This
insensitivity to inlet temperature results from the nature of the multistep
expulsion operation in which the system reaches equilibrium after each
expulsion with the gas cooling down to near LH 2 temperature. With an infinite
number of equal steps there would be no advantage at all in heating the
pressurant.
The use of a fixed or constant outflow pressure throughout the mission
to maintain required NPSP for all expulsion steps results in high tank pres-
sures as shown in Figure 3. 2.2. The required tank pressure increases as
the number of expulsion steps and NPSP increases and inlet temperature
decreases. A fixed AP pressurization control mode can be used to ensure
that the required NPSP is efficiently attained. This control logic is termed
"true NPSP control". At the start of each burn, the tank pressure is
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increased to the required 34. 5 x 10 N/M (5 psi) above the initial pressure,
so that the outflow pressure increases for each expulsion step throughout the
mission. The resulting pressurant requirements are shown in Figure 3. 2. 3.
Since there is no limiting pressure in this operating mode, the mass curves
continue to increase with increasing number of expulsion steps. The tank pres-
sures attained at the final expulsion step is also shown in Figure 3.2. 3 and
the resulting tank pressures attained for a given NPSP are compared for the
two control logics in Figure 3. 2. 4. The comparison in terms of pressurant
mass is also shown in Figure 3.2. 5 for the optimum inlet temperature value.
The concept of true NPSP tank pressure control was shown to be completely
feasible in an MDAC/NASA-LeRC technology program (see Reference 14)
and in subsequent MDAC LH 2 feed system IRAD tests. Thus true NPSP con-
trol was assumed throughout the rest of this study.
c. LH 2 Tank Helium Pressurization Requirements. LH 2 tank pres-
surization. requirements were computed. with the H431 computer code using
helium gas pressurization. Figure 3. 2. 6 presents the resulting final helium
and propellant vapor mass with true NPSP control as a function of expulsion
steps and helium inlet temperature. A cursory examination and comparison
of Figures 3. 2. 6 and 3. 2. 3 reveals that for the same NPSP, the total ullage
mass with helium pressurization is slightly less than with GH 2 pressurization.
However as will be shown directly, when the tankage and helium bottle penalties
are considered, the helium system is significantly heavier as would be
expected.
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d. Expulsion Duty Cycle Variations. The pressurization system
analysis to this point has been conducted with the assumption that the
expulsion duty cycle could. be adequately represented by a series of identical
expulsion steps (same flowrate and expulsion time) equally spaced throughout
the mission (equal coast time between expulsion steps). This was a completely
arbitrary assumption, and a limited-scope parametric study has been per-
formed to assess the variation in pressurization system design resulting from
duty-cycle differences. The duty cycle for a space propulsion module gener-
ally involves the consumption of a larger quantity of cryogen during the first
and last hours of the mission with a series of small expulsion steps distributed
over the coast operational period.. For the groundrule conditions, there is
always a rather large initial ullage (12 to 35 percent) for the baseline missions.
(See section 2.)
To define the impact of these variations on the system design, the
pressurization requirements were evaluated for a range of conditions for
near-optimum LH 2 tank pressurization using heated (200 0 R) GH 2 and cold-
helium pressurants.
Results with GH 2 are shown in Table 3.2. 1, while results with cold
helium are shown in Table 3.2.2. As can be seen from these tables, com-
binations of two expulsion duty cycles and initial ullage values were studied.
Table 3.2. 1
INFLUENCE OF DUTY CYCLE ON PRESSURANT REQUIREMENTS
(LH2 PRESSURIZATION WITH GH 2 AND TRUE NPSP CONTROL)
Number of Expulsion Initial Final Final Tank
Expulsion Step Ullage Ullage Pressure
Case Steps Distribution (Percent) Mass (kg) (103 N/MZ)
A 18 Equal* 5 160 214
B Equal 30 190 248
C Weighted* 5 110 203
D Weighted 30 145 240
A' 6 Equal 5 100 150
B' Equal 30 110 157
C' Weighted 5 80 150
D' Weighted 30 95 160
*Assumes all steps to be equal in total expulsion and equally spaced during
the mission.
**Assumes that first expulsion consumes 40 percent of liquid and occurs at
beginning of mission, the final burn at the end of the mission consumes
40 percent of the initial propellant and that the rest of the steps are equal
and equally distributed during the seven-day coast.
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Table 3.2. 2
INFLUENCE OF DUTY CYCLE ON PRESSURANT REQUIREMENTS (LH 2
PRESSURIZATION WITH HELIUM AND TRUE NPSP CONTROL)
Number of Expulsion Initial Final Tank
Expulsion Step Ullage Final Ullage Pressure
Case Steps Distribution (Percent) Mass (kg)t - (103 N/M 2 )
A 18 Equal* 5 75 + 59 = 134 100
B Equal 30 73 + 67 = 140 106
C Weighted.* 5 134 + 50 = 184 117
D Weighted 30 102 + 60 = 162 121
A' 6 Equal 5 96 + 58 = 154 104
B' Equal 30 88 + 66 = 154 108
C' Weighted 5 130 + 50 = 180 116
D' Weighted 30 109 + 60 = 169 120
*Assumes all steps to be equal in total expulsion and equally spaced during
the mission.
**Assumes that first expulsion consumes 40 percent of liquid and occurs at
beginning of mission, the final burn at the end of the mission consumes
40 percent of the initial propellant and that the rest of the steps are equal
and equally distributed during the seven-day coast.
t Given as helium mass + vaporized H2 mass = total
The d.uty cycles included the baseline, consisting of equivalent expulsion steps
equally distributed over the seven-day mission, and a weighted. cycle in which
it was assumed that 40 percent of the loaded cryogen was consumed both at the
very beginning and. end of the mission with 20 percent of the cryogen being
expelled in equivalent steps equally distributed over the seven-day mission.
The combination of weighted distribution and 30-percent ullage would most
clearly approach the representative Shuttle APS groundrules. By studying
various combinations for both 18 and. 6 expulsion steps, a relatively clear
picture of the impact can be seen. In the case of GH2 pressurization, the
combination of the equal distribution expulsion steps and 30-percent ullage,
Cases B and B', results in the heaviest pressurization system. However,
this is not a very realistic combination. On the other hand, Cases A and. A',
which have been the baseline throughout the study, represent a conservative
design condition relative to the most likely operating conditions (Cases D
and D').
This same trend does not carry over into the cold helium system.
In this instance, the weighted expulsion duty cycle with large ullage which is
in accordance with SS/APS requirements produces a heavier pressurization
system (about 20 percent greater) than the assumed A/A' baseline. In
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summary, for an LH 2 autogenous pressurization system, the system
should be sized for a minimum (5 percent) ullage and a duty cycle con-
sisting of 18 identical expulsion steps equally distributed over the seven-
daymission. This will result in a slight over capacity of 10 percent for
a representative mission. For a LH 2 pressurization system using cold
helium, sizing should be based on a maximum ullage (30 percent) with
a weighted burn distribution. The pressurization systemweights were
computed., based on these design points. Other assumptions included: (1)
true NPSP control logic with a 34. 5 x 103 N/M2 (5 psi) AP, (2) 18 expulsion
steps, (3) inlet temperatures of 111* K and 22. 2*K for GH 2 helium respectively.
e. Hardware Weight Estimates. Except for control components,
including valves, regulators, etc. which will be considered later as part of
the integrated system, the major hardware weight items in the pressurization
system are pressurant gas bottles and propellant tank volume increases
required to store the pressurant. These weight penalties are particularly
high for the helium system.
Total LH 2 pressurization system weight (Wpst) is given by
W = helium + propellant vapor + helium bottle + helium
pst bottle residual + bottle tank weight penalty
+ propellant tank weight penalty + insulation/vent
system penalty (1)
= WHU + WV + W + W R+ AWTB + AW + AW.HU PV B R TB TV 1
Values of WHU and WpV are taken from the pressurant requirements
curves such as Figures 3. 2. 3 and 3. 2. 6. WB is the total helium bottle
structural weight and. WR is the gas bottle helium residual. AWTB is the
increase in LH 2 tank weight required to accommodate the gas bottle volume
while AWTV is the propellant tank penalty required to store the propellant
vapor in its original liquid. state.
In the helium pressurization system, WB is generally the largest
penalty. The helium storage bottle is treated. in a thin walled pressure vessel
and the relation defining the operating stress in a thin-walled spherical shell
is:
Pd
Operating stress = s - 4t
where
P = operating pressure
d. = diameter
t = wall thickness
The weight of a spherical shell can be expressed as:
Shell weight = W = tpmS
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where
Pm = metal density
S = surface area
Bottle weight = WB = F1F 2 W
where
F 1 = beefup factor forbosses, outlets, etc.
F2 = support structure factor
Combining the above equations with bottle volume (VB = and. surface
(S = Trd 2 ) equations 6
WB P
1. - FF (2)VB ms 1 2
B
Since the weight of helium used (WHU) for propellant tank pressurization is
equal to the helium weight at bottle initial conditions before pressurization
begins minus the residual helium weight at propellant tank depletion,
PH. 
-H
1 f
where
pH = density of helium at bottle initial conditions
PHF = density of helium at bottle final or residual conditions
FW
Bottle weight + total helium weight W B + PH.
VB VB i
and.
BottleHelium weight used.
Helium storage efficiency, HB' w=et eB' =Bottle weight + total helium weight
PH IP HF
B = W (3)
WB
V HB 1
The criterion that defines the allowable operating stress in the
pressure vessel for this application is based upon a procedure that utilizes
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static fracture and cyclic fracture test data to empirically determine the
allowable stresses and ultimate design and proof test factors for a given
minimum-pressure cyclic life. The criterion is shown in Figure 3.2.7 for
titanium alloy 6AL-4V at liquid hydrogen temperatures. For this study and
the discussion and figures that follow, unless otherwise noted, 1, 000 cycles
and a proof stress of 13.70 x 108 N/M 2 (200,000 psi) were chosen, which
yields an operating stress of 6.2 x 108 N/M 2 (90,000 psi). The set of bottle
design parameters is defined as:
Fl = 1.11F1
F2 = 1.08
Pm = 4,429.21 N/M
3 (276.48 lb/ft3
s 6. 2 x 108 N/M 2 (90,000 psi)
and using the above equation:
Operating Pressure, P WB/VB
N/M 2  (lb/in. 2 Kg/M 3  (lb/ft3
6.895 x 106 (1,000) 88. 494 5. 524
13.790 x 106 (2,000) 176.989 11.048
CR190
Titanium Alloy 6AL-4V
Temp. = 20.6*K
Ult. = 16.3 x 108 N/M2 (236.0018psi)
Ref. NASA CR 72396 180
12
160
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Figure 3.2.7. Allowable Operating Stress
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20. 685 x 10 (3,000) 265,483 16. 572
6
27. 580 x 10 (4,000) 353. 978 22.096
Utilizing these WB/VB values and a range of initial and final helium densities,
the helium storage efficiency, and helium weight used divided by bottle volume
can be parametrically displayed, as in Figures 3. 2. 8 through 3.2. 11. Two
values of final bottle pressure are shown, 6. 895 x 105 N/M 2 (100 psia) and.
13. 790 x 105 (200 psia), which illustrate the sensitivity of the weight and vol-
ume parameters to the initial and final bottle pressures. The range of final
helium temperatures shown, 22. 2*K (40*R) and 11. 1IK (20*R), cover the.
range from isothermal to isentropic for the gas processes within the bottle.
The bottle weight and volume parameters are strongly affected by the final
bottle temperature. For the duty cycles of interest, a final ullage temper-
ature of 11°K was found to be appropriate and for satisfactory regulator
functions a final tank pressure of 6. 5 x 105 N/M 2 (100 psia) is practical.
Although the optimum gas storage parameters vary slightly for
specific application, in general the following conditions have been found to
be representative for multi-step expulsion low heat input feed systems:
Initial helium bottle pressure = 13. 790 x 106 N/mn2 (2,000 psia)
5 2
Final helium bottle pressure = 6. 895 x 10 N/m 2 (100 psia)
Initial helium temperature = 20. 8 0 K (37. 5 0 R)
Final helium temperature = 11. 10 K (20 0 R)
3
Thus, from Figure 3. 2. 10, WHu/V B = 123 Kg/M and WB/VB = 177 Kg/M3.
Therefore,
(WB 177 - 1.44
V B 123
and
W B = 1. 44 WHu (4)
The helium bottle gas residual, WR, is also a significant weight in low
temperature systems.
WlR =V B PH FWR V p
WB
B (WB /VB)
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From equation (4), WB = 1.44 WHU
1.44 WHU
H-UV =
B (WB/VB)
and.
1.44 WHU PH
- F
R (WB/VB) (5)
For the assumed conditions
B /VB = 177 Kg/M 3 (11.05 lb/ft 3
PHF = 41.7 Kg/M 3 (2. 6 lb/ft 3 )
Thus
WR 1. 44 x 41. 7 3 4 W (6)R 177 HU = 0. 34 WHU6)
The increase in propellant tank weight to accommodate the helium bottle and
the additional liquid that must be carried to account for vaporization is
derived from the volume increase and the weight per unit length for the tank
cylindrical section (dW/dL)T
AWT = (dW/dL)T AL
AV
AL = A
c
where Ac is the tank cross-sectional area at its equator and Ac = TrD2/4
Thus
4AV dW
TW 2 (dLrD TAWT
For the helium bottle,
4VB dW)AWT B dLT B rD2 d.LTB DT TT
From the above
1. 4 4 WHU 1. 44 WHUVB   =H.0U4 H
B (WB/VB) 177 = 0. 00814 WHU
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For the specific tankage
D T = 3.66 M: and (dW/dL)T = 57. 9 Kg/M:
4 x 0.00814 WHU x 57.9
AWT B = 3.14x 3.662 = 0. 0 4 4 WHU (7)
B
~WT 4 Vp
4VP dW
AW 4 VT V  - 2 (dL)TV wD T TT
VPv =WPV/PL PL = 72. 14 Kg/m
3
Thus
4 x WPV x 57. 9
AWv = = 0.076 W (8)
V 3.14 x 3.66 x 72.14
The insulation system weight penalty is generally small and is expressed as
AW. = dW 4 \B + PV
T
Generally (dW/dL) = 28. 4 Kg/m
AW. = 28. 4 4 0.00814W + 0.0139 W
1 23. 14 x 3. 662
= 28. 4 (0. 000774 WHU + 0.00 132 Wpv)
AW. = 0.022 WHU + 0.037 W (9)1 HU PV
Now combining equations 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9
WPS T = WHU +WPV + 1.44 WHU + 0.34 WHU + 0.044 WHU
+ 0.076 WPV + 0.022 WHU + 0. 0 3 7 WPV
WPST = 2.846 WHU + 1. 113 WPV (10)
f. Comparison of Autogenous and. Helium LHZ Tank Pressurization.
The gas requirements and hardware weights can now be combined to obtain a
comparison of the pressurization system weights for a given value of NPSP.
As was shown above, the optimum autogenous system uses a pressurant inlet
temperature of 111*K (200*R); however, the helium system cannot be
optimized strictly on gas requirements. Figure 3. 2. 12 shows the total helium
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Figure 3.2.12. Influence of Inlet Temperature on Helium Pressurization of LH2 Tank
pressurization system weight as a function of inlet temperature. Because of
the driving nature of the helium bottle and residual weights this does not have
a clear optimum but something on the order of 300*K is reasonable since
22 L__
beyond. this level, gas heating penalties (not considered. in this study) would.
begin to cause a hardware weight penalty. This figure clearly shows the
penalty imposed by restricting the helium system to no heat inlet (22*K inlet
tempe rature).
The total pressurization system weights are compared. in Fig-
ure 3. 2. 13 for two general conditions: (1) The recommended. design points
based. on the expulsion duty cycle effects stud~y and. on the -basis of identical
and uniformly spaced. expulsion steps. Note that in all cases, the heated.
GH2 approach is the lightest and cold. helium is the heaviest approach. Also
note that a very low temperature hydrogen system is slightly lighter than
140 __ 4 18
100i I I i
cold helium.
U 100 200 300
INLET TEMPERATURE - K
Figure 3.2.12. Influence of Inlet Temperature influence of NPSP on the total pressurization of LH2 Tank
system weight for the recommended. 111*K GH2 and. cold. helium p .re ssurization
systems.
g.pressurization system weight as a unction of inlet tem iperature. B cause ofstand-
pointhe dr ving natcold helium sy tem is simpbottle and residual weight this does not haveis
stoa cle r optimum but something on the order of 300anK is regasonable sinceto a l w
pressure significantly above maximum LH2 tank pressure. The pressurant
besupply to this level, gank is controlled by an on-off or moduheating penalties (not c nsidered in this study) would
begin to cause a hacontroller, weight pensesalty. This figpressure clearly shows thel-
penalty imposed by restricting the helium system to no heat inlet (22°K inlet
latempe rature(as in the outlet of the acquisition device).).
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The total pressurization system weights are compared in Fig-
ure 3. 2. 13 for two general conditions: (1) The recommended design points
based on the expulsion duty cycle effects study and on the .basis of identical
and uniformly spaced expulsion steps. Note that in all cases, the heated
GH 2 approach is the lightest and cold helium is the heaviest approach. Also
note that a very low temperature hydrogen system is slightly lighter than
cold helium.
Figure 3. 2. 14 shows the influence of NPSP on the total pressurization
system weight for the recommended 111°K GH 2 and cold helium pressurization
systems.
g. System Implementation. From a system implementation stand-
point, the cold helium system is simple and straight-forward. The helium is
stored in a high pressure bottle within the LH2 tank and regulated to a low
pressure significantly above maximum LH 2 tank pressure. The pressurant
supply to the LH 2 tank is controlled by an on-off or modulating value controlled
by the true NPSP controller, which senses tank pressure and critical propel-
iant temperature (as in the outlet of the acquisition device).
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Figure 3.2.13. LH2 Tank Pressurization System Weight Comparison
The system becomes more complicated if the helium is heated. in that
thermal energy must be added to the gas prior to entry into the tank. In the
baseline propulsion system, gas accumulators are used and these provide a
convenient heat source for moderate inlet temperatures. For very high
temperatures, a separate combustor/heat exchanger such as used on the
Saturn SIV stage would be required. The helium pressurization systems are
illustrated in Figure 3.2. 15.
With the baseline accumulator system, the 111*K GH 2 system is
also quite simple to implement in that the pressurant can be bled directly
from the accumulator. In doing so, there would be some inlet temperature
variations but these would be of little consequence.
As indicated by the weight comparisons of Figure 3.2. 13, the cold
GH 2 system is a viable candidate. This could save about 115 kg as compared
to the recommended cold helium design. From a mechanical standpoint, some
means must be providedfor supplying low-temperature hydrogen gas. The APS
accumulators provide ahigh-pressure gas source, butthis gas is attoohigh a
temperature (110 to 170 0 K) and it must be cooled. Using the accumulator as the
high-pressure GH 2 source, at least 135 x 103 watt (128 Btu/sec) must be removed
fromthe GH 2 before entering the tank at close to LH2 temperatures. If a heat
exchanger were submerged in the LH 2 tank utilizing free convection, 560 m 2
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(6, 000 ft 2 ) of heat transfer area would be needed., which is impractical. A
more reasonable approach is to use a compact heat exchanger which uses
pumped LH 2 taken from the acquisition device to cool down the GH 2 being
supplied from the accumulator. In the process the liquid flow will vaporize.
Of course, a booster type pump must be used to feed the LH2 from the
acquisition device into the heat exchanger. Furthermore, to conserve fluid,
both flows are mixed. upon leaving the heat exchanger to form the actual
pressurant stream entering the tank. For a specific accumulator gas temper-
ature, the ratio of the LH 2 flow through the heat exchanger to the gas flow
has a certain theoretical value as shown below
W CLAT
T Wliquid p A T G
accumulator *gas H
11 ll'K (200-R) 2. 53
139°K (250-R) 3. 31
117 0K (300*R) 4. 11
For the 111K case, 37 x 103 watt (36 Btu/sec) must be removed
from the GH 2 thus requiring about 7. 17 M 2 (72 ft 2 ) of heat exchanger area
which is more reasonable but would. still be heavy (about 18 to 20 kg). A
simpler and potentially more efficient approach is to intimately mix the LH 2
and warm GH2 in a vaporizer/cooler. This vaporizer/cooler should weigh
only about 3 to 5 kg. Schematics for the two GH 2 conditioning concepts are
shown in Figure 3. 2. 16.
The pump must be capable of providing about 0.086 kg/sec with a
pressure rise of 173 x 103 N/M 2 (25 psi) which is essentially governed by
injector differential pressure. Assuming a pump efficiency of 65 percent,
this requires a 324-watt pump and about a 540-watt motor.
Based. on preliminary conservative weight numbers, the vaporizer/
cooler GH 2 conditioning device should have the following weights.
Pump 2. 0 kg
Motor 2. 0
Vaporizer/Cooler 4.0
Supports, etc. 0. 8
8. 8 kg
This compares favorably with the 115 kg savings afforded by the cold GH 2
system relative to the cold helium.
h. LO 2 Tank Pressurization. Pressurization requirements for the
LO2 tank were estimated in the same manner as for the LH 2 tank. Fig-
ure 3.2. 17 depicts the parametric pressurant requirements for helium
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pressurization assuming true NPSP control with a NPSP of 3.45 x 104 N/M 2
(5 psia). This shows that the bulk of the ullage is primarily GO2 and that
very little helium is required. It also shows that the system is very insen-
sitive to pressurant inlet temperature. Based on these results, a helium
pressurization system with an inlet temperature equal to LO2 temperature(111K) was used. With this choice, the influence of control logic, was
evaluated as shown in Figure 3.2. 18. Based on these results, a true NPSP
control logic was selected.
To pressurize the LO 2 tank, additional helium will be stored in the
main helium bottle in the LH2 tank. A helium bottle could. also be placed in
the LO2 tank but this would not be as efficient from a storage standpoint and
the use of structurally efficient titanium bottles in a LOX environment is not
recommended. Because of the small gas flow requirements, there should be
adequate passive heat sink in the lines and structure to allow the helium to be
heated. to LO2 tank temperature prior to entry into the tank.
Hardware weight penalties are derived in a similar manner to those
for the LH 2 tank.
W B = 1. 44 WHU (from equation 2)
WR = 0.34 WHU (from equation 6)
(Since the helium is stored in the LH 2 tank, the 02 vapor is stored
as liquid in the LO 2 tank)
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Figure 3.2.18. Influence of Control Logic on Ullage Mass (LO2 Tank)
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AWTB = 0.044 WHU (from equation 7)TB
Thus,
4V 4VPV4V (dW PV (dW
TV D2 dLT rD2 T dLT T
d(L 39 kg/m
Wv
W PV
VPV pv/PL 
- 1123 - 0.00089 WpV
4AW + x 0.00089 W PV x 39
T V  2. 14 x 2.442 PV
W T dW 4 B +dW4 PV
1 \dLi 1D \dL!. 1D
H 0
( 0 . 0 0 8 14 W H T0 
. 0 0 8 9 W P
28. 4 4 HU + 19 [4
[3. 14 x 3. 662/ [3. 14 x 2. 442/J
= 0.022 WHU + 0.0036 WPV
Combining the above
Wpst = WHU + WPV + 1.44 WHU + 0.34 WHU + 0.044 WHU
+ 0.0074 WPV + 0. 022 WHU + 0.0036 WPV
Wps t = 2. 846 WHU + 1.011 WPV
Thus for the baseline system
Wps t = 2.846 (3.6) + 59 (1.011) = 10.2 + 59.6 = 69. 8 Kg
The LO2 tank pressurization system is, clearly, not a driving factor in the
overall storage/transfer system.
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3. 3 Thermal Management Subsystem
To efficiently store cryogens in orbit for seven days, it is essential to
minimize the heat entering the storage/expulsion system and to properly
manage the heat that does enter. In recent years, intensive research has
been conducted to develop non-integral tankage, multi-layer radiation bar-
rier type insulation (MLI), low heat leak tank supports, and low heat leak
fluid transfer lines which can be integrated to produce a lightweight low heat
load cryogen storage system. With such concepts, it is possible to obtain
heat leaks of 1.58 to 0.63 watts/M 2 (0.5 to 0. 2 Btu/Ft2Hr) and insulation
weight penalties of about 2.44 to 1.47 kg/M2 (0.5 to 0.3 lb/ft2 ). However, in
designing and optimizing the total thermal control subsystem, detailed con-
sideration must be given not only to heat input minimization but proper man-
agement of the finite heat that does enter the feed system. Also, as discussed
in Section 3.1, the acquisition concept may place considerable constraints on
the thermal management subsystem. Thermal management of propellants can
be achieved by three general techniques: (1) direct venting, where the incom-
ing heat all goes to propellant vaporization and boiloff from the system; (2)
non-venting with pressure rise, where all the incoming heat goes to increas-
ing tank pressure and propellant temperature; and (3) non-venting with cooling,
where a lower temperature fluid extracts or intercepts the incoming heat. If
tank venting is used, positive provisions must be made to assure that liquid
phase venting does not occur in the low-g environment. Numerous studies
(such as References 9, 15 and 16 have shown the superiority of a thermo-
dynamic vent system (TVS) for this low-g venting function. With the TVS con-
cept, the vent fluid leaving the tank is throttled to a pressure and temperature
below that of the tanked propellant and is then passed through a heat exchanger
where it vaporizes and extracts heat from the stored propellant or intercepts
the heat before it enters the propellant. Both internal tank mixer-heat
exchangers and external cooled-shield TVS concepts are feasible for this
application. The TVS also has the capability of performing limited cooling
functions in the feed system, as for.heat shorts such as supports and fluid
lines and acquisition hardware. Studies (Reference 17) have also been con-
ducted to investigate the use of surface tension screen-wall-liners to provide
an all gas zone in the tank for low-g venting.
3. 3. 1 Basic Insulation System. The major factors in determining the
effectiveness of an insulation system are the effective thermal conductivity
(Ke) and the insulation density (pi). Figure 3.3. 1 shows the approximate
influence of the product of these characteristics (KePi) on the required num-
ber of multi-layer sheets and the boiloff or vented weight. The optimum is
based on achieving the highest ratio of mass of cryogen transferred after
seven-day storage to the initial tank system gross weight, including loaded
propellant, insulation, and tank structure. The basic kep for typical MLI
ranges from 100-300 joule-kg and is orders of magnitude lower than other
classes of insulation such as foams. The indicated boiloff includes only
equilibrium space operation and does not consider launch or reentry effects.
Based on these considerations, MLI type insulation was accepted as manda-
tory for the required tank sizes and the 7-day in-orbit storage times.
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Figure 3.3.1. Space MLI Optimization
Insulation systems of this class for similar tankage application were
studied in depth by MDAC under contract NAS8-26006 (Reference 18). This
analytical and experimental study resulted in the selection of an insulation
system consisting of alternating layers of goldized Kapton and Dacron B4A
net separators formed into blankets attached to the tank by low conductivity
attachments. This system was selected as the basic insulation system for
this study with the characteristics as summarized in Table 3. 3. 1.
In establishing the design effective conductivity values, the conductivity
obtained from calorimeter type tests on the basic MLI layup was downgraded
by 75% to account for performance losses due to joints, attachments, and
perforations. This 75% was arrived at by calorimeter experimental results
where a basic layup was progressively altered to account for these potential
sources of degradation. (See Reference 19.)
A further factor in the selection of the goldized Kapton system, as
opposed to the more common aluminized mylar, is the requirement for
reusability. Conventional aluminized mylar is susceptible to moisture darnm-
age during temperature cycling which results in loss of the aluminum coating
and degradation of thermal performance (see Reference 13). Although there
are potential solutions to this problem, such a study was beyond the scope
and objectives of this program.
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Table 3.3. 1
INSULATION CHARACTERISTICS FOR DOUBLE GOLDIZED
KAPTON WITH DACRON B4A SEPARATORS (DGK/B4A)
EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
LH K = 2. 68 x 10-5 Joules 55 X10 - 5  BTU
2 e M-SecK Ft-HrR
LO2 K = 3.51 x 10-5 Joules 2 03 X10- 5  BTU
e M-Seco K  03 Ft-HrR
WEIGHT
DGK = 0.0066 Kg/M 2
B4A = 0.0095 Kg/M 2
2
0.0161 Kg/M - Layer
Attachments* = 0.0380 Kg/M 2
Face Sheets (4)** 0. 3900 Kg/M 2
Purge Bag*** = 0.404 Kg/M
2
Total Weight = (0.794 + 0.0161 N) Kg/M 2
or (0. 162 + 0.0033 N) Lb/Ft 2
LAYER DENSITY
35 Pairs/Cm (90 Pairs/In)
*Includes attaching studs, thread and tape
**Nomex face sheets, 2 per blanket, 2 blankets
***"Kapton purge bag.
3. 3. 2 Space Insulation Optimization. The results depicted in Figure 3. 3. 1
are based on an overly simplified optimization criteria where boiloff weight
loss is directly balanced against insulation weight. In reality, the boiloff weight
does not have to be accelerated for the entire mission and, therefore, does
not have the same impact on stage velocity change as inert weight. This
difference is accounted for by the Multiburn Space Propulsion Module Sizing
Computer Program, H109, specifically developed by MDAC for such system
optimization. The insulation optimization was performed using this code
which takes the entire propulsion module into account and optimizes any
selected design variable on the basis of either minimum stage gross weight
or maximum stage velocity change. The program was set up using the base.-
line CSS/APS vehicle overall geometry, specific insulation parameters, and
overall design factors; the vehicle gross weight was evaluated as the number
of insulation layer-pairs on the LH2 tank was varied. Rather than using total
vehicle weight, results are presented in terms of vehicle gross weight value
minus 123,000 kg termed the gross weight datum. Other important assump-
tions for this analysis are as follows: (1) easterly launch mission; (2) a
three-blanket, double goldized, kapton/dacron (B4A) net insulation (effective
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design thermal conductivity = 2.68 x 10-5 Joules/M-Sec *K; (3) a 9-burn duty
cycle; (4) tankage size based on the data of Table 2. 3 in Section 2. 1; (5) initial
ullage of 35%; (6) true NPSP tank pressure control maintaining 34.5 x 103 N/m 2
(5 psi) above propellant saturation pressure duiing expulsion and a hot boundary
temperature for the vehicle of 278 °K (500 'R).
The standard easterly launch mission was selected because this requires
storing the smallest amount of propellant in a given tank size for the longest
period of time, thus maximizing the difficulty of thermal storage. Thermal
management involves a significant interaction between the insulation and
pressurization systems since the pressurant represents a significant tank
heat input. Since different pressurization systems are used with each acqui-
sition system concept, the thermal management optimization was conducted
independently for cold helium and 111 *K GH 2 pressurization subsystems.
a. LH2 Tank Optimization Study. In the first case, it was assumed
that the LH2 tank is pressurized with 111*K (200*R) inlet temperature GH2
taken from the APS accumulators. This was found in Section 3. 2 to be more
efficient than cold and/or heated helium. However, the warm GHz represents
a significant tank heat input; it is about twice that which enters through the
insulation. To optimize this total system problem, the MDAC H109 propulsion
system sizing and optimization computer program was used. This program
analyzes the thermal interactions for a typical space propulsion module
including insulation heat input, pressurant heating, thermal shorts, etc., and
optimizes the various critical module design variables in terms of system
weight or stage velocity changes.
Results from the program computations are shown in Figure 3. 3. 2 in
terms of MLI layers versus vehicle gross weight datum. Two thermal manage-
ment options were examined: (1) nonvented tanks with the heat being absorbed
by uniform temperature rise in the system; and (2) in-orbit venting with all
heat transfer through the insulation resulting in direct boiloff loss. For these
computations, insulation parameters identical to those used previously were
retained and it was assumed that true net positive suction pressure (NPSP)
control with an NPSP = 34. 5 x i03 N/M 2 (5 psia) was used in all cases.
Another important assumption is that thermal equilibrium is attained in the
tank shortly after each major expulsion step, as would be provided by internal
tank mixers or by the mixing of the liquid and vapor following engine shutdown.
From Figure 3. 3. 2, it can be seen that for the LH2 tank, the optimum
multilayer insulation (MLI) layer-pairs are 21 and 25 for nonvented .and con-
tinuous venting operation, respectively. For the nonvented case, a limiting
tank pressure of 207 x 103 N/m 2 (30 psi) is reached, which is about compatible
with tank wall minimum gage limits (see Section 3. 3.4). Another important
observation from Figure 3. 3. 2 is that the nonvented/mixed fluid mode of
operation is considerably lighter than the vented case. This weight compari-
son is broken down and computed more precisely in Table 3. 3.2. A weight
difference of about 85 kg has been estimated. The nonvented tank saves about
7 kg in insulation, 101 kg in boiloff, and 5 kg in mixer/heat exchanger hard-
ware; however, it requires about 30 kg more gas residual because of the
higher final tank pressure. Nonventing theoretically would also result in a
tank weight increase except that operation is within the minimum gage limit.
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Table 3. 3. 2
WEIGHT COMPARISON OF VENTED AND NONVENTED LH 2 TANK
(111K GH2 PRESSURIZATION)
Continuous Nonvented
Venting with Uniform
During Coast Tank Heating
Purge bag 36.3 kg 36. 3 kg
Face sheets 35.2 35.2
MLI layers 35.8 27.8
Insulation attachments 1.0 1.0
Tape and thread 2.4 2.4
In-orbit boiloff 101.0 0
Final ullage mass 81.0 110.0
Mixers/heat exchangers 10 5.0
302.7 kg 217.7 kg
LPIC system - autogenous 110"K (200*R) pressurization of main tank:
true NPSP control - 34. 5 x 103 N/rnm2 (5 psia): 7-day easterly mission
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Figure 3. 3. 3 shows the pressure-time history for the optimum nonvented
LH2 system. The technical acceptability of the nonvented tank rests on the
adequacy of the internal tank mixers to reliably and properly distribute the
incoming heat uniformly in a reduced-gravity environment. This will be
explored later in this section.
The second case investigated assumes cold helium pressurization of
the LH2 tank where there is negligible heat contributed by the incoming pres-
surant. The H109 sizing and optimization code was again used to perform this
analysis and the results are shown by the solid line in Figure 3. 3.4. This
indicates an optimum insulation consisting of 48 layer-pairs. An alternate
thermal management technique using a nonvented tank with a mixer to assure
uniform temperature distribution was also optimized for comparison. This
optimization result is shown by the dashed line in Figure 3.3.4 that indicates
an optimum insulation consisting of 25 layer-pairs. The maximum LH2 tank
pressure is about 188 x 103 N/m 2 (27.4 psia) as shown in Figure 3. 3. 5. This
also shows that the nonvented system is lighter than that concept using con-
tinuous in-orbit venting. Detailed weights are presented in Table 3. 3. 3
indicating a weight difference of about 99 kg. However, use of an internal
mixer to uniformly distribute tank heat does not assure that heat entering
the system does not interact with the acquisition device before being
redistributed by the mixer.
b. LO2 Tank Optimization. As discussed in-Section 3. 2, the LOZ2
tank is always pressurized with cold helium. The L02 tank insulation was
optimized on this basis and on the assumption of nonventing operation
using internal tank mixers. Such a concept was investigated by General
Dynamic/Convair and found to be feasible (Reference 20). The results are
shown in Figure 3. 3. 6 indicating 11 as the optimum number of layer-pairs
of MLI. This results in a maximum tank pressure of 186. 2 x 103 N/M 2
(27 psia) as shown in Figure 3. 3. 7
A number of other options also are possible for the LOZ2 tank thermal
management including direct boiloff and LH2 cooling. These are compared in
Table 3. 3. 4. As shown direct boiloff is relatively heavy and was not con-
sidered further. GH2 cooling is attractive especially when the LHz tank is
vented and the GH2 coolant is essentially "free" to the LO 2 tank. This
approach should also be quite the same when using a cooled shroud around
the LO Z tank. (The cooled shroud or shield concept will be discussed later
in this section.)
3. 3. 3 In-Atmosphere Thermal Protection. In Section 3. 3. 2, the MLI
requirements were analyzed and optimized based on in-orbit operation only.
Although this is generally a valid approach, the final insulation subsystem
must be compatible with in-atmosphere operation including ground-hold,
boost phase flight, reentry, and landing. For the CSS/APS, the reentry and
landing phase is important since cryogen must be available for control dur-
ing these periods.
Multilayer insulation of the type discussed previously is primarily cornm-
patible with space operation where the system is evacuated and the primary
mode of heat transfer through the insulation is radiation. If gas is present
between the reflector sheets or the sheets are compressed together, con-
duction will dominate and the heat transmission will increase by orders of
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Table 3.3. 3
WEIGHT COMPARISON OF VENTED AND NONVENTED LH 2 TANKS
(COLD HE. PRESSURIZATION)
Continuous Nonvented
Venting with Uniform
During Coast Heating
Purge bag 36. 3 kg 36. 3 kg
Face sheets 35.2 35.2
MLI layers 63. 5 33. 1
Insulation attachments, 3.4 3.4
tape, and thread
In-orbit boiloff 60. 5 0
Final ullage mass 173. 0 199.0
Mixers 0 5
Cooling shields 34. 5 0
411.4 312.0
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Table 3. 3.4
LO 2 TANK THERMAL MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
WEIGHT COMPARISON
GH2 Heat
Simple GH2 Heat Interception Nonventing
Boiloff2  Interception 3  (Free GH2) 4  with Mixing
Purge bag 16.8 kg 16.8 kg 16. 8 kg 16.8 kg
Face sheets 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0
Insulation attachments 2. 1 2. 1 2. 1 2. 1
MLI (Layer-pairs) 36.1 (64) 28.2 (50) 12.4 (22) 6.2 (11)
LO2 boiloff 40.0 0 0 0
LH2 coolant loss 0 29.0 0 0
Mixer weight penalty 10 0 0 10
Final ullage mass 56. 5 56. 5 56. 5 68.2
Cooling shroud 0 20. 9 20.9 0
176.5 kg 168.5 kg 123.7 kg 118.3 kg
IBaseline conditions - True NPSP control: NPSP = 34.5 x 103 N/m2 (5 psia)
LO 2 temperature helium pressurization
2 Assumes all heat input goes to L0 2 boiloff
3 The optimum GH 2 is directly extracted and used as a coolant for the LO 2 tank
4 Applies to the case where 66 kg of GH2 is being used for other purposes and can be diverted
for L02 tank cooling before overboard dumping.
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magnitude. Moisture and subsequencing freezing within the MLI must also
be avoided. Several concepts have been researched for adopting an MLI system
for acceptable in-atmosphere performance. They are as follows:
a. Prior to in-atmosphere operation, purge and pressurize the MLI
with helium and/or nitrogen gas. Studies have shown that if this
is done properly, the gas between the layers will approach
stagnant conditions and the system will exhibit an overall con-
ductivity equal to that of the filler gas. Condensation of the
purge gas must, of course, be avoided.
b. A low conductivity foam insulation substrate can be installed
between the tank and the MLI and the MLI is purged with dry
gas.
c. A vacuum jacket is used over the MLI thus maintaining the
MLI is a constant vacuum environment.
The vacuum jacket achieves the lowest total heat load by a wide margin
but also involves a high inert weight penalty equal to the weight of the vacuum
jacket. The all gas purge results in the highest heat load, especially for the
LH2 tank, since helium, which has a relatively high thermal conductivity,
must be used to prevent condensation within the MLI. The weight and com-
plexity of the active purge system must also be considered. The MLI/foam
composite falls between the other two concepts in heat load and permits the
use of mostly dry nitrogen purge gas since the foam thickness is sized to
limit the MLI temperature to above the GN2Z condensation point. The foam
conductivity is much higher than that of helium and its density is relatively
low. To analyze properly the candidate insulation concept alternates, an
efficient transient thermal analysis computer program is required. Such a
code for computing the transient and accumulated heat input into a general
cryogen tank over a total flight profile was prepared as part of the MDAC
IRAD program. This code was applied to evaluating the overall heat input
into the baseline LH2 tank including ground hold, launch, space coast,
reentry, and landing. This program can accommodate either a purged MLI
system or a composite foam/MLI system with various purging options. The
physical geometry and an insulation time-pressure history are input into the
code. For the initial computations, the pressure histories for launch and
reentry were taken from Figure Fl of Appendix F, which in turn was taken
from Reference 18. In addition, a two-minute ground hold and a ten-minute
landing period (both with a one atmospheric insulation pressure) were assumed.
Nominal shuttle tank compartment temperature histories were assumed as
presented in Appendix F.
Figures 3. 3. 8, -9 and -10 present the results of the thermal computa-
tions for helium-purged MLI, an external foam/MLI composite, and in
internal foam/MLI composite insulation, respectively, All helium or com-
bined helium/GN2 reentry purges were evaluated for the composites. The
presented curves are for the optimum (minimum weight penalty) insulation
thicknessed for each thermal protection concept. For example, Figures 3.3.11
and 3. 3. 12 show the in-atmosphere weight penalty and optimum design points
for the purged MLI and external foam/MLI composite, respectively. The
weight penalty does not include any tank weight penalty required to load
additional propellant for boiloff.
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Figure 3.3.12. In-Atmosphere Insulation Optimization
Figure 3. 3. 13 presents the thermal conductivity and density design
factors assumed for the foam systems. The internal foam represents a near
state-of-the-art material such as that used in the S-IVB Saturn stage. The
external foam is in reality an advanced technology insulation system, such
as Klegecell currently being developed in Europe (Reference 21).
A vacuum jacket concept was also investigated for the LH2 tank. In this
case, the thermal performance of the system was assumed to be constant
throughout the mission and equal to the established space level. The jacket
weight was obtained by using the data reported in Reference 22 (curve from
this report is shown in Figure 3. 3.14). This applies to a 56.6 m 3 (2,000 ft 3 )
LH 2 tank with a jacket clearance of 11.4 cm. Based on surface area alone,
the reported jacket weight would have to be increased by a factor of 1.27 for
our baseline tank and cylindrical L/D = 1.4. The weight was thus estimated
at 517 kg and corresponds to a jacket structure using 5056 aluminum honey-
comb flex core with boron/epoxy and titanium face sheets. This was the
lightest reported design. Other vacuum jacket designs are possible, some of
which may involve lower weight than that shown here; however, it is unlikely
that these will be closely competitive in terms of total weight with the other
insulation concepts, even for a full mission storage requirement.
A comparison of the various concepts is made in Table 3. 3. 5 considering
three required levels of cryogen storage: (1) only through boost; (2) only
through entry; and (3) completely through landing. The following conclusions
can be drawn from the summarized results.
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Table 3.3. 5
COMPARISON OF INSULATION CONCEPTS FOR IN-ATMOSPHERE
OPERATION DISTRIBUTED CHANNEL ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Insulation AWeight AWeight Total
Required LH2 Insulation Thickness Insulation Boiloff Weight
Storage Type (cm) (kg) (kg) (kg)
Through boost Excess helium- 0 0 33 33
purged MLI
Internal foam 1.9 (1) 143 27 170
External foam 0.64(4) 29 11 40
Vacuum jacket 0 517(2) 0 517
Through entry Excess helium- 0 0 118 118
purged MLI
Internal foam 1.9 143 39 or 49(3) 182 or 192
External foam 0.64 29 31 or 56 60 or 85
Vacuum jacket 0 517(2) 0. 5 517
Through landing Excess helium- 1.27 99 i36 235(5)
purged MLI
Internal foam 1.9 143 61 or 104 204 or 247
External foam 1.27 57 45 or 79 102 or 136
Vacuum jacket 0 517(2) 1 518
1. Minimum thickness of internal foam to restrict temperature below LN2.
2. Outer vacuum jacket weight (Reference 22).
3. First value GN2/He repressurization: Second value GHe purge only.
4. Minimum layup of insulation.
5. Corrected value in ( ) to account for performance improvement during coast.
a. Internal foam provides no weight advantage relative to simple
helium-purged MLI although the foam would permit use of all
GN2 ground purging.
b. The external foam results in minimum weight except for the
case of storage only through boost where it is 7 kg heavier
than the simple helium-purged MLI. However, being able to
use GN2 rather than helium is probably worth the 7 kg of
added weight.
In the case of simple helium-purged MLI for LH 2 storage over the entire
mission, the MLI thickness is increased over that required for space to yield
the optimum-purged MLI. This in turn improves the space performances of
the system by reducing the in-space boiloff by about 32 kg. Thus, the effective
weight penalty is actually 235 - 32 = 203 kg as indicated. In no other case does
the in-atmosphere storage provision have a significant influence on in-orbit
behavior. However, the helium-purged MLI is still not as light as the optimum
external foam. Therefore, the external foam insulation with a GN2 purge,
augmented with helium for the initial reentry purge, was selected as the
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preferred system. This represents some advancement in the state-of-the-art
for the foam insulation itself but the concept has been shown to be feasible
(Reference 21).
It should be noted that a GN 2 purge cannot be used for all phases of the
mission because the foam/MLI interface drops to below the condensation point
of nitrogen. This is clearly indicated in Figure 3. 3. 15. Thus during the initial
MLI pressurization prior to reentry, helium purge gas must be used until the
foam/MLI interface exceeds 178 0 K (320*R). Then the purge can be supplied
from the GN 2 system.
Based on the analyses for the LH 2 tank, it can be concluded that a simple
GN2 purge system would be quite adequate for the LO2 tank. No further
analysis was conducted for the oxidizer tank.
In a feed system where the cryogen for reentry is stored in a separate
secondary tank within the main propellant tank, the reentry/landing cryogen
heating problem is not as severe. In this situation the effective area for
propellant heat transfer is well defined and is the surface area of the second-
ary tank rather than the entire propellant tank. As an example, for a 10%
volume secondary tank, the heat transfer area would be reduced to about 30%
of the value for the primary tank. This reduction in heat transfer area reduces
the potential cryogen losses during reentry and landing and would shift the
overall system optimization.
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To evaluate the possible savings by using a secondary tank, a detailed
thermal analysis of such a system was conducted using the developed MDAC
transient thermal analysis computer code. The following assumptions were
made:
a. A 21.9 M 3 (773 ft 3 ) secondary tank was assumed (this is the
very maximum size that would be anticipated).
b. A conventional S-IVB type foam insulation with a density of
0. 832 x 102 kg/M 3 (5.2 lb/ft3 ) was used on the start tank.
c. A helium-purged MLI optimized for space operation alone
was used on the main tank.
d. The external environment used in the previous insulation
system analysis was used and it was assumed that the LHZ
had to be stored through reentry and landing.
e. During reentry, the main tank was assumed to be vented
to 1 atmosphere.
For these conditions, the integrated heat load for the total mission up to
reentry is about 44 x 106 joules (41, 700 Btu) for 1.27 cm of MLI. For the
entry and landing period, the integrated heat load into the reentry propellant
contained in the secondary tank, with no foam insulation on the secondary tank,
is about 46. 6 x 106 joules (44, 500 Btu) as compared to 86.4 x 106 joules
(82, 000 Btu) to the reentry propellant contained within the main tank with
1. 27 cm of MLI. The total weight penalty of the basic thermal storage system
for the secondary tank system is shown in Figure 3. 3. 16 as a function of'
secondary tank foam thickness. The weight penalty includes the total usable
boiloff, including in-orbit losses from both the main tank and the secondary
tank, and the foam weight. The computed values shown in Figure 3. 3. 16
indicate an optimum secondary tank foam insulation of 0. 635 cm (0.24 in.),
yielding a total weight penalty of 263 kg broken down as shown in Table 3. 3. 6.
Also shown are weights for a single tank system, including one using an
optimum thermal protection system consisting of a composite external foam/
MLI and another using a simple helium purged MLI. The secondary tank does
result in a minimum thermal storage system weight penalty but has about the
same weight as the optimum single tank system. There is a savings of about
83 kg over a single tank system using a simple helium-purged MLI.
From this analysis it is concluded that there probably is no significant
advantage, in terms of thermal storage improvement, by using a secondary
tank unless the selected MLI/external foam composite cannot achieve the
expected performance or is not used for any other reason. However, use
of a small secondary tank will result in more thermal improvement, and
a decrease in overall hardware weight. The effects of secondary size was
investigated and it was found that the optimum secondary tank insulation
thickness remained essentially constant at 0.75 cm with variation in second-
ary tank volume. However as shown in Figure 3. 3. 17, the secondary tank
boiloff plus insulation weight decreases as secondary tank size decreases.
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Table 3. 3. 6
LH 2 THERMAL STORAGE WEIGHT PENALTY BREAKDOWN
Maximum Secondary Conventional Single Tank
Tank with Optimum
Foam Insulation Simple
Thickness Optimum* Helium-Purged
(kg) (kg) MLI (kg)
Main tank total 100 112 170
LH2 boiloff
Secondary tank 43 0 0
boiloff
MLI 99 99 176
Secondary tank 21 0 0
fo am
Main tank foam 0 57 0
Total weight 263 268 346
penalty 263 268 346
*1.27 cm external foam with 1.27 cm of MLI on main tank.
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3. 3.4 In-Orbit Venting. As discussed previously in this section, to
effectively control tank pressure buildup as a result of propellant heating
during extended space coast, a vent system that can function in zero gravity
and provide liquid free venting is required for most space cryogenic storage
and expulsion systems. Numerous studies have shown the superiority of the
thermodynamic vent system (TVS) for this application. In this general
concept, the vent fluid leaving the tank is throttled to a lower pressure and
temperature and is then passed through a heat exchanger that extracts heat
from the stored cryogen or intercepts the heat before it enters the cryogen.
In the heat exchanger, the vent fluid is completely vaporized, thus providing
tank pressure control with gas-phase venting. The concept is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. 18. Conveniently, the TVS also has the capability of performing
limited cooling functions in the feed system, such as for local heat shorts,
pumps, acquisition devices, and the warmer cryogen tanks (such as cooling
of the LO Z tank with GH 2 vent gases).
Several variations of the TVS have been studied in recent years:
a. Direct Tank Wall Cooling. In this approach, the TVS heat
exchanger is a cooling coil mounted directly on the cryogen
tank wall and it can theoretically intercept heat coming into
the tank through the insulation and remove heat from the tank
contents. Work on this approach has been reported in
References 23 and 24.
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b. Internal Tank Mixer/Heat Exchanger. In this concept, which
has been studied in depth (References 15 and 16), the heat
exchanger is a compact design located inside the cryogen tank.
The throttled vent fluid flows through one side of the unit and
exchanges heat with the tank contents, which are forced through
the other side of the heat exchanger by a pump-mixer fan unit.
c. Externally Cooled Shield. In this concept, the heat exchanger
is a cooled shield or shroud which surrounds the outside wall
of the cryogen tank but is set off from the tank wall. In this
passive system, the shield intercepts the heat entering through
the insulation and can theoretically result in "zero" net heat
leak into the cryogen.
Another approach to achieving low-g tank venting is to use a surface ten-
sion screen device to provide a gas region within the tank which is directly
vented. This concept does not utilize the TVS principle.
In assessing these concepts for the ground-ruled applications, a number
of factors are of importance:
a. The system should be simple with as few moving parts as
possible to be compatible with a long life reusable manned
applic ation.
b. The design of the system should be relatively straightforward
with a minimum reliance on gravity dependent heat transfer
and fluid dynamic processes. One-g checkout would be highly
desirable.
c. The concept should not involve severe compromises to the
tank structure.
d. The concept should be weight competitive.
e. The concept must be compatible with the acquisition and
pressurization system.
In our initial evaluation of the concepts, it was judged that the direct tank
wall cooling concept did not adequately meet criteria b and c itemized above.
The design of this system requires detailed knowledge of the low-g heat
transfer processes occurring on the inside tank wall and the installation of
the cooling coils on the tank wall is quite likely to result in undesirable
constraints on the tankage design. This approach was, therefore, not con-
sidered further. However, the internal tank mixer/heat exchanger and
external cooled shield TVS concepts were considered in detail and a com-
parative evaluation was made with the surface tension device low-g venting
approach.
a. Internal Tank Mixer/Heat Exchanger TVS. This concept, as
illustrated in Figure 3. 3.19, provides tank pressure control with gas-phase.
venting and may be operated continuously or intermittently. Extensive
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Figure 3.3.19. Internal Tank Pump/Mixer TVS Concept
research has been conducted on this concept, as reported in References 15 and
16, and information was extracted from these sources to generate design factors
for this concept as applied to this specific study application.
The mixer provides a positive means of supplying the warm LH2 to
the heat exchanger where it heats and vaporizes the vent fluid prior to dis-
charge. It is essential that the warm, possibly stratified, cryogen in the tank
be drawn into the pump inlet. Thus, the pump must have sufficient power to
disrupt and circulate the warm layer of liquid at the liquid-gas interface. An
axial jet, positioned at the bottom central position in the tank with a discharge
velocity sufficient to break through the interface, can satisfy the mixing
requirements.
The analysis of the internal tank pump mixer/heat exchanger TVS
was conducted in detail. Two design accelerations were considered:
(a) 10 - 4 g which corresponds to the steady-state, in-orbit operation, and
(b) 10-2 g which is representative of attitude control accelerations. The low
10 - 4 g level should be an adequate design criteria for the TVS, from simply
a venting standpoint.
Basic equations for sizing the mixer pump for a TVS of this type
are given in Reference 25. From this reference, the velocity at the liquid-
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gas interface required to penetrate the interface and to thus mix the propel-
lant is given by:
AT P 1 i /1/
V 0.057 ATMAXP 1/2 Z/2V -= a 
MV AX
SVMAX (P + 1) (P + 3)
MAX
where
b = 0.25
VMAX/V MAX = 0.9
P = 1.0
a = acceleration
Z = distance to the interface (tank length)
Also, the product of the jet exit diameter (Do) and velocity (Vo) is given by
31/2
VA TA Z 3 aP
VD 1 MAXVD -
VMAX
- MAX . (P + 1) (P + 3)
AXV]A,
The mixer volumetric and weight flow are given respectively by
rrD2
V =AV - - V =- D(VD)
o o 4 0 4 0 00
o 0
The required time to mix the tank contents, 8, is given by
ND 2
t
0. 456 V D
o0o
where N = 6.0, and Dt = tank diameter.
2The theoretical pump head is approximated by H = V  /2g, which giveso
2(V D )0w
V
04
S 4 - 2g123
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Pump power input = PIN:
HVopH TOP
P
IN r
Small axial pump/motors have efficiencies, 1 , as shown in Figure 3.3.20
from Reference 15. Part A of Table 3. 3.7 summarizes the sizing parameters
for the two design accelerations based on the above equations.
Considering the internal thermodynamics of the tank, the rate of pressure
change, dP/dt is
dP dP dT
dt dT dt
The rate of temperature change, for mixed tank contents, is
dQnet (Q +)
dT dt v v
dt WpCp WpCp
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Table 3.3.7
PUMP-MIXER/HEAT EXCHANGER TVS SIZING PARAMETERS
Design Acceleration
A- Pump/Mixer 
-4
Sizing Factors 10 g' s 10
Required interface 0. 061 m/sec 0. 0061
velocity (0.2) ft/sec (0.02)
Mixing time 0.2 hr 2.0
Exit diameter x velocity 25. 5 x 10 - 2 m 2 /sec 2. 55 x 10-2
(2.74) ft 2 /sec (0.274)
Pump outlet diameter 5. 1 cm 2. 54
(2.0) in. (1.0)
Volumetric flow 1.02 x 10-2 m 3 /sec 0.05 x 10-2
(21.6) ft 3 /min (1.07)
Weight flowrate 0. 72 kg/sec 0. 035
(1.58) lb/sec (0.08)
Pump outlet velocity 5.0 m/sec 1. 0
(16.4) ft/sec (3.3)
Pump head 1.28 m 0. 052
(4. 18) ft (0. 17)
Pump fluid power 8. 9 watts 0.018
Pump efficiency 33 % 2. 3
Pump input power 27 watts 0. 78*
Estimated pump weight 0. 57 kg 0.27
LH 2 loss from pump 0. 044 kg 0.0127
heat input per cycle
B-Vent Cycle Factors
Vent time per cycle 0. 5 hr/cycle 5. 0
Vent flowrate 18.2 kg/hr 2.6
(40) lb/hr (5.7)
Vent cycles 8 - 7
*Minimum practical pump/mixer size is 5 watts at 12-percent efficiency
which would require resizing of the mixer and vent system characteristics
where Hv is heat of vaporization, Q is heat input, P is power in, and Wp =
propellant weight.
w H - (Q0+P)dP (d P) v v
dt dT/ WpCp
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the term dP/dT is evaluated from the Clapeyron equation
dP AHfg
dT AVfg T
where AHfg is the enthalpy change for vaporization, and AVfg is the specific
volume change during vaporization.
The number of vent cycles, Nv is
Q. tin
H Q
N Hv in t
v Pt (wvH 
- P)t
__ v v
W vtv - H
Vv
where tt total mission time, w v = venting flow rate, and tv total venting
time.
Figure 3. 3. 21 shows the vent time per cycle and vent cycles for a
0. 5-psi pressure change. For a practical design, propellant mixing should
occur well within the duration of the venting cycle. For 10-4 g design accel-
eration, propellant mixing requires about 20 hr (see Table 3. 3.7). This is
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noted on Figure 3. 3.21. To permit adequate margins, it has been assumed
that venting time must be 2. 5 times the mixing time. Thus, for 10 - 4 g accel-
eration, a venting time of 5.0 hr with a vent flow of 2. 7 kg/hr is required.
These and corresponding values for 10-2 g are summarized in Part B of
Table 3. 3.7.
Compact counterflow heat exchangers were designed, based on the
design data of Reference 16 and the requirements of Table 3. 3. 8. Because of
helium pressurization of the tank, the critical design requiremient for the heat
exchanger is to transfer sufficient heat when flowing helium on the hot side,
since the heat transfer coefficient with helium is much less than for liquid
hydrogen. The design of the heat exchanger is also based on expansion across
the throttle valve (cold side) from 117 to 23.4 x 103 N/m 2 (17 to 3.4 psia)
(heat exchanger cold side pressure), to ensure staying above the triple point.
The heat excahnger effectiveness was assumed to be 0. 9 which strikes the
proper balance between pumping power and heat exchanger size. The heat
exchanger core weight (based on stainless steel) and size are shown param-
etrically in Figures 3. 3. 22 and 3.3. 23. The helium and LH2 pressure drop
(hot side) are shown in Figures 3.3. 24 and 3.3. 25. Table 3. 3. 8 summarizes
the pertinent design characteristics of the heat exchangers designed for 10-2
and 10 - 4 g's. The weights shown assume aluminum heat exchangers with a
25 percent factor added for manifolds.
The general heat exchanger/pump package configuration and location
in the tank is shown in Figure 3. 3. 19. The unit is situated in the main tank so
that the bulk of the propellant is available for cooling.
From the above analyses it was concluded that the pump mixer/heat
exchanger concept was feasible and that it could be provided to the system for
less than 10 kg including complete double redundancy and support hardware
weight.
b. Cooled Shield TVS Concept. The cooled-shield TVS integrated
with the MLI system is shown schematically in Figure 3. 3. 26. The basic
operation of the system is that LHz is expanded at constant enthalpy through
an orifice system (for example, a "viscojet") to a lower pressure and temper-
ature (Point A to Point B in Figure 3. 3. 26). The saturated LH2, upon expan-
sion, also partially vaporizes to a quality of 0. 1 to 0. 2, depending on conditions.
This low-temperature, mixed-phased fluid is the coldest part of the storage
system and thus can intercept all incident heat flux through the MLI. The
insulation heat is intercepted by using a thin (0. 005 inch) 1100 aluminum foil
shield between the MLI and the tank wall. The shield is set off from the tank
wall and cooled by passing the throttled hydrogen flow through cooling coils
brazed to the foil. The shield thickness is determined by the required con-
duction path to transmit heat to the cooling coils. The coolant flow is adequate
to absorb the insulation heat by evaporation of the coolant and, by maintaining
the shroud at a temperature less than that of the stored LH2 , no heat will enter
the stored cryogen. (In addition to the cooled shield, all tank supports and lines
must also be cooled to keep all heat out of the propellant.) The requirement to
intercept all heat through the MLI necessitates that the shield be at or below
the tank because a temperature gradient must be established in the shield to
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Table 3.3. 8
TVS COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGE PARAMETERS
Design Acceleration
10 - 2 gs 10 - 4
Vent flow 18.2 kg/hr 2. 6
(40) (lb/hr) (5.7)
Heat transfer rate 2,290 watts 325
(7,800) (Btu/hr) (1, 110)
Weight (Aluminum) 9.4 kg 1.35
(20.7) (lb) (3.0)
Size (frontal area) 0.152 x 0. 152 mx m 0.076 x 0.076
(6 x 6) (in. x in.) (3 x 3)
Length 0.435 m 0.254
(17.5) (in.) (10)
Helium AP (warm side) 4.73 x 103 N/m 2  4.73 x 103
(0. 685) (psi) (0. 685)
LH 2 AP (warm side) 57.2 N/m 2  57.2
(0. 0083) (psi) . (0. 0083)
H- AP (cold ide) 1. 27 x 10 - 4  N/m 2  2. 35 x 103
(1.84) (psi) (0.34)
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Figure 3.3.26. Cooled Shroud TVS Concept
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transfer heat to the vent fluid. Because the shield is colder than the tank, a
small amount of heat will be radiated from the tank to the shield. This amount
can be kept very small if a few layers of MLI are placed between the shield
and the tank. This should minimize any propellant cooling.
The heat flux vaporizes the remaining LH2 flowing through the shield at
essentially constant pressure and temperature until the conditions of Point C
are reached. The simplest basic configuration is a single-point design for a
steady flowrate of just enough vented LH2 so that the heat of vaporization
equals the nominal heat flux to the shield. The only heat transfer mechanisms
in the shield are assumed to be conduction along the shield, radiation through
the MLI (independent of shield temperature), and forced convection to the
vented fluid. The appropriate equations for steady-state heat flow in the con-
figuration shown in Figure 3. 3. 27. The heat balance is:
x x+dx +r dx
The conductive heat flux out is:
dT
o = KA d
x
The conductive heat flux in is:
dT d dT
q, KA - (KA -) dx
x+dx dx dx dx
The external radiative heat flux is assumed to be independent of the temperature
(differences) in the wall. This is a conservative assumption, even for conduc-
tive heat transfer through insulation.
dx
qr dx = qr D /2
Substitution gives
dgT qr
K Lt - - rdx 2  D / 2dx o
The heat flux per unit area q' is constant over the shield or
q1 =. - CONSTANT
LD
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Combining the last two equations gives
d2
dx 2  Kt
Integrating gives:
dT 
- x+ Bdx Kt
Integrating again gives:
T - x 2 +Bx+C
Kt
where B and C are constants of integration.
Imposing the boundary conditions:
at x = D /2 dT/dx 0
0
at x = 0 T = THEX
gives
B D C TKt o HEX
so that
q' DT Tqx + q x
HEX Kt Kt
All of the heat incident on the fin must be transferred to the cooling fluid:
q' LDo h. LwTDTUBE (THEX- TF)
or
q' D 0
(HEX - TF) h. w DTUBE
STUBE
and
2 q' D q' D
'x o 0T- F T + x +SoKt Kt h. wD1 TUBE
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For a fin length x = Do/2, the T - T F  AT
q' (D /2)2 2 q' (D /2)2 q' D
AT = o 0 + oKt Kt h. Tr D
1 DTUBE
q' (D /2)2 q1 D
o o= +
Kt h. rDi DTUBE
or
D 2 4Kt AT 4Kt DD q' h.0 q hi DTUBE 0
In order to maximize D o and minimize the length of vent tubing, the
AT should be maximum. It is usual practice to expand the vent fluid to low
pressure 34. 5 x 103 N/M 2 (5 psia) and temperature 7.2 0 K (13 0R) to maximize
AT and Do. The constraint on the expansion pressure is the pressure drop
along the vent tubes (including LH2 shield, connecting tube, and LO 2 shield),
which must be such that the H2 exits the LH2 tank shield at a pressure above
the triple-point pressure of 6. 895 x 103 N/M 2 (1 psia), The tubes on the shield
should be as small as possible (commensurate with AP restrictions) to obtain
the maximum hi, which also maximizes Do.
Because the shield weight varies at its thickness, t, with the vent
tubing giving only a second-order weight effect, the thickness should be mini-
mized and the conductivity of the shield maximized. To avoid differential expan-
sion problems with the aluminum tankage, the shield should also be made from
aluminum. Commercially pure aluminum, Type 1100, has K = 311 joules/
Msec K (180 Btu/hr-ft*R) at 22 *K and K = 259 joules/Msec OK (150 Btu/
hr-ft-°F) at 97*K. MDAC, under its IRAD program, has fabricated a cooled
shield from 0. 005 inch thick 1100 aluminum sheet brazed to 0. 125 inch diam-
eter by 0. 015 inch wall tubing, as shown in Figure 3. 3.28, and has tested this
shield on a 260 gallon LH2 tank in conjunction with a high performance thermal
protection system (MLI, low-conductivity fiber glass supports, cooled lines,
etc.). It was found that the tank could be essentially kept at constant pressure
using the cooled shield technique, and that the required vent rate could be
correlated with analytical predictions.
Since the cooled shield acts as a boiler for vented LH2 , the flow in the
LH2 shield is two-phase. Following expansion through the viscojet, the flow
in the tubing of the shield is assumed to be in the annular regime, up to the
annular-mist transition, which occurs at a quality of 0. 8 to 0. 9. In the annular
and annular-mist regime, the heat transfer coefficient, hi, is determined from
the correlation of Chen (Reference 27). Chen uses Forster and Zuber's micro-
convective heat transfer relation for boiling and the Dittus-Boelter macro-
convective heat transfer relation for forced convection, and obtains:
hi = h lC + hMAh h MIC +hMAC
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or
S0.79 0.45 0.49 0.25 0.24 0.25
K L Le AT A
h. = S (0. 00122)KL C PL e AT" p0
h 0.5 0.29 0 . 24 0.241 F L Hfg Pv
0.8 0.4 K+ F (0. 023) (Re) 0 (Pr). LL L D
where S and F are empirically determined dimensionless functions which
allow for variations in the boiling and forced convection components,
respectively. The value of S and F are given in Figures 3. 3. 29 and 3. 3. 30.
From the above equations, and the geometric consideration that
L Do = ASHIELD
the shield tube spacing Do, and required tubing length, L, under nominal
conditions of heat flux, g', can be determined.
Because of uncertainties in the basic heat flux through the insulation
and variations due to orbital thermal parameters, the operation of the shroud
system under nonnominal conditions is of interest. For the TVS shown, the
quality (vapor mass fraction) of the expanded LH2 results in a vapor volume
fraction of 0. 80 to 0. 95, depending on conditions. The fluid resistance (and
thus flow rate) through the "viscojet" is determined by the sum of liquid
resistance times the liquid volume fraction plus the vapor resistance times
the vapor volume fraction. Because of the large vapor volume fraction, the
vapor phase dominates the resistance in and flow through the "viscojet, " so
that the flow is proportional to the tank pressure, PT, and is choked through
the "viscojet" because, generally, the pressure in the shroud, PS, is much
less than 0. 5 PT. Of course, the flow through the "viscojet" at the shroud
outlet, exhausting to vacuum, is also choked and is proportional to PS/ %/Ts.
The flow through the shield is thus controlled by PT, while PS adjusts to
provide the same flow through the outlet "viscojet. "
For the condition where the incident heat flux to the shield is less
than the nominal (equivalent design flow rate) value, not all of the LH2 flow
is vaporized. However, the vapor fraction is still very nearly 1.0, and the
flow through the outlet "viscojet" is essentially unaffected: PS and T S are
the same, and both "viscojets" remain choked at the same flow values.
For the condition where the incident heat flux to the shield is higher
than the nominal value, the vent flow will heat up to a temperature above
Point C in Figure 3.3.26. If the shield is in good thermal contact with the
LH 2 tank, the maximum temperature the vent flow will reach an essentially
tank temperature, TT. If, on the other hand, the shield is not thermally
connected to the tank (except by radiation), the vent fluid temperature can
rise substantially above the tank temperature. For example, the fluid-shield
temperature could reach 50 'K before the radiation interchange to the tank
through the two layers of MLI between the tank and the shield reaches
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3 to 5 percent of the incident heat flux. The vented fluid at 50°K has twice the
enthalpy of the fluid at Point C, thus giving a 2:1 margin in allowable incident
heat flux. As the temperature in the shield rises, the shield pressure must
also rise to keep the ratio PS/ N/TS constant and provide steady flow in the
shroud. In general, the PS will not rise sufficiently to unchoke the inlet
"viscojet" and reduce flow. Conversely, the few percent or less of incident
heat flux transmitted through the shield to the tank will tend to increase tank
pressure, and thus flow rate through the shield. The increased flow rate will
tend to reduce the final shield temperature and transmitted heat flux, and thus
provides a limited self-regulatory effect.
For the total integrated system, the vent flow will be taken on a con-
tinuous basis from the acquisition device and split into several parallel legs
or loops. The cooling loops are shown in Figures 3. 3. 31 and 3. 3. 32 with the
estimated flow rates, including those for pump cooling, tank support cooling,
and feed line cooling. As noted, another circuit may be required for acquisi-
tion device cooling. Pump cooling is based on providing an equivalent flow
rate continuously to each of the three pumps that is adequate to absorbe pump
heat input by vaporization. For the hot pump, the additional heat input is
taken up as sensible temperature rise in a counterflow heat exchanger. The
resulting temperature rise is quite tolerable. Pump cooling requires additional
LH 2 loss from the system, compared to normal tank venting. This loss, based
on the heat inputs shown in Figure 3. 3. 32, is about 41 kg for the seven day
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mission. Heat loads were taken from Reference 1. The GH 2 leaving the LH2
system can be used to cool the LO2 system. In fact, the LO 2 system can be
maintained in a nonvent condition with a saving in vented LO 2 and MLI. This
requires routing the GH 2 up to and around the LO 2 tank (again using the offset
thin-foil cooled shield).
It has been proposed that a wall screen liner can be used within a cryogenic
tank to provide a gas annulus that can be directly vented while in orbit with-
out using a TVS. Assuming that this is feasible, although low-g demonstra-
tion would probably be required, the concept would be relatively heavy and
would present a significant installation problem. For example, assuming a
89.7 m 2 (969 ft2 ) tank surface, a 325 x 2300 single mesh aluminum screen
would weigh about 16 kg. This must be backed up by a support structure
which would weigh about 63 kg (assuming 0. 05 cm thick perforated aluminum
sheet) yielding a total weight of 79 kg plus an additional 10% for attachments
totaling 87 kg. The TVS cooling shield weighs only 40 kg and including the
internal mixer the total weight is still much less than for the wall screen
liner. Therefore, the screen liner approach as a venting concept does not
offer any advantage. This simple comparison neglects any liquid loss incurred
in initially emptying the annular space between the tank wall and the screen
liner which would make the weight difference even larger.
3. 4 Feed System Integration and Comparison
From the information generated in section 3. 1, 3. 2 and 3. 3, total inte-
grated feed system designs were evolved based on the FDC and LIPC acqui-
sition concepts.
3.4. 1 Basic Propellant Tankage. Although the basic tankage itself is
not strongly influenced by the particulars of the acquisition system design,
the tankage does represent a significant portion of the total feed system.
Therefore, a preliminary tankage design and weight analysis was conducted
for a configuration using dual LO2 tanks with either single or dual LH2 tanks.
In all cases, the tanks were assumed to be cylinders with hemispherical ends.
Internal frames were used for stiffness and point support load distribution.
Selection of an operational stress level is an important aspect in the
design of space vehicle tankage. In May 1970, NASA published a structures
design criteria document, NASA SP-8040, entitled "Fracture Control of
Metallic Pressure Vessels." That document outlines design approaches to
assure long-life structure. Analyses were completed using the techniques
outlined in that document, and final design recommendations were made.
The results of long-life analyses that follow the recommendation of
SP-8040 are shown in Table 3. 4. 1. These data indicate that selection of an
operating stress based on a room temperature proof test results in a very
low parent material operating stress. Furthermore, use of the proof factor
attendant to the weld toughness properties would result in a drop of parent
material operating stress.
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Table 3. 4. 1
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OPERATING STRESS-2219-T87 ALUMINUM
Temperature Tensile Yield Proof (0.95 x TY)/PF
Material (OK) N/m 2  (ksi) Factor N/m 2  (ksi)
Parent'Metal 294 3. 59 x 10 8  (52) 1.85 1. 84 x 108 (26.7)
Weld Metal 294 1.8 x 108 (26) 2.30 0.75 x 108 (10.8)
Parent Metal 77 5. 17 x 108 (75) 1. 68 2. 94 x 108 (42. 4)
Weld Metal 77 2. 14 x 108 (31) 1. 86 1.09 x 108 (15.8)
Parent Metal 20 5. 87 x 108 (85) l. 96 2. 84 x 108 (41.2)
Weld Metal 20 2.07 x 10 8  (30) 2. 67 0. 74 x l08 (10.7)
Notes: Parent material thickness is 0. 102 to 0. 127 cm (0.04 to 0.05 in.)
Weld material thickness is approximately 0. 508 cm (0. 20 in.
References:
NASA CR72606, "Investigations of Deep Flaws in Thin Wall Tanks,"
J. M. Masters et al.; MDC E 0375, "Space Shuttle Data-Airframe-Part 3,"
Booster Appendices C and D; MIL HDBK-5
Two recommendations are made for the design of the propellant tanks:
(1) that cryogenic proof tests be planned and (2) that special, non-destructive
evaluations be made of a sample weld to allow use of the parent material
proof factors.
From Table 3. 4. 1, using these two ground rules, operating allowables
are 2. 94 x 108 N/M 2 (42. 4 ksi) for the LOX tanks and 2. 84 x 108 N/M 2
(41.2 ksi) for the LH2 tanks. For this analysis, a level of 2.76 x 108 N/M 2
(40.0 ksi) is chosen for a slight measure of conservatism.
The following criteria have been assumed for the tanks:
A. Life - 100 missions, which is assumed to be a total of
600 operating pressure cycles.
B. Material - 2219-T87 sheet
C. Proof test of 95 percent of yield
D. Internal volume (total)
1. LH 2 = 69. 2 m 3 (2450 ft 3 )
2. LO 2 = 16. 2 m 3 (573 ft 3 )
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E. Minimum gages
1. 0. 1015 x 10-2 m (0. 040 in.) hemisphere
2. 0. 1525 x 10 - 2 m (0.070 in.) cylinder
Other parameters are given in Table 3.4. 2 with size data being taken fromrn
Table 2. 3 of section 2.
Estimated weights for the baseline tankage as a function of design pres-
sure are plotted in Figures 3.4. I and 3. 4. 2. It will be noted that the assumed
minimum gage leads to a minimum tank weight and a critical pressure below
which the weight no longer decreases significantly. The limits are shown in
Table 3. 4. 2. Another important parameter required for trade studies is the
change in tank weight for increases in tank length (dW/dL)T. As discussed
in section 3. 2. 2, this weight parameter is required to assess weight penal-
ties associated with LH tank volume increases required to accommodate
pressurant storage. In (2) the case of a single LH 2 tank,
dL/TH DT Tw Pm = (3. 14) (3. 66) (0.001778) (2840) = 58 kg/rn
In the case of dual LH 2 tanks
(dWT T (3. 14) (2.44) (0. 001778) (2840) = 39 kg/mVdLT
H
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Figure 3.4.1. LH2 Tank Basic Structural Weight
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This information was used in the pressurization trade studies and
optirnizations.
For extended on-orbit storage of cryogens, point support systems made
of low-conductivity, high-strength fiberglass struts have been found to be
efficient in terms of low weight and minimum heat transfer (Reference 9).
During the study reported in Reference 1, a support system of this type
was designed for a representative shuttle APS. Table 3. 4. 3 summarizes the
characteristics of such a system based on extending this previous design to
the conditions of this study. The tank support system itself is a relatively
small part of the APS and of secondary impact on the acquisition system.
Therefore, further analysis in this area was not decreed to be necessary.
The total basic tankage weight including support structure is 679 kg for a
single LH 2 tank and 265 kg for dual L0 2 tanks.
3. 4. 2 FDS Feed System Integration. Table 3. 4. 4 summarizes the
weight for the final integrated feed system for the FDC concept. The FDS
acquisition subsystem weights as given in Tables 3. 1. 5 and 3. 1. 6 for the
lightest design, using aluminum perforated tubing, are 118 kg and 83 kg for
the LH 2 and L0 2 tanks respectively. These include the screen channels,
sump baffles, and support/attachment provisions. For tank pressurization,
cold (propellant temperature) helium is assumed for both tanks with the
helium storage bottle placed in the LH 2 tank. This yields a total pressuri-
zation system weight of 357 kg for the LH 2 tank as shown in Figure 3. 2. 13
which includes 102 kg of usable helium, 60 kg of GH2 (see Table 3. 2. 2),
147 kg for the helium bottle, 35 kg of helium residual and 13 kg for other
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Table 3.4. 2
BASELINE TANKAGE PARAMETERS
LH 2  L0 2
Parameter 1 Tank 2 Tanks 2 Tanks
Tank Volume, M 3  69. 2 69. 2 16. 2
(ft3) (2, 450) (2, 450) (573)
Tank Diameter, M 3. 66 2.44 2. 44
(ft) (12) (8) (8)
Tankage Length, M 7. 83 8. 27 2. 5
(ft) (25. 7) (27. 1) (8. 2)
Tank Pressure
Corresponding to
Minimum Gage
Cylinder, N/M 2  228 x 103 345 x 103 345 x 103
(psi) (33) (50) (50)
Dome, N/M 2  303 x 103 4 5 5.x 103 455 x 103
(psi) (44) (66) (66)
Minimum Tank Weight, kg 645 985 236
(lb) (1,420) (2, 170) (520)
Table 3.4. 3
TANK SUPPORT SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Weight Heat Rate
Tank kg (lb) watts (Btu/hr)
LH 2 Tank
Single tank 34.0 (75) 0. 322 (1. 1)Dual tank 54. 5 (120) 0.644 (2.2)
LO2 Tank
Single tank 18. 1 (40) 0. 235 (0.8)
Dual tank 29.0 (64) 0.470 (1.6)
tankage penalties as taken from the equations given in section 3. 2. 2.Similarly for the LO2 tank, the total LO2 pressurization system weight is70 kg with 3. 6 kg of usable helium, 59 kg of GO2, 5. 2 kg for the heliumbottle, 1. 2 kg of helium residual and 1 kg for other tankage penalties.
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With respect to thermal management for the FDC concept, the principle
of restricting all heat to the interior of the cryogen tank was rigidly adhered
to in the integration. Thus, continuous venting with a vapor cooled shield
TVS was used for the LH2 tank. Thus, an in-orbit insulation system with
48 layer pairs of MLI was used. Based on the data presented in Table 3. 3. 3,
this yields an insulation system weight of 138. 4 kg and an in-orbit boil-off
loss of 60. 5 kg. As discussed in section 3. 3. 3, a foam sub-strat is optimum
for in-atmosphere boil-off loss of 45 kg (see Table 3. 3. 5). Thus the total
LH2 tank insulation weight is 195. 4 kg and the total boil-off loss is 105. 5 kg.
To affect the continuous low-g venting, a cooled shroud system as required
was estimated at 40 kg and auxiliary cooling losses were estimated at
60. 2 kg. This includes cooling for tank supports, feed lines and pumps.
For the LO2 tank, a GH2 vent gas cooled shield used to maintain zero
heat leak to the LO 2 was found to below in weight (see Table 3. 3.4) and to
satisfy the no heat input design criteria. This requires an MLI with
22 layer-pairs and results in an insulation weight of 46. 3 kg. The cooled
shield weighs 21 kg and of course there is no cooling loss incurred with the
shield because the GH 2 is "free" from the LH 2 tank vent system. The
in-atmosphere losses for the LO 2 tank are negligible.
To retain the no heat input design criteria, the pump by-pass required
for turbopump system start-up and shut-down was dumped directly overboard
with the FDC design as discussed in section 3. 1. 2. Thus, the 5. 2 kg and
9. 8 kg weight loss per cycle for LH 2 and L0 2 respectively as given in
Table 3. 1.4 was taken along with 50 cycles of operation giving a total pump
by-pass weight loss of 260 kg for LH 2 and 490 kg for LO 2 .
Figures 3.4. 3 and 3.4.4 show schematics for the LH 2 feed system using
cold helium and cold GH 2 pressurization. From these, component listings
and weights were assembled as shown in Tables 3.4.4, 3. 4. 5 and 3. 4. 6.
For the cold helium pressurization system components weights were esti-
mated at 26. 2Kg and 53. 5Kg for the LH 2 and LO 2 systems respectively.
3.4.3 LPIC Feed System Integration. In the preceding subsections of
Section 3. 1. 3, the various elements of the LPIC acquisition concept prelimi-
nary design have been detailed. These elements were taken and integrated
into a total LHZ/LO Z storage and feed system.
In Table 3. 1. 13 and 3. 1. 14, the LPIC acquisition subsystem weights are
presented as a function of secondary tank volume ranging from 1.4 to
15.6 M 3 (50 to 560 ft. 3) for the LH 2 and 0.24 to 2.4 M 3 (8. 3 to 85 ft. 3) for
LO2.
In the LPIC concept, the secondary tanks are pressurized with cold heli-
um stored in a high pressure bottle located within the main LH 2 tank. This
eliminates the possibility of thermal induced retention breakdown of the
acquisition screen device. However, the main tank is pressurized with opti-
mum (111 0 K) GH 2 bled from the high pressure accumulators (see Section 3. 2).
The total propellant which is expelled directly from the secondary tank,
using the cold helium system alone, has been determined to be 22 m 3
(780 ft 3 ) for the LH2 system, independent of the size of the secondary tank.
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Table 3.4.4
TOTAL INTEGRATED FEED SYSTEM WEIGHT (kg)
Full Distributed Channel Acquisition Concept
LH 2 Tank LO 2 Tank
Acquisition Subsystem
Hardware 118 83
Residuals 0 0
118.0 83
Pressurization Subsystem
Helium (usable) 102 3. 6
Vapor 60 59
Helium bottle 147 5.2
Helium residual 35 1. 2
Tankage penalties 13 1.0
357.0 70
Insulation Subsystem
MLI 138.4 46.3
Foam 57.0 0
195.4 46.3
Boil-off Losses
In-orbit 60. 5 0
In-atmosphere 45 0
105.5 0
Low-g Venting
Cooled shields 40.0 21.0
Cryogen Cooling Loss 60. 2 0
Basic Tankage 679.0 265
Feed System Components 86.2 53. 5
1641.3 kg 538.8 kg
(3615 lb) (1187 lb)
Pump By-pass 260.0 kg 490 kg
(573 lb) (1079 lb)
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Table 3.4.5 (a)
LH 2 SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
(COLD HELIUM PRESSURIZATION)
Weights
Quantity Item kg lb
1 Outlet shutoff valve (2-inch ball) 6. 35 (14)
1 2-inch quick-disconnect 2. 27 (5)
1 4-inch vent valve 9. 10 (20)
1 4-inch gas quick disconnect 2.72 (6)
2 Pressure sensors 0.68 (1.5)
1 Pressurization diffuser 0. 45 (1. 0)
2 Check valves (1 inch) 1. 36 (3)
2 Solenoid valves (1 inch) 1.82 (4)
1 Pressure controller (split with LO 2 tank) 3. 18 (7)
2 Solenoid valves (1/2 inch) 0.73 (1.6)
2 Temperature sensors 0.45 (1.0)
1 Filter 1.36 (3. 0)
7 Viscojets 0. 32 (0. 7)
1 High-pressure relief (1 inch) 2. 72 (6. 0)
1 High-pressure solenoid (1 inch) 1. 82 (4.0)
1 1-inch quick-disconnect 0. 91 (2.0)
1 High-pressure regulator 2. 27 (5. 0)
Component support hardware 4. 54 (10.0)
52. 15 (113.8)
Feed lines (2 inch) 0. 91 (2. 0)
Vent lines (4 inch) 5. 90 (13.0)
Pressurization lines (1 inch) 10.45 (23.0)
Miscellaneous lines 3. 18 (7. 0)
Fittings 2. 27 (5. 0)
Supports and miscellaneous hardware 2. 27 (5. 0)
24. 98 (55. 0)
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Table 3.4.5 (b)
LH 2 SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
(COLD GH 2 PRESSURIZATION)
Weights
Quantity Item kg lb
1 Outlet shutoff valve (2-inch ball) 6. 35 (14)
1 2-inch quick-disconnect 2. 7 (5)
1 4-inch vent valve 9. 10 (20)
1 4-inch relief valve 9. 10 (20)
1 4-inch gas quick-disconnect 2. 72 (6)
2 Pressure sensors 0. 68 (1. 5)
1 LH 2 boost pump 2. 00 (4.4)
1 Electric motor 2.00 (4.4)
1 Vaporizer/cooler 4.00 (8.8)
1 Pressurization diffuser 0.45 (1.0)
2 Check Valves (1 inch) 
. 1. 36 (3.0)
1 Solenoid valves (1 inch) 0.91 (2.0)
1 Pressure controller (split with LO2 tank) 3. 18 (7.0)
2 Solenoids (1/2 inch) 0.73 (1.6)
2 Temperature sensors 0. 45 (1. 0)
7 Viscojets 0. 32 (1. 1)
1 High-pressure solenoid (1 inch) 1. 82 (4.0)
1 High-pressure regulator 2. 27 (5. 0)
Component support hardware 4. 60 (10. 0)
54.31 (119.8)
Feed lines (2 inch) 0.91 (2.0)
Vent lines (4 inch) 5.90 (13.0)
Pressurization lines (1 inch) 10.45 (23.0)
Miscellaneous lines 3. 18 (7.0)
Fitting 2. 27 (5.0)
Support and miscellaneous hardware 2. 27 (5.0)
24.98 (55. 0)
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Table 3.4. 6
LO 2 SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
(COLD HELIUM PRESSURIZATION)
Weights
Quantity Item kg lb
1 Outlet shutoff valve (2 inch ball) 6. 35 (14)
1 2-inch quick-disconnect 2.27 (5)
1 3-inch vent valve 5.45 (12)
1 3-inch gas quick-disconnect 2. 72 (6)
1 Pressure sensor 0. 36 (0. 8)
1 Pressurization diffuser 0.45 (1. 0)
1 Check valve (1 inch) 0. 68 (1. 5)
2 Solenoid valves (1 inch) 1. 82 (4)
1 Pressure controller (split with LO 2 tank) 3. 18 (7)
2 Solenoid valves (1/2 inch) 0.73 (1. 6)
1 Temperature sensor 0. 23 (0. 5)
7 Viscojets 0. 32 (0.7)
1 High-pressure solenoid (1 inch) 1. 82 (4.0)
Component support hardware 3. 63 (8. 0)
29. 92 (66. 1)
Feed lines (2 inch) 0.91 (2.0)
Vent lines (3 inch) 4. 50 (10.0)
Pressurization lines (1 inch) 10.45 (23.0)
Miscellaneous lines 3. 18 (7.0)
Fittings 2. 27 (5. 0)
Supports and miscellaneous hardware 2. 27 (5.0)
23. 58 (52.0)
As a highly conservative estimate, it is assumed that the total pressure in
the secondary tank is 1. 52 x l05 N/m 2 at 220K (22 psia) prior to venting,
and that the partial pressure of hydrogen vapor is negligible.
Based on these assumptions, the cold helium pressurization system
weight is 220 kg (485 Ib), including gas, pressure bottles, supports, and a
main tank weight penalty associated with the additional volume. As a com-
parison the system weight associated with an equilibrium mixture of hydrogen
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and helium is 110 kg (242 Ib). The assumption of equilibrium conditions is,
therefore, possibly conservative by a factor of two. The system weights for
both the main and LH2 tank using warm GH 2 and the secondary tank are
shown in Figure 3. 4. 5 as a function of secondary tank volume. The warm
GH 2 weight was taken from the data presented in Section 2. 3 but corrected
for main tank volume. The warm hydrogen gas weight decreases with
increasing secondary tank volume since less LH 2 is displaced from the main
tank as the secondary tank becomes larger.
Figure 3. 4. 6 shows the overall feed system schematic for the LH 2 tank
LPIC system including vacuum vent/refill provisions. The LO2 tank system
is similar. The various required mechanical control components compatible
with this schematic are listed along with their weights in Tables 3. 4. 7 and
3. 4. 8. The main tank insulation was taken from Table 3. 3. 2 of Section 3. 3
for a non-vented LH 2 tank and cooled LO 2 tank. This LH 2 insulation consists
of 21 layer pairs of insulation or an 0.6 cm thickness. From Figure 3.3.8
of Section 3. 3, 0. 6 cm of helium purged MLI would result in a heat load
during ground hold and launch of about 3.2 x 105 Joules/M 2 (28 Btu/Ft 2 )
which would thus result in 63 kg (139 lb) of boiloff during this period. The
reentry and landing boiloff and the secondary tank foam weight was taken
from Figure 3.3. 17 of Section 3.3.
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Table 3.4. 7
LH 2 START TANK SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
VACUUM VENT/REFILL, DESIGN*'
Quantity Component
2 Outlet shutoff valves (2-inch ball) 12. 70 kg (28. 0 lb)
1 Filter 1.36 kg ( 3.0 lb)
1 2-Inch quick-disconnect 2.70 kg ( 5.0 lb)
1 4-Inch vent valve 9.10 kg (20.0 lb)
1 4-Inch relief valve 9. 10 kg (20.0 Ib)
1 4-Inch gas quick disconnect 2.72 kg ( 6.0 lb)
3 Pressure sensors 1.00 kg ( 2.2 lb)
2 Pressurization diffusers 0.90 kg ( 2.0 Ib)
2 Check valves (1 inch) 1.36 kg ( 3.0 lb)
2 Solenoid valve (1 inch) 1. 82 kg ( 4.0 lb)
1 Pressure controller (split with LO 2 tank) 3. 19 kg ( 7.0 lb)
1 Logic Controller 4.54 kg (10.0 lb)
4 Solenoids (1/2 inch) 1.46 kg ( 3.2 lb)
2 Temperature sensors 0.45 kg ( 1.0 lb)
7 Viscojets 0.32 kg ( 1. 1 lb)
2 High-pressure solenoid (1 inch) 3.64 kg ( 8.0 lb)
1 1-Inch gas Q-D 0.91 kg (20.0 lb)
2 High-pressure regulator 4.52 kg (10.0 lb)
1 High-pressure relief (1 inch) 2.72 kg ( 6.0 Ib)
Component support hardware 4.60 kg (10.0 lb)
77.00 kg (169.0 lb)
Feed lines (2 inch) 0.91 kg ( 2.0 lIb)
Vent lines (4 inch) 5.90 kg (13.0 lb)
Pressurization lines (1 inch) 10. 56 kg (23.0 lb)
Miscellaneous lines 3.18 kg ( 7.0 lb)
Fittings 2. 27 kg ( 5.0 lb)
Support and miscellaneous hardware 2. 27 kg ( 5. 0 Ib)
24.99 kg (55. 0 lb)
*Dynamic refill design does not require three
1/2-inch solenoid valves tabulated above.
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Table 3.4.8
LO Z2 START TANK SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
VACUUM VENT/REFILL DESIGN-
Quantity Component
2 Outlet shutoff valves (Z-inch ball) 12.70 kg (28. 0 Ib)
1 2-Inch quick disconnect 2.70 kg ( 5.0 Ib)
1 4-Inch vent valve 9. 10 kg (20.0 Ib)
1 4-Inch relief valve 9. 10 kg (20.0 Ib)
1 4-Inch gas quick disconnect 2.72 kg ( 6.0 Ib)
3 Pressure sensors 1.00 kg ( 2.2 Ib)
2 Pressurization diffusers 0. 90 kg ( 2. 0 Ib)
2 Check valves (1 inch) 1.36 kg ( 3.0 Ib)
2 Solenoid valve (1 inch) 1. 82 kg ( 4.0 Ib)
1 Pressure controller (split with LH 2 tank) 3. 18 kg ( 7.0 Ib)
1 Logic Controller 4.54 kg (12.0 ib)
3 Solenoids (1/2 inch) 1. 10 kg ( 2.4 lb)
2 Temperature sensors 0.45 kg ( 1.0 Ib)
1 High-pressure regulator 2. 26 kg ( 5. 0 Ib)
Component support hardware 4.60 kg (10. 1 Ib)
57. 10 kg (125. 7 lb)
Feed lines (2 inch) 0.91 kg ( 2.0 Ib)
Vent lines (4 inch) 5.90 kg (13.0 Ib)
Pressurization lines (1 inch) 10.45 kg (23. 0 Ib)
Miscellaneous lines 3. 18kg ( 7.0 Ib)
Fittings 2.27 kg ( 5.0 Ib)
Support and miscellaneous hardware 2.27 kg ( 5.0 Ib)
24.99 kg (55.0 Ib)
,Dynamic refill design does not require three
1/2-inch solenoid valves tabulated above.
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The tankage weight is taken from the data presented in Table 3. 4. 2.
These values cover only basic tank weight. Penalties such as due to the
pressurization system are included in the pressurization system weight.
The weight shown under low-g tank pressure control includes two internal
tank mixer units for maintaining near uniform propellant temperature.
Cooling loss weight is taken from data presented in Section 3. 3. .
With the LPIC concept, pump by-pass can be sent back to the main tank
and there is no direct propellant dump loss as with the FDC concept.
Total integrated feed system weights for the LIPC system are shown in
Tables 3.4. 9 and 3.4. 10.
These tables show that there is no weight advantage in using secondary
tank sizes below 12. 6 m 3 (450 ft 3 ) and 2.4 m 3 (85 ft 3 ) for LH 2 and LO 2
respectively. Thus, these sizes were selected for the secondary tanks.
Table 3. 4. 9
LPIC LH 2 FEED SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES (KG)
Secondary Tank System
2.8 m 3  12.6 m 3  15.6 m 3
(100 ft 3 ) (450 ft 3 ) (560 ft 3 )
Acquisition System
Hardware 107. 1 220.3 258.0
Residuals 16.5 0 0
123.6 220.3 258.0
Pressurization System
Secondary Tank 220.0 110.0 110.0
Main Tank 160. 0 138.0 133.0
380.0 248.0 243.0
Feed System Components 102.0 101.0 l01..0
Insulation System
Main Tank 102.7 102.7 102.7
Secondary Tank 8.2 18.0 19.5
110.9 120. 7 122. 2
Thermal Induced Boiloff
Through Launch 63.0 63.0 63.0
In-Orbit 0 0 0
Reentry and Landing 9. 1 30. 6 34.5
72.1 93.6 97.5
Basic Tankage 678.0 678. 0 678.0
Low-g Tank Pressure 5.0 5.0 5. 0
Control
Cryogen Cooling Loss 60. 2 60.2 60. 2
1531.8 kg 1526.8 kg 1564.9 kg
Pump Bypass 0 0 0
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Table 3.4. 10
LPIC LO 2 FEED SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES (KG)
Secondary Tank System
0.47 m 3  1.84 m
3
(16.67 ft 3 ) (65 ft 2 )
Acquisition System
Hardware 26.7 73. 5
Residuals 31.7 0
58.4 73.5
Pressurization
Start Tank 9.1 9.1
Main Tank 77.6 71. 0
86.7 80.1
Feed System Components 82. 1 82. 1
Insulation System
Main Tank 46. 3 46. 3
Start Tank 0 0
46.3 46.3
Thermal Induced Boiloff 0 0
Basic Tankage . 265.0 265.0
Low-g Tank Pressure Control 10.0 10. 0
Cryogen Loss for Cooling 0 0
548.5 kg 557. 0 kg
Pump Bypass 0 0
3. 4. 4 System Comparison. At this point, a comparison of the FDC
and LPIC concepts can be made. Table 3. 4. 11 shows the weight compari-
sons broken down into subsystems. This indicates that the weights, neglect-
ing pump bypass losses, are very close. For all practical purposes, the
L0 2 tank systems weight are the same while for the LH 2 tank, the LPIC
system is about 114 kg (251 lbs.) lighter. This represents a savings on the
LH 2 system of about 7% for the LPIC over the FDC design. This is signifi-
cant but probably not controlling. An examination of the breakdown is of
interest. Note that the LPIC acquisition subsystem is actually heavier than
for the FDC, but to assure proper operation of the FDC system, weight
penalties had to be taken in the pressurization, insulation, and low-g vent
subsystems. These penalties more than compensated for the heavier LPIC
acquisition subsystem weight.
When the pump bypass losses are included, the weight balance swings
very heavily in favor of the LPIC system with the total system (LH 2 and L0 2 )
weight difference being as much as 846 kg. A comparison of the system
features are tabulated in Table 3.4. 12.
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Table 3.4. 11
TOTAL FEED SYSTEMS WEIGHT COMPARISON (KG)
Concept -FDC LPIC
Tank - LH 2  L0 2  LH 2  L0 2
Acquisition 118 83 220 74
Pressurization 357 70 248 80
Insulation 195 46 121 46
Boil-off 106 0 94 0
Low-g Venting 40 21 5 10
Cryogen Cooling Loss 60 0 60 0
Basic Tankage 679 265 679 265
Feed System Components 86 54 101 82
Subtotal 1641 539 1527 557
Pump Bypass 260 490 0 0
Table 3.4.12
OVERALL BASIC CONCEPT COMPARISON
Distributed Channel Pressure Isolated Channel
Cooled Shield Internal Mixer
TVS: Cold Helium Thermal Control:
Pressurization: 111 °K GH2 Pressurization
Weight Higher weight Minimum weight
Reliability Fewer Parts Uses rotating machinery for
propellant mixing
Completely passive Has potential retention break-
down correction capability(+30 to 45 kg)
G-independent All thermal aspects and Internal mixer and refill
critical flow character- involves some potential low-g
istics can be tested on uncertainties
the ground
Technology status In hand Internal mixer involves some
potential log-g uncertainties
Head potential About at limit of finest Good safety factor with
for required available mesh relatively coarse mesh
screen mesh
Fabrication Must have access to all Tank within a tank
capability interior tank wall fabrication
Pump bypass Must dump all pump Could be handled with
compatibility bypass minimum or no dumping
Offloading Severely limited Complete flexibility
capability
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As can be seen, each system has its strong points. The distributed
channel system is completely passive, its design is g-independent and all
technology is basically in hand. The LPIC system is relatively light, can
accommodate pump bypass without significant propellant loss, has good head
safety factor with relatively coarse mesh screens, and can accommodate a
high range of offloading.
The pump bypass problem is of particular concern for shuttle class appli-
cation since it may involve an additional weight penalty of 750 kg (LH plus
L0 2 loss) for the distributed channel system or any similar concept that
does not involve a pressure-isolated screen device. The FDC type device
is not capable of reliably accepting the warm high-pressure pump bypass
flow without screen breakdown. Bench tests of the sensitivity of the screen
devices to heating and pressure decays have shown significant effects (see
Section 2C1, Vol. II). All attempts to handle the bypass flow with heat
exchangers, separate tanks, etc., were found to be ineffective for the dis-
tributed channel system. Therefore, unless pumpbypass flow can be proven
not to affect a specific screen device in the main tank, it must be assumed that
all of this flow must be dumped overboard
The LPIC system operation is not sensitive to heat transfer and pressure
fluctuations in the main tank. Thus, it is permissible for all of the missions
studied to accept all pump bypass flow into the main tank. For a mission
requiring a completely full tank delivered to orbit, followed by a series of
short-duration burns, the pump bypass could cause significant pressure
increases, until the ullage volume reached approximately 15 percent. In this
case, a small pump bypass weight penalty would be assessed against the LPIC
concept. Since this case does not occur for the missions considered, no pump
bypass weight penalty is assessed against the LPIC design.
Offloading, or the ability to launch with a partially loaded cryogenic tank,
may be important for vehicles that fly a large variety of missions, and is
required for the three missions considered in this study. The distributed
channel concept and all known distributed screen acquisition concepts have
severely limited tank offloading capability. Unless the tanks are full during
launch, the screen devices are exposed to excessive hydrostatic pressures
which cause screen retention breakdown due to the combination of screen
height above the liquid surface and the high launch accelerations. These
problems appear to be significantly increased by launch vibrations. The LPIC
design is not affected by the percentage of propellant in the main tank during
launch. Furthermore, the secondary tank screen devices are completely sub-
merged in liquid during the high launch acceleration periods; this design is
immune to problems of high launch accelerations or vibrations.
Tank offloading could be achieved for a specific volume by separating the
main tank into compartments, but this concept adds additional weight. Chang-
ing the offloading volume would require additional tank compartments. This
approach has not been considered further in this study.
Another approach that could be used to provide offloading capability is to
design the acquisition channels such that they will refill by capillary forces
in a low-g environment. A pressure induced flow could also be used to assure
refill after the initial high acceleration breakdown during launch. Although
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this refill is theoretically possible, it would require a significant expansion
of technology and would require extensive in-orbit verification testing which
was not in line with the overall objectives of this program. Thus, this idea
was not pursued further.
Both FDC and LPIC systems have been designed to provide retention
safety factors in excess of 2. 0, but in order for the distributed channel to
meet this requirement, it was necessary to use the finest available mesh
screens. The LPIC design, however, uses relatively coarse mesh screen
(200 x 600) which should be less prone to clogging and bubble point
degradation.
The FDC concept is independent of propellant orientation and zero-g
effects, principally because its thermal management system, based on the
heat interception shroud, is independent of these effects. The LPIC system
used with autogenous pressurization in the main tank and propellant mixers
to control tank pressure, poses some questions regarding mixing efficiency
in low gravity. These problems may be significant with small amounts of
propellant, since mixers might not be immersed in liquid and thus would
pump vapor. Incomplete mixing would lead to increased tank pressure and
the necessity for venting. Although pure vapor venting can be provided by
the mixers, coupled with a forced convection thermodynamic vent system,
an additional weight penalty could be incurred. Extensive analytical and 1-g
experimental work has been conducted on internal mixers for destratification
and tank pressure control (References 15 and 16) and they would appear to be
feasible. But mixers have not been tested under actual reduced-g conditions;
thus there is an area of uncertainty especially for large ullage conditions.
The desirability of achieving g-independence for the final system suggests
a combination of system features to yield an optimum hybrid design. One
such arrangement is to use the basic LPIC acquisition system and autogenous
main tank pressurization, but to use low-g venting with a vapor-cooled shield
rather than the mixer for tank pressure control and thermal management.
In this case the insulation system uses the FDC design but no tank foam
substrat. Weights for this system are shown in Table 3. 4. 13 along with com-
parison weights for the basic LPIC and FDC systems. This combination of
subsystems retains the pressurization and pump bypass handling advantage
of the LPIC, achieves complete low-g independency, and eliminates the rotat-
ing machinery for the mixer system. This combination is about equal in
base system weight to the basic distributed channel system but has no dump
penalty for pump operation.
Theoretically, with a cooled-shield TVS, heat is not transferred from
the tank wall to the liquid. Thus a retention screen can be adjacent to or
connected directly to the main tank wall with no risk of thermally induced
screen retention breakdown. Thus, when using a cooled-shield TVS, it is
feasible to consider the integration of the secondary tank and the main tank
lower dome. This integrated tankage (IT) is shown in Figure 3.4.7 assurn-
ing a 12. 6 M 3 (450 ft 3 ) secondary tank volume.
A preliminary structural analysis was made to determine the weight
difference between the independent and integrated tankage designs. This
analysis revealed that significant bending loads are imposed at the point
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Table 3. 4. 13
WEIGHT COMPARISON OF HYBRID LH 2 FEED SYSTEM
WITH BASIC FDC AND LPIC (KG)
Basic Basic
FDC LPIC Hybrid
Acquisition 118 220 220
Storage 361 275 351
Pressure Control 40 5 40
Components 86 101 101
Pressurization 357 248 248
962 849 960
Pump Bypass 260 0 0
COMMON DOME (INSULATED) CR190
MAIN TA1K SECONDARY SCREEN
CHANNEL
1.6M IM(5.2 FT) (6 FT
SREFILL VALVE .
FEEDI.INE '
COOLING SHIELD
AIN TANK DOME
PRESSURIZATION/VENT LINES
Figure 3.4.7. LPIC With Integrated Tankage
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where the main and common tank domes intersect. To accommodate these
loads, about 40. 4 kg (89 ib) of structural buildup material must be added to
the secondary tank hemispherical dome weight of 87 kg (192 lb); the total inte-
grated secondary tank pressure shell weight penalty becomes 127.4 kg
(281 Ib). The independent tank pressure shell base weight is 132 kg (291 ib).
To this base weight must be added the support system weight of 10. 5 kg for
a total installed tank weight of 142.5 kg (314 Ib). Thus, integration saves
about 15. 1 kg (33 lb). The hybrid system weight can be reduced to 945 kg by
integrating the tankage structure but this design is still 96 kg heavier than the
basic LPIC system because of the increased thermal management system
weight associated withthe heat interception shield. The resulting fabrication
and structural simplifications, g-independence of the venting system, and the
passive nature of the cooled shield TVS with integrated tankage may offset
this weight penalty.
A further system variation using the LPIC concept with integrated tank
structure is possible. The main LH 2 tank can be maintained non-vented with
a mixer and the cooled shield can be used only on the lower half of the tank
around the acquisition device. In this approach, all of the features of the
LPIC concept are retained, including autogenous pressurization of the main
LH 2 tank, nonvented LH 2 tank operation with an internal LH 2 tank mixer, and
recirculated pump by-pass fluid. The LH 2 bled from the tank to supply
coolant to the local shield is strictly an additional coolant loss much like that
required for the feed lines and pump cooling. Using the LPIC tank insulation
requirements, 21 layer-pairs, this results in a tank wall heat flux of 1.26
watts/M 2 (0. 4 BTU/Ft 2 Hr) and, therefore, requires 35 kg of LH2 coolant.
The shield structural weight will be about 10 kg.
All of the alternates are compared on a common weight basis in Table
3. 4. 14. To obtain the installation simplicity of the integrated tankage, a
weight penalty of 30 kg must be incurred by the LPIC system. To further
obtain complete g independence, an additional 66 kg weight penalty must be
incurred. Since the internal mixer concept has been relatively well developed,
Table 3. 4. 14
ALTERNATE LH2 FEED SYSTEM WEIGHT COMPARISONS (KG)
Basic FDC Basic LPIC Hybrid Hybrid/IT LPIC/IT
Acquisition 118 220 220 205 205
Storage/Cooling 361 275 351 351 310
Pressure Control 40 5 40 40 15
Pressurization 357 248 248 248 248
Basic Tankage 679 679 679 679 679
Components 86 101 101 101 101
Pump Bypass 260 0 0 0 0
Total Weight 1901 Kg 1528 Kg 1639 Kg 1624 Kg 1558 Kg
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the low.-g problems with its operation are not considered severe and it was
accepted for the design. However, the installation simplification afforded by
the integrated tankage is worth the small weight penalty. Thus, the LPIC
with integrated tankage was accepted for the LH 2 tank feed system.
Using the same rational as above, the LPIC with integrated tankage was
also adopted for the LO 2 feed system. Because of the small size of the LO 2
secondary tank, little total feed system weight change was found for this
system.
Because of the uncertainty still remaining as to the feasibility of using
warm gas pressurization with a full distributed screen acquisition device,
a final weight comparison was made between the selected LPIC system and
a FDC system using a 111 0 K (200 0 R) inlet temperature GH 2 tank pressuriza-
tion system. This weight comparison is shown in Table 3. 4. 15 and indicates
that if pump bypass is not considered, the FDC/AP concept is significantly
lighter but when pump bypass overboard dump is still used, which is most
likely, the selected system is only slightly heavier.
Table 3.4. 15
WEIGHT COMPARISON OF SELECTED LH 2 FEED SYSTEM AND AN
FDC SYSTEM USING AUTOGENEOUS PRESSURIZATION
LPIC/IT FDC/AP
Acquisition 205 118
Storage/Cooling 310 265
Pressure Control 15 5
Pressurization Z48 180*
Basic Tankage 679 679
Components 101 86
Sub-Total 1, 558 1, 333
Pump By-Pass 0 260
Total 1, 558 kg 1, 593 kg
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Section 4. TECHNICAL DESIGN STUDIES
ADVANCED SPACE PROPULSION MODULE
The second class of application addressed in this study was a LH 2 /LO 2
multi-burn space propulsion module. Like the previous CSS/APS applica-
tion, it involves the use of LH 2 and LO2, requires long operational times in
orbit, reusability and requires large tankage. In fact from the data sum-
marized in Section 2, the propellant loading is very similar: 24, 744 kg to
22, 700 kg for the ASPM and CSS/APS respectively. The major differences
are that with the ASPM, the propellant represents a much higher percentage
of the gross weight than in the CSS/APS case and that the ASPM must be
designed for higher destabilizing accelerations (about 1 g as compared to
0.05 g). However, because of the similar tank sizes, much of the paramet-
ric data and conclusions developed for the CSS/APS, particularly with
respect to pressurization, are directly applicable and such analyses were
used wherever possible in the design development for the ASPM.
4. 1 Acquisition Subsystem
Tables 2.7 - 2. 10 of Section 2 reveal that the ASPM experiences dis-
turbing accelerations in excess of 1 g. This consideration, when combined
with the high flow rates and large tank sizes, makes distributed screen
acquisition devices impractical for the ASPM class application. This point
can be appreciated by an examination of Figure 4. 1. 1 which shows the ideal
hydrostatic LH 2 head that can be supported by a range of available screen
meshes as a function of disturbing acceleration. At 1 g the LH2 head is
limited to about 1 meter, whereas the tank dimensions for the ASPM are
greater than 4 meters.
When consideration is given to the additional pressure losses associated
with flow through the screen, flow along the screen channels, inertial
effects, and the necessity for a retention safety factor of at least 2. 0, it is
clear that the ASPM tanks and g-level constraints combine to make distri-
buted device concepts unworkable.
Much attention has recently been directed to the use of multiple screens
"sandwiched" together to increase the total bubble point pressure. This
concept, which was investigated by MDAC under an IRAD program (Refer-
ence 28), is reputed to be applicable to large tanks and high g-levels.
However, as has been shown in bench tests reported in Volume II, Sec-
tion 2.9. 3, multiple screens do not appear practical for increasing bubble
point since the vapor region built up between the screens block the flow
passages until breakthrough occurs, which leads to loss of liquid retention.
Because of the factors discussed above, only localized screen retention
acquisition concepts were considered for the ASPM application. Further-
more, in view of the significant weight savings achieved by the LPIC con-
cept used for the CSS/APS application, efforts were primarily directed
toward the LPIC concept as applied to ASPM mission requirements.
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Figure 4.1.1. Ideal Hydrostatic Retention Capabilities for Fine Mesh Screens
4. 1. 1 Secondary Tank and Device Sizing. The design of a LPIC
acquisition system for the ASPM was conducted, based on the requirements
described in Section 2. The Acquisition Device Sizing Program (H574) was
used to generate propellant usage curves for the baseline mission defined
by Table 2. 7. These curves are instrumental in determining the secondary
tank size, screen device location and configuration, and the resulting
retention safety factors (RSF).
Figures 4. 1.2 through 4. 1. 5 present the propellant usage curves for
two types of secondary tanks: the baseline design with dynamic refill during
main engine burns, and an alternate design, with the additional capability
of vacuum vent/refill (the vacuum vent/refill concept is described in
Appendix D). Figures 4. 1. 2 and 4. 1. 3 apply to the baseline designs
for LH2 and LO2. In order to obtain the necessary retention safety factors,
the secondary tank volumes are selected as 0. 735 m 3 (26 ft 3 for LH2 and
0. 17 m 3 (6 ft3 for LO 2 . These volumes are sufficiently large to prevent
the liquid levels from dropping to the point where screen breakdown failure
would occur during the burn sequences.
The resulting secondary tank volumes are relatively small with diam-
eters of 1. 11 and 0. 68 m, and thus the screen heights are approximately
compatible with the large total flow losses and hydrostatic pressures
associated with the high acceleration levels ( 1g) of the ASPM.
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Figures 4. 1. 4 and 4. 1. 5 apply to the vacuum vent/refill concept. The
corresponding secondary tank volumes are 0.48 m 3 (17 ft 3 ) and 0.096 mn3
(3.4 ft ) for LH 2 and LO2, respectively. The vacuum vent/refill capability
allows the secondary size to be minimized since refill is accomplished in
zero g prior to high acceleration burns. However, based on results of theCSS/APS study this size reduction would not make a significant difference
in the overall system and the vacuum vent/refill technique was not considered
further.
The curves of Figures 4. 1. 2 through 4. 1. 5 should be interpreted asfollows. For each burn sequence, the secondary tank volume is shown
decreasing from its initial volume to some minimum volume. For the RCS
maneuvers, there is no dynamic refill, and therefore at the end of the burn,
the minimum and final tank propellant volumes are equal, as denoted by the
short horizontal line connecting to the next burn sequence. For primary
propulsion system burns, there is sufficient time to settle the propellant in
the main tank and refill the secondary tank. In these cases, the liquid leveldrops to a minimum volume, refill is initiated, the secondary tank is com-
pletely refilled, and propellant flow from the main to the secondary tank and
then to the engines is continuously maintained for some period following
refill. For the mission shown, refill is accomplished in periods of the order
of 10 seconds, whereas all continuous engine burns are maintained for at
least several minutes.
Selection of the secondary tank size and configuration requires that the
minimum liquid level not be permitted to drop below a critical level
associated with a retention safety factor of 2. 0, under conditions correspond-
ing to the maximum total flow loss. This can be achieved by compartment-
izing the secondary tank with each compartment having its individual screen
elements of selected size so that all breakdown criteria are satisfied. This
arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 4. 1. 6.
The system design illustrated in Figure 4. 1. 6 is divided into three
regions: a top region, a primary trap region, and a secondary trap region.
The primary screen channels directly connected to the outlet line as located
beneath the primary screen/baffle. Near the circumference of the primary
screen/baffle are a series of liquid communication screen channels. It
should be noted that the maximum hydrostatic head associated with each of
the channels is determined by the maximum g-level applied and the height
of these channels measured along the vehicle axis. Two separate channels
are used, rather than one set of primary channels which reach the same
level as the communication channels; this reduces the hydrostatic head.
Since it is assumed that the 134 N (30 lb) thrust RCS maneuvers result in the
acceleration being applied in an arbitrary direction, the effects of lateral
accelerations are also considered in the design. However, even with the
relatively large effective height (i.e., approximately 2 meters) associated
with lateral accelerations, the hydrostatic head imposed across the set of
channels is very much smaller than that imposed along the vehicle axis
during the primary propulsion system burns.
Figure 4. 1. 7 shows the conceptual design for the acquisition subsystem
to satisfy the criteria established above and the mission requirements for
the deployment/retrieval mission summarized in Table 2. 7.
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The secondary tank thermal management system consists of foam
insulation on the top of the common dome and a heat interception shield
situated along the bottom of the tank. This provides thermal protection of
the screen devices and allows integration of the main secondary structure.
The main tank screen retains some liquid in the bottom of the main tank above
the secondary tank to minimize settling time and heat transfer to the start
tank. Thermodynamic vent system coils attached to the shield are routed
around local areas of high heat flux, such as the feedline connection, or across
the top of the secondary tank beneath the foam insulation, to further decrease
any heat transfer into the secondary tank.
The configuration shown in Figure 4. 1. 7 minimizes the hydrostatic
head, and therefore provides high retention safety factors with relatively
coarse mesh screen. A screen/baffle is depicted at the main tank sump to
minimize vapor pull-through and vortex motion of the propellant. The
screen also forms a barrier against bubble entrainment during the refill
operation. The refill line and valve are located outside the main tank for
access during checkout and refurbishment. However, the valve and line
could be located inside the main tank/start tank to minimize heat transfer
through the main feedline and the refill valve.
To demonstrate the adequacy of the concept shown in Figure 4. 1. 7, the
conditions corresponding to each burn sequence for the retrieval/deployment
are described chronologically below.
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Referring to Table 2. 7, it is seen that burn sequence 1 involves a RCS
maneuver to separate the ASPM from the Shuttle Orbiter. In all cases, the
secondary tank is assumed to be full of liquid during the boost into orbit to
avoid any possibility of. screen failure due to high launch loads, vibrations,
or handling of the ASPM during preparation for separation. For the first
burn, Figure 4. 1.2 shows that the LH 2 volume drops from 0.735 m 3
(26 ft 3 ) to approximately 0. 62 m 3 (22 ft 3 ) at a flow rate of 0.27 kg/sec
(0.59 lb/sec) and an acceleration level of 0.00093 g's. Liquid flows from
the top region through the communication channels to the primary regions,
and from these through the primary screen channels to the feedline. At the
end of the first burn, the secondary tank ullage of 0. 113 m 3 (4 ft 3 ) would
occupy the top region of the device. Since, as a conservative design require-
ment, the orientation of the acceleration during this burn sequence is assumed
to be in any direction 0.255 m 3 (9 ft 3 ) of LH2 .would remain above the primary
and secondary trap regions, which retain the remaining propellant. It is
necessary at this point that the communication channels be long enough to
at least reach the remaining 0. 255 m 3 (9 ft 3 ) of LH2 in the top region.
The second burn involves the primary propulsion system with a flow
rate of 1.34 kg/sec (2.955 lb/sec) and an acceleration of 0. 154 to 0.263 g.
Assuming a worst-case condition, propellant would be located at the top of
secondary tank and initially would be transferred to the primary trap region
through the communication channels. After a few seconds, settling of this
liquid would occur and thus flow into the primary trap region would also
occur through the primary screen. When the secondary tank LH2 volume
reaches 0.467 m 3 (16. 5 ft 3 ), refill is initiated. After approximately 10 to
12 seconds, the secondary tank is refilled and flow is continued for
approximately 1,300 seconds.
Note that the refill inlet to the secondary tank enters the primary trap
region, above the secondary screen. During refill, liquid flows into the
primary region and bubbles rise to the top of the conical bulkhead which
supports the communication screen channels and the primary trap region
vent screen. Gas passes through these screens during the overboard vent
operation, but a small amount of gas will be entrapped when the combined
effects of hydrostatic head and drag forces due to flow through the screen
exert insufficient pressure to cause breakthrough. Although this refill pro-
cedure is satisfactory, an improvement was evolved and is discussed in
Section 4. 1. 2.
The third burn sequence is another RCS maneuver which drops the LH 2
volume to 0.360 M 3 (13 ft 3 ) at a g-level of 0.00158 to 0.00159 and a flow
rate of 0.0085 kg/sec (0.0187 lb/sec). The top region is emptied of all
propellant during this maneuver.
The fourth burn involves the primary propulsion system. Initially, all
liquid is contained in the primary and secondary trap regions. The initial
g-level is 0. 265 g and thus the communication channels can easily be
designed to support the hydrostatic head. However, breakdown could occur
in the communication channels without in any way adversely affecting the
propellant retention, since liquid is settled beneath the primary screen/
baffle. After approximately 0. 113 M 3 (4 ft 3 ) of LH2 has been transferred
to the engine, leaving 0.071 m 3 (2. 5 ft 3 ) in the primary trap region, the
refill valve is opened and the secondary tank refilled. At the initiation of
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refill, the acceleration imposed is still approximately 0.265 g, but since
flow is maintained for approximately 575 seconds, the vehicle mass is
decreased, resulting in an increase in acceleration level to 0.383 g. The
primary screen channels must be capable of supporting approximately
10. 1 cm (4 inches) of LH2 at 0. 265 g with a retention safety factor of 2. 0
or greater; this is not the most critical condition and therefore has no
impact on screen selection.
Burn sequence 5 is an RCS maneuver which removes approximately
0. 141 m 3 (5 ft 3 ) from the top region. This is followed by the sixth burn,
another RCS maneuver, which removes an additional 0.0565 M 3 (2 ft 3 ) of
LH2, leaving 0. 17 m 3 (6 ft 3 ) in the top region. The seventh burn sequence
involves the throttled primary propulsion system with an acceleration of
0. 079 g at a flow rate of 0.272 kg/sec (0. 6 lb/sec). The secondary tank
LH2 volume drops from 0. 537 m 3 (19 ft 3 ) to 0.48 M 3 (17 ft 3 ) and refill is
initiated.
The communication screen channels can easily be designed to support
approximately 15. 2 cm (6 inches) of LH 2 at 0. 079 g, but again there is no
adverse effect resulting from their breakdown, since propellant is settled
and the secondary tank completely refilled prior to the following zero-g
coast. The total burn time for this maneuver is 40 seconds. The refill
time is 7 seconds, and the settling time is approximately 12 seconds. Burn
sequence 8 also involves a throttled primary propulsion system burn at
0.079 g and 0.272 kg/sec (0. 6 lb/sec) of LH 2 . The burn time, refill time,
and settling time are equal to those for the preceding burn.
Burn sequence 9 is an RCS maneuver which removes 0.071 M 3 (2. 5 ft 3 )
of LH2 from the top region.
A design modification should be noted at this point. The total LH 2
expelled in the preceding three burns is approximately 0.41 M 3 (14.5 ft 3 ),
whereas the secondary tank initially contained 0.837 M 3 (19 ft 3 ). With a
start tank size of 0. 735 M 3 (26 ft 3 ), it would not be practical to accomplish
the three preceding burns with no refill during the throttled primary pro-
pulsion burns, since only 0. 127 M 3 (4. 5 ft 3 ) of propellant would remain in
the tank, and the secondary trap region must hold approximately 0. 184 M 3
(6. 5 ft 3 ) of propellant to accomplish the very last burn sequences. However,
by increasing the secondary tank size from 0. 735 M 3 (26 ft 3 ) to 0. 85 m 3
(30 ft 3 ), the two throttled primary propulsion burns, followed by the RCS
maneuver, could be accomplished without refill. The increase in tank size
is small enough not to significantly affect the screen breakdown criteria,
whereas the pressurization weight penalty is decreased by avoiding two tank
prepressurizations. In addition, the sequencing requirements for the refill
valves, tank prepressurization, and start tank venting are decreased.
Finally, a larger start tank, although slightly heavier, has a greater mission
flexibility.
At this point, the dynamic refill design based on refill during throttled
as well as full thrust primary propulsion system burns will be assumed.
The tenth burn accomplishes deorbit and involves the primary propulsion
system. The LH 2 volume is reduced from 0. 66 M 3 (23. 5 ft 3 ) to 0. 565 M 3(20 ft 3 ) at which time refill is initiated. The acceleration level imposed
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prior to refill is approximately 0.395 g and thus breakdown of the communica-
tion screen devices does not occur, although breakdown could occur without
affecting the mission. The total burn time is approximately 387 seconds,
the refill time is 9 seconds, and the settling time is 5. 5 seconds. Again,
the refill time is a small part of the total burn time.
Burn sequence 11 is another RCS maneuver which decreases the LH 2
volume to 0. 565 M 3 (20 ft 3 ).
In all of the previous burns, there is no combination of liquid volume,
liquid position, flow rate, acceleration level, or direction which constitutes
a problem from the standpoint of the screen device design. The important
screen device sizing criteria are determined from the following burn
sequences.
Burn sequence 12 involves the primary propulsion system at an initial
acceleration of 0. 572 g. The liquid volume decreases from 0. 565 M 3
(20 ft 3 ) to approximately 0.41 M (14. 5 ft 3 ) immediately prior to initiation
of refill. The primary screen channels can be designed to support approxi-
mately 20. 2 cm (8 inches) of LH2 at 0. 572 g with a retention safety factor
greater than 2. 0. However, as before, breakdown of the communication
channels at this time poses no problem. The settling time for this burn
sequence is 5. 7 seconds, the refill time is 9 seconds, and the total burn
time is 328 seconds. All remaining propellant [0.41 M 3 (14.5 ft 3 )] is now
contained in the secondary tank.
Burn sequence 13 is the final high-thrust primary propulsion system
burn. The top region is emptied into the primary region, and the primary
trap region is nearly emptied, leaving over 0. 17 M 3 (6 ft 3 ) of the propellant
in the secondary tank. The primary screen channels must support a maxi-
mum of approximately 10. 1 cm (4 inches) of LH2 at 1.04 g without breaking
down. Since the acceleration is positive, the only adverse pressure to be
considered during this period is hydrostatic head. Thus, a 200 x 600 or
165 x 800 mesh screen, each of which supports approximately 25. 4 cm
(10 inches) of LH 2 at 1 g, would be sufficient, yielding a retention safety
factor greater than 2. 0.
Burn sequence 14 involves throttled primary propulsion system with a
LH 2 flow rate of 0. 272 kg/sec (0. 6 lb/sec) and a maximum acceleration of
0.21 g. The liquid volume drops to approximately 0. 113 M 3 (4 ft 3 ), expos-
ing the primary screen channels to a maximum of 15 to 20 cm at 0.21 g.
This condition is easily met by the 200 x 600 or 165 or 800 mesh screens,
with a retention safety factor of approximately 6.
The two remaining burn sequences are both RCS maneuvers which
involve no appreciable flow loss and hence no retention safety factor design
problems.
a. Alternate Mission Requirements. The acquisition sub-system
design generated above was based on the deployment/retrieval mission
summarized in Table 2. 7.
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Through consultation with personnel in the MDAC Space Tug/OOS
system design group, three other missions were identified and critical
information was then generated for each of these. The new missions
included a deployment, a retrieval, and an interplanetary launch. These
complemented the baseline deployment/retrieval roundtrip mission. Per-
tinent data for these mission duty cycles are summarized in Section 2.
These missions are similar to one another and to the baseline in their general
sequence of events and arrangement and magnitudes of the various burns.
All three new mission time periods are shorter than the baseline period.
Because of the manner in which payload is handled, the maximum accelera-
tion varies for the different missions, going as high as 1. 64 g in the case of
interplanetary missions.
These duty cycles were used in conjunction with the MDAC acquisi-
tion device sizing program to generate secondary tank size and other design
values for each mission. The size results are summarized in Table 4. 1. 1.
The first three sets of sizing values apply to the baseline roundtrip
deployment/retrieval mission. The first set of size values is that directly
generated by the computer program and is essentially based on volume usage
demands with no influence of screen retention limits. The second set of
sizing numbers shows the adjusted baseline values with the secondary tank
size increased to prevent the liquid level from dropping to the point where
screen retention breakdown might be possible during the burn sequence.
The third set of values is the baseline size adjusted so that a fixed settling
time can be used which would permit the use of a simple fixed start-up
control logic. The resulting volumes are 0. 952 m 3 (33. 6 ft 3 ) for LH 2 and
0.244 m 3 (8.6 ft 3 ) for LO 2 . The last three sets of sizing numbers which
apply to the other three duty cycles, are the volumes directly computed
from the sizing program. The results from Table 4. 1. 1 and supporting
retention-head analyses show that the baseline roundtrip mission results in
the largest volume secondary tank, and its size is therefore compatible for
the other missions considered.
Table 4. 1. 1
ASPM SECONDARY-TANK SIZES
Start-Tank Volume
m 3 (ft 3 )
Fuel Oxidizer
1. Baseline (Round Trip) 0. 518 (18. 3) 0. 119 (4.2)
2. Baseline (Adjusted Size) 0. 762 (26. 9) 0. 173 (6. 1)
3. Baseline (Fixed 0. 952 (33.6) 0.244 (8.6)
Settling Time)
4. Direct Deployment 0. 504 (17. 8) 0. 105 (3. 7)
5. Direct Retrieval 0.49 (17. 3) 0. 104 (3.7)
6. Interplanetary 0. 241 (8. 5) 0. 065 (2. 3)
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4. 1. 2 Preliminary Design
a. LH2 System. The operation of the ASPM acquisition design is
discussed in Section 4. 1. 1 along with the development of a conceptual design.
This concept was then detailed to evolve the preliminary design shown in
Figure 4. 1. 8.
The ASPM LH2 acquisition design is divided into three regions: a
top region, a primary trap region, and a secondary trap region. The screen
tubes in the top region communicate propellant to the primary region under
all propellant configurations encountered in the low-g or high-g level
conditions. The primary screen tubes are designed to retain liquid under
the worst-case conditions which correspond to a high positive g level
(e. g., 1. 6 g) under maximum propellant outflow.
Since it is assumed that the 134 N (30 lb) thrust RCS maneuvers
result in the acceleration being applied in an arbitrary direction, the effects
of lateral accelerations are also considered in the design. However, even
with the relatively large effective height (i.e., 1 meter) associated with
lateral acceleration, the hydrostatic load imposed across the set of channels
is much smaller than that imposed along the vehicle axis during the primary
propulsion system burns.
Comparison of Figure 4. 1. 7 and 4. 1. 8 shows several minor differences.
The design in Figure 4. 1.8 has a flat plate supporting the communication
screen tubes, not a conical plate, and there is no separate provision for a
vent screen. Instead, during the secondary tank vent/refill operation, gas
passes from the primary trap region through the screen tubes in the top
region until, as before, the combination of hydrostatic head and drag forces
exerted on the gas is insufficient to drive it through the screens into the top
region. The volume of gas entrapped, even if the screen tubes were essentially
filled with gas, is negligible compared to the primary trap region volume
(i. e., 5 percent). Special provision for venting all of the gas from the primary
trap region was therefore considered unnecessary. Another design modifica-
tion is that the screen tubes in the primary trap region are separate from the
screen tubes in the secondary trap region. This change diminishes the total
hydrostatic head supported by the primary trap region screen tube, and in
addition, the secondary trap region screen tubes have no opportunity for
retention failure since they are never exposed to gas. Therefore, effects of
engine startup and shutdown pressure transients will be strongly attenuated on
passing through the secondary trap region screens, and the possibility of break-
down is greatly diminished.
Consideration of Figure 4. 1. 8 reveals that all of the screen devices
can be installed by one man with access through a conventional manhole. The
screen tubes in the top and primary trap regions are placed in the tank and
bolted into place. A compatible metallic seal would be used. The flat
screen element, perhaps temporarily supported by flat stock, is then placed
into position and bolted into place, and its temporary support removed. The
manhole cover, containing the four additional screen tubes connected
directly to the sump, is then brought into position and sealed. The feed line
can then be joined to the tank with a Marman flange.
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Figure 4.1.8. ASPM LH 2 Acquisition System Preliminary Design
The secondary tank pressurization system as shown in Figure 4. 1. 8
consists of a helium bottle, a 5 00-psi regulator, two solenoid valves, a
high flow rate orifice and a low flow rate orifice (e. g., VISCO jets). Two
separate pressurization rates are used because of the low RCS flow rates
and the high flow rates associated with the main engine operation. Cold
helium is used of course to prevent thermal induced screen retention failure.
A capacitance probe liquid-level sensor is included as a backup
determination of the propellant quantity. The probe would be used in con-junction with a timed circuit to control the secondary tank refill.
b. Acquisition Screen Selection. With the conservative LH 2
secondary tank volume associated with a fixed settling time, the appropriate
sizing and placement of the screen tubes was determined, which meets the
requirements of a retention safety factor (RSF) of at least 2. 0. The tank
configuration has also been selected to minimize the dome weight. This in
turn affects the placement, length, and mesh size of the screen tubes.
Figure 4. 1.9 shows the generalized geometrical relationships for the
secondary tank design based on a design volume of 0.95 m 3 (33. 6 ft 3 ). A
preliminary study was conducted to determine the tank structural-weight
penalty including the common dome (isogrid) weight and the main-tank dome
weight increase to accommodate load distribution at the bulkhead juncture.
This is shown in Figure 4. 1. 10 which illustrates that the weight penalty
decreases as the total secondary-tank height increases. Thus, it is desirable
to use a smaller radius on the common dome than on the main-tank dome
(maintaining constant volume). However, going beyond a total height of
0.7 m results in only a minor weight savings. (This corresponds to a
secondary-tank diameter of 1.8 m.) Also, increasing height either limits
retention-head capability or requires a finer screen mesh. The change from
0.56 to 0.7 m necessitates only a slight change in mesh size and does not
have a significant impact on the acquisition device design or its overall
capabilities.
The baseline system was originally designed to use relatively
coarse mesh screens (200 x 600). Such screens were found to be adequate
for the accelerations encountered in the baseline mission with a main-engine
thrust of 44, 500 Newtons (10, 000 lb). However, thrust levels of 66, 700
Newtons (15,000 lb) or even 89,000 Newtons (20,000 lb) have been discussed
in independent studies. (Reference 3). Increases in acceleration level
above those previously reported have resulted with the additional missions
considered. The maximum acceleration is 1. 64 g, assuming a 44, 500
Newtons (10, 000 lb) thrust engine for the Interplanetary Mission. The sec-
ondary tank size and configuration selected above is compatible with all of
these missions.
The appropriate screen mesh has been increased to 200 x 1, 400,
instead of 200 x 600, to meet broader mission. requirements with the
higher accelerations (1. 64 g).
Considering the overall design shown in Figure 4. 1. 8, the primary
screen tube and flat screen between the primary and secondary trap regions
is seen to be the critical region for flow-loss calculations. The flow losses
associated with the primary trap region are composed of hydrostatic head
and pressure drop through the screen, with the propellant flowing through
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the screen at 1.64 g. The LH 2 volume flow rate is 0.0213 M 3 /sec
(0.75 ft 3 /sec). The flat screen is assumed to be pleated with a factor of
three in area; the screen diameter is 0.71 M (28 in.). Eight pleated screen
tubes with a pleating factor of three, two inches in diameter and five inches
long, are used. Pleating tests reported in Volume II, Section 2.A. 3 indicated
that the plating concept was acceptable both from a bubble point and flow-loss
considerations. The hydrostatic head is based on a submerged depth
of 6. 35 cm (2. 5 in.)., which is conservative compared to the operating
conditions. The pressure drop due to flow loss through the screen tubes
and the flat screen is 46. 7 N/M 2 (0. 975 lb/ft2 ). The hydrostatic head is
93. 1 N/M 2 (0.95 lb/ft2 ). The total pressure loss is 140 N/M 2 (2.925 lb/ft 2 ).
With 200 x 1,400 mesh screens, having a bubble point of 335 N/M 2
(7. 0 lb/ft2 ), the retention safety factor is 2. 4. This design is flexible in
several ways in terms of providing increased capability. The pressure drop
through the screen can be decreased by increasing the pleating factor to 4,
increasing the number of screen tubes, and increasing the flow area of the
flat screen. An increased hydrostatic head requirement due to an increase
in the vehicle acceleration from 1. 6 to 3. 2 g could be met by use of a finer
mesh screen.
Based on the hydrostatic head associated with the low-g levels of
the RCS system, and the negligibly small pressure drops due to flow, very
coarse mesh screens (30x 30) would be workable. However, extraneous
impact acceleration may be present as a result of docking, etc., which
implies the need for finer mesh screens. One such impact acceleration has
been estimated based on a typical ASPM docking mechanism.
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The Space Tug docking mechanism described in subsection 4.2.2. 5
of the NASA-MSFC Baseline TUG Definition Document, Rev A, June 26, 1971,
consists of a square frame supported by eight pneumatic/hydraulic shock
absorbers/actuators. During docking, the frame moves from its deployedposition to its retracted position, a distance of 1. 18 M (46. 3 in.), absorbing
the docking impact energy. The maximum approach velocity prior to dockingis 0. 305 M/sec (1.0 ft/sec). Thus, during docking the acceleration on the
vehicle could be of the order of 0.004 g. This allows for nonlinear decelera-
tion during docking and additional effects of misalignment and lateral motion
which would increase the maximum acceleration imposed on the screendevices. Therefore, even though a 30 x 30 mesh screen is adequate to main-
tain retention during the 0. 005-g acceleration, a finer mesh screen is
recommended to avoid any change of breakdown due to docking. There are
no adverse affects in using a finer mesh screen, such as 50 x 250 or even165 x 800, and the retention capability is increased by a factor of 10 or more
over the 30 x 30. Thus, a screen such as the 50 x 250 or 165 x 800 will be
used.
c. Secondary Tank Weight. The LH 2 secondary tank weight wasdetermined, including components, screens, the common dome, and an
access manhole.
The LH 2 secondary tank dome weight has been estimated, assuming
a spherical isogrid tank shell welded to the main-tank dome. The weight
of the isogrid has been determined, based on the curves of Reference 12 for
a crushing pressure of 69 x 103 and 207 x 103 N/M 2 (10 and 30 psid). The
welded joint weight has also been estimated for these two cases; results are
shown in Table 4. 1.2. To use the lower weights associated with the lowerpressure, a relief valve must be used to assure that the secondary 
-tankpressure does not fall more than 69 x 103 N/M 2 (10 psi) below the main-tank
pressure. Under normal operating conditions, the secondary-tank pressure
would be less than 13.8 x 102 N/M (2 psi) below main-tank pressure, and
there is no requirement to penalize the tank dome weight by unnecessarilyhigh pressure loads. The 69 x 103 N/M 2 (10 psid) is thus considered to be
conservative.
Accessibility provisions were also studied. Using a conservative
manhole weight penalty of 23 kg/m of diameter, the weight of 0.81 m (32 in.)diameter manhole would be 18 kg. This would provide good access to the
secondary tank interior. Integration of the tank manhole flange buildup andthe beef-up zone on the main-tank bottom is probably not advisable since
undesirable seal loadings may be encountered. If the complete secondary
tank were to be removed, the manhole would have to be placed above the domeintersection at a diameter of about 2. 13 m (7 ft). This would weigh approxi-
mately 49 kg, which is 31 kg heavier than the smaller access hatch inthe
main-tank bottom. Thus, the common dome will be welded into the main tank
and a tank-bottom manhole will be used for secondary tank access.
The weight of the screen tubes has been determined, assuming that
each is composed of a support screen, (e.g., 10 x 10 mesh, 0.028 inch
wire) fittings (as shown in Figure 4. 1. 8) and the appropriate mesh screen(200 x 1, 400) for primary screen tubes and 200 x 600 for top and secondary
trap region screen tubes); apleating factor of 3.0 is used. The flat screen
element is formed from pleated 200 x 1,400 stainless steel screen0. 782 kg/M 2 (0. 16 lb/ftZ) with a bolted flange-type fitting 2. 54 cm wide and
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Table 4. 1. 2
LH 2 SECONDARY TANK DOME WEIGHT
Weight
Item (kg) (lb)
Spherical Isogrid Dome (10 psid) 5.2 (11.5)
Welded Ring (10 psid) 4.0 (8.8)
Total 9.2 (20.3)
Spherical Isogrid Dome (30 psid) 10. 5 (23)
Weld Ring (30 psid) 20.0 (44)
Total 30. 5 (67)
0. 25 cm thick. The top and bottom plates are ribbed aluminum with
nominal thickness of 0.0635 cm (0.025 in.). The flat screen is pleated with
an area factor of 3. 0. These weights are summarized in Table 4. 1.3.
d. LO2 System. The acquisition system for the LO2 tank is
identical in. operation and design concept to that for the LH 2 tank and the
preliminary design was approached in the same manner. The preliminary
design with a 0. 244 M 3 (8. 6 ft 2 ) secondary tank is detailed in Figure 4. 1. 11
and weights are summarized in Table 4. 1. 4.
Table 4. 1. 3
ASPM LH 2 TANK ACQUISITION SYSTEM WEIGHTS
Weight
Item (kg) (lb)
Pressure Shell (Common Dome, Spherical Isogrid, 9.2 (20.3)
Crushing AP = 10 psid)
Access Manhole Penalty (3 2 -in. ID, Plus Bolts) 18.0 (40.0)
Top Region Stainless Steel Screen Tubes (8) 2. 2 (4. 7)
Primary Region Stainless Steel Screen Tubes (8) 1. 6 (3. 5)
Secondary Region Stainless Steel Screen Tubes (4) 0.6 (1.3)
Stainless Steel Flat Screen 2. 6 (5.8)
Aluminum Top Plate (Nominal 0. 025-in. Thick) 3. 7 (8. 0)
Aluminum Bottom Plate (Nominal 0. 0 2 5-in. Thick) 1. 2 (2. 8)
39. 1 (86.4)
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Table 4. 1. 4
ACQUISITION SYSTEM WEIGHT - ASPM LO 2 TANK
kg (Ibs)
Pressure Shell (AP = 10, R = 18") 4.08 9
Manhole 22. 70 50
Top Screen Tubes 2.27 5
Middle Screen Tubes 2.09 4.6
Bottom Screen Tubes 1.22 2.7
Flat Screen 2.32 5. 1
Al. Top Plate 5. 45 12.0
Al. Bottom Plate 2. 73 6.0
Al. Cyl. Support for Bottom Plate .91 2.0
Refill Diffuser .91 2.0
44.68 98.4
4. 2 Pressurization System
As discussed in Section 4. 1, a basic refillable pressure-isolated surface
tension acquisition system has been selected for the ASPM application. A
LH2 secondary tank size of 0.95 m 3 (33. 6 ft 3 ) was also defined. With this
size and the baseline duty cycle, the overall LH2 tank pressurization system
was analyzed. This included the pressurization of the secondary tank with
cold gaseous helium and pressurization of the main tank with 111*K (200'R)
GH2. This inlet temperature was arrived at from the optimization reported
in Section 3. 2.2. The various weight elements are summarized in
Table 4.2. 1. Main-tank penalties include the effects of increased tank
volume to accommodate the pressurants and increase in tank-wall thickness
over minimum gage to withstand maximum tank pressure, 147 x 103 N/m 2
(22.3 psia). A 0.52 m (1.69 ft) diameter helium bottle will be required for
the LH2 side.
The LO2 tank pressurization system was also analyzed assuming an LO 2
secondary tank volume of 0. 244 m 3 (8. 6 ft 3 ) (based on values presented in
Section 4. 1). Main LO 2 tank pressurization calculations are summarized in
Table 4. 2. 2 for a range of helium inlet temperatures. This table shows that
pressurant weights are only slightly affected by the inlet temperature for
the baseline ASPM duty cycle. However, the maximum tank pressure at low
inlet temperatures does tend to increase over the minimum gage pressure
level of 158 x 103 N/m 2 (23 psi). Therefore, it would be desirable to use
an inlet temperature of about 222*K (400*R) that could probably be provided
by a simple passive structural heat sink-type heat exchanger. The resulting
weights are summarized in Table 4. 2. 3. If the LO2 tank helium were stored
in a separate high pressure bottle within the LH2 tank, volume of 0. 43 m 3 '
(1. 53 ft 3 ) with a diameter of 0.44 m (1.44 ft) would be needed. In practice,
the LH2 and LO2 tank helium supplies would be incorporated into a single
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Table 4.2. 1
ASPM LH 2 TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES
0. 95 m 3 SECONDARY TANK VOLUME
34.5 x 10 3 N/M 2 TRUE NPSP CONTROL
(kg)
Secondary Tank Usable Helium 8.4
Helium Residual 2.8
Helium Bottle and Supports 13. 6
Main Tank GH 2  76. 0
Main Tank Penalties 10.0
TOTAL 110.8
Table 4.2.2
INFLUENCE OF INLET TEMPERATURE
ON ASPM LO2 TANK PRESSURIZATION
(0. 244 m 3 SECONDARY TANK VOLUME)
(34.5 x 103 N/m 2 (5 psi) TRUE NPSP CONTROL)
Inlet Ullage Helium Maximum Tank
Temperature (OK) Mass - (kg) Mass - (kg) Pressure
10 3 N/m 2 (psia)
111 73 6.1 210 (30.4)
222 74 4.9 166 (24)
333 76 4.4 153 (22)
Table 4.2.3
ASPM LO2 TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES
(0244 m 3 SECONDARY TANK VOLUME, 34. 5 X 103 N/m2 TRUE NPSP
CONTROL, 222 0 K INLET TEMPERATURE)
(kg)
Secondary Tank Helium 0.4
Main Tank Helium 4.9
Helium Bottle and Supports 8. 5
Main LO 2 Tank GO 2  69. 1
Main Tank Penalities 0.4
83.3
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high-pressure bottle. This would be 0. 111 m 3 (3.93 ft 3 ) in volume with a
diameter of about 0. 61 m (2 ft) which is quite reasonable. This combined
bottle would weigh about 22. 1 kg including support provisions.
A GO 2 pressurization system for the LO2 tank was also analyzed. In
this case, the optimum inlet temperature was about 333*K(600*R) and the
total system weight was estimated at 116. 4 kg. This is about 33 kg heavier
than the helium system and was, therefore, dropped from consideration.
4. 3 Propellant Thermal Management
A propellant thermal management study was conducted for the ASPM in
a similar manner to that conducted for the CSS/APS. This included con-
sideration of both in-orbit and in-atmosphere operation. However, in the
case of the ASPM, active cryogen storage during reentry and landing was
not required except that the insulation had to be compatible with a reusability
requirement.
4.3. 1 In-Orbit Propellant Thermal Management. A detailed analysis of
the basic in-orbit propellant thermal management concepts for the ASPM
was conducted. Vehicle performance values in terms of stage gross weight
were computed, using the MDAC multi-start space propulsion system sizing.
and optimization program (H109), for three options: (1) both nonvented LH 2
and LOZ tanks; (2) both vented (to 102 x 133 N/M 2 (14.7 psi)) LH2 and LO2
tanks; and (3) a vented LH 2 tank and a nonvented LO 2 tank cooled by using
GH2 vent gases to intercept incoming heat. All calculations were made for
the baseline duty cycle (Table 2. 7 of Section 2) and are summarized in
Figure 4. 3. 1. In the case of vented or cooled tanks, vapor-cooled shields
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were assumed and for locked-up nonvented tanks, internal mixers that would
prevent temperature stratification were assumed.
Figure 4. 3. 1 shows that, for the ASPM application, a significant
reduction in gross weight results by using vented and/or cooled tanks rather
than a nonvented system. The optimum amount of insulation also shifts
significantly for the various thermal management approaches. For nonvented
tanks, the optimum LH 2 insulation consists of 30 pairs of DGK/B4A MLI
and results in a gross weight above datum of 480 kg. With a vented LH2
tank and a cooled LO2 tank, the optimum LH2 tank insulation is 18 layer-pairs
of MLI and the gross weight above datum is 115 kg. Venting of the LO 2 tank
rather than cooling results in a gross weight increase of 65 kg. Table 4.3.1
which lists the weights of the thermal management concept affected items
provides insight into how the gross-weight changes come about. As shown
in the table, the vented system results in a lighter burnout weight (by about
76 kg) but requires venting 80 kg of LH 2 . However, the burnout weight has
a stronger influence on stage performance (produced velocity change) than
the boiloff loss which does not have to be accelerated for the full stage AV.
Thus, less propellant is required to produce the needed AV with the vented
tank approach. The 365 kg gross weight change is primarily a difference in
required propellant mass. This strong impact of small inert weight changes
on gross weight and the distinction between true inert and consummable
weight illustrates the need for careful overall system weight comparisons.
This type of performance sensitivity, which is common to high-energy
propulsive stages, was not evident in the CSS/APS application because the
APS weights had very little effect on the weight of the relatively massive Space
Shuttle orbiter vehicle.
Table 4.3. 1
THERMAL MANAGEMENT CONCEPT WEIGHT (kg) COMPARISON
ASPM (LH 2 TANK)
Vented (kg) Nonvented (kg)
Purge Bag 28.4 28.4
Face Sheets 27.6 27.6
MLI Layers (1) 20. 6 34. 4
Attachments 3. 0 3. 0
Tank Basic Structure 173. 0 222. 0
Cooling Shroud 25. 5 0. 0
Internal Mixers 0. 0 5. 0
Final Ullage Gases (GH 2 ) (3) 78.0 112. 0
Tank System Burnout Weight 356. 1 432. 4
In-Orbit Boiloff 80.0(2) 0.0
Total 436. 1 432.4
1 18 and 30 layers for vented and nonvented, respectively.
2 117-hr coast for baseline mission.
3 Tank Pressure = 147 x 103 N/m 2 (21.3 psia) vented.
= 200 x 103 N/m 2 (29 psia) nonvented.
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Based on the above results, the selected propellant thermal management
concept consists of a vented LH 2 tank and a LO2 tank cooled by the vent gases
from the LH2 tank. A cooled shield or an internal tank mixer/heat exchanger
TVS could be used to effect the LH 2 venting. The cooled shield would be
about 20 kg heavier than the mixer case but is desirable because of its pas-
sive nature, g independence, and that continuous venting provides a convenient
coolant supply. As discussed in Section 3.3, the cooled shield also serves to
provide the thermal protection essential for the acquisition screen device.
Therefore, the cooled shield TVS was selected as the best choice for this
application. A cooled shield using GH 2 vent gases will also be used on the LO 2
tank to maintain it in a nonvented condition and to thermally protect its acquisi-
tion device.
4. 3.2 In-Atmosphere Propellant Thermal Protection. The study dis-
cussed in the preceding section dealt only with in-orbit propellant storage.
Provisions are also required to limit propellant losses during ground hold
and launch, and reentry and landing under certain conditions. This was
investigated for the CSS/APS application (see Section 3. 3.) and this work
has been extended to this application.
Figure 4.3.2 shows the heat load associated with each operational
regime as a function of MLI thickness, assuming a simple helium-purged
insulation concept. These values agree with the data presented for the
CSS/APS, but have been extended to smaller MLI layups by using the MDAC
transient thermal analysis program.
The weight penalty for in-atmosphere propellant thermal storage for a
simply helium-purged MLI system concept is shown in Figure 4. 3. 3 for
three operational requirements. The weight of added MLI and the summation
of the added MLI and the resulting hydrogen boiloff are shown. These results
indicate that increasing MLI thickness does not result in a weight saving
except possibly for the case where LH 2 must be stored completely through
landing. For the ASPM, storage through landing is a requirement only for
abort operation where thermal performance is not critical. Therefore, one
candidate approach to providing in-atmosphere storage capability would be
to purge the MLI insulation, sized for orbital storage, with helium. This
would result in the weight penalties indicated in Figure 4. 3.3 at "zero"
increased MLI thickness.
Calculations were made to substantiate that condensation of the GH 2purge used in the Space Shuttle payload bay during ground hold will not be a
significant problem, even with helium purged MLI layups as small as
18 layer-pairs.
An alternate concept was analyzed and compared with simple helium
purging. This alternate concept involved using a minimum layer of external
foam between the tank wall and the MLI with the MLI being purged with
GN 2 rather than helium during ground hold. A foam thickness of 0. 4 cm
was used, which results in a MLI/foam insulation temperature well above
the nitrogen and/or air condensation points. This foam insulation is dis-
cussed in Section 3. 3 and would weight 17.8 kg as installed on the entire
ASPM LHz tank. The corresponding LH 2 boiloff for ground hold and boost
operation is 12. 3 kg resulting in a total weight penalty of 30. 1 kg.
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Table 4. 3. 2 shows the weight penalties for all operational regimes although
the reentry storage requirement does not require optimum storage since it
is needed only during an abort situation. As can be seen, the foam substrate
always results in some weight savings. The foam system also permits a
simpler GN 2 ground purge system.
Table 4. 3. 2
COMPARISON OF SIMPLE HELIUM-PURGED MLI AND
A GN2-PURGED MLI/FOAM SUBSTRATE
Weight Penalty* (kg)
Operation Foam Substrate Simple Helium Purge
Launch Only 30. 1 35
Complete Mission 84 130
Through Entry
Complete Mission 138 225
Through Landing
*Foam insulation weight + in-atmosphere boiloff weight
4.4 Integration
The elements or sub-systems of the ASPM discussed previously in this
section were integrated together to form the total ASPM feed system.
Basic tankage weight estimates were obtained by conducting preliminary
sizing analyses based on the requirements presented in Table 2. 5 and using,
as a check point, data generated by MDAC under Space Tug/OOS studies
reported in References 3 and 30. The computed parameters are sum-
marized in Table 4. 4. 1. Lower minimum tank wall gages were assumed for
the ASPM than in the case of the CSS/APS. For the LH 2 tank, which was
assumed to be a cylinder with spherical ends, wall thicknesses of 0. 051 cm
(0. 020 in.) and 0. 114 cm (0. 045 in. ) were assumed for the domes and cylin-
ders respectively. Minimum gage for the LO 2 tank of 0. 076 cm (0. 030 in.)
was assumed. Figure 4. 4. 1 shows the influence of tank pressure on tank
weight. These data were used in the pressurization and thermal control
studies reported previously in Section 4.
Feed system mechanical components are listed along with their weights
in Table 4. 4. 2 and 4. 4. 3 for the LH 2 and LO 2 systems respectively.
The above weights are combined with the acquisition, pressurization
and thermal control subsystem weights computed previously to yield the
total ASPM feed systems as summarized in Table 4. 4. 4. Acquisition hard-
ware weights were taken from Tables 4. 1. 3 and 4. 1. 4; pressurization
weights from Table 4. 2. 1 and 4. 2. 3; and thermal control subsystem weights
from Tables 4.3. 1 and 4.3.2.
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Table 4. 4. 1
ASPM BASELINE TANKAGE PARAMETERS
LH2 LO2
Tank volume, m 3  53.8 19.45
(ft 3 ) (1900) (687)
Tank diameter, m 4. 17 3. 79
(ft) (13.67) (12.5)
Tank length, m 4.38 2.55
(ft) (17. 61) (8.33)
Total surface area, m 2  70.2 35.3
(ft2 ) (757) (380)
Tank pressure corresponding to
minimum gage 3
cylinder, N/m 2  152 x 10 -
(PSI) (22) -
dome, N/m2 134.5 x 103 159 x 10
(PSI) (19.5) (23)
Minimum tank weight, kg 165. 5 109
Support weight, kg 25 42
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Table 4. 4. 2
ASPM LH 2 TANK SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS*
Weight
Quantity Component (kg) (lb)
1 Refill Valve (2 -in. Ball) 6. 38 (14.0)
1 Main Feed Line Valve (2-in. Ball) 6.38 (14.0)
1 Vent Valve (1-in.) 0.91 (2.0)
2 Viscojets 0.11 (0.25)
1 Regulator (Helium Bottle) 2.25 (5.0)
4 Solenoid Valves (1/2 -in.) 1.46 (3.2)
1 Quick Disconnect 1/2-in. Helium Bottle Fill) 0.45 (1.0)
1 High Pressure Relief Valve (Helium Bottle) 0. 91 (2.0)
1 Low Pressure Relief Valve 0.22 (0.5)
1 Pressure Controller (Split With L0 2 Tank) 2. 25 (5.0)
1 Pressurization Diffusers 0.45 (1.0)
1 Capacitance Probe 0. 91 (2.0)
1 Pressure Sensor 0.32 (0.7)
2 Temperature Sensor 0.22 (0.5)
1 Marman Flange 1.36 (3.0)
Total 24. 18 (54. 15)
*Principal components associated with main-tank pressurization,
expulsion, and fill and drain are not included. (86. 2 kg)
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Table 4. 4. 3
ASPM LO 2 TANK COMPONENT WEIGHT
Kg LBM
1 Refill Valve 6. 36 14
1 Feedline Valve 6. 36 14
1 Vent Valve 0.91 2
2 Viscojets .
1 Regulator 2. 27 5
4 Solenoid Valves 1. 45 3.2
1 QD for GHe Fill 0. 45 1
1 High Pressure Relief 0. 91 2
1 Low Pressure Relief 0.23 0. 5
1 Pressure Controller 1. 14 2.5
1 Pressure Diffuser 0.45 1.0
1 Capacitance Probe 0. 68 1. 5
1 Pressure Sensor 0. 32 0. 7
1 Temperature Sensor 0.23 0. 5
1 Marman Flange 1. 36 3.0
23. 12 50. 9
Table 4. 4. 4
ASPM FEED SYSTEM WEIGHTS (KG)
Acquisition LH 2  LO2
Pressure Dome 9.2 4. 1
Manhole Penalty 18.0 22. 7
Screen Elements 7.0 7. 9
Baffles 4.9 10.0
39. 1 44.7
Components 110.4 76. 6
Pressurization 110. 8 83. 3
Thermal Control
ML1 79. 6 40
Cooling Shield 25. 5 13
In-Orbit Boil-Off 80.0 0
In Atmosphere Protection 30. 1 0
215.0 53.0
Basic Tankage 190. 5 151.0
Pump By-Pass Last 0 0'.
665. 8 kg 408. 5 kg
(1466. 5 lb) (899. 8 lb)
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SECTION 5. TEST PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
In Sections 3 and 4, preliminary designs were evolved for two propellant
surface tension acquisition/expulsion subsystems to satisfy requirements of
two different cryogenic propulsion system applications. The two recommended
designs differ significantly in comparison to previously fabricated and tested
surface tension devices. Thus in conformity with the original program study
plan, test prototypes were developed for future experimental evaluation by
NASA. This prototype hardware was to be compatible with an existing (105")
NASA owned LH 2 tank being integrated into an APS breadboard at NASA-MSFC.
Philosophically, the test prototypes should provide the capabilities to
investigate all critical design, operational, and fabrication aspects of the
recommended acquisition system concepts for both the CSS/APS and ASPM
applications. Although some compromises may be required because of overall
test operations, available hardware, and cost constraints, the above state-
ment was clearly the design goal. Because of the differences between the
acquisition device designs recommended for the CSS/APS and the ASPM
applications, two prototype acquisition devices are mandatory. These include
(1) a screen ring channel installed within the 105-in, tank representing the
CSS/APS application, and. (2) a smaller screen device located within a small
pressure vessel within the 105-in. tank representing the ASPM application.
Ideally, these should be compatible with simultaneous installation within the
te st tank.
5. 1 CSS/APS Test Prototype. The NASA 105-in. tank has a volume about
equal to that of the full scale CSS/APS secondary tank, 12. 7 M 3 (450 ft 3 ).
Thus, it was concluded that a circular all-screen ring channel, incorporating
all major system design features, could be installed into this tank to represent
the CSS/APS system. This installation would represent the same class of
practical installation problem posed by the actual system. Limiting flow tests
could be run, even at l-g, to establish fluid performance capability. As
conceived, the "105-in. " tank represents the LH 2 secondary tank. The proto-
type is also representative of a full distributer channel system as well, at
reduced scale of course.
Figure 5. 1. 1 shows the basic configuration of the flight vehicle LPIC
acquisition channel design for the CSS/APS application. This has a 17. 8 cm
(7 in. ) diameter duct channel using 200 x 600 mesh screen with installation
details essentially as illustrated in Figure 3.4. 7 of Section 3. This uses a
minimum of 8 joint/couplings which divides the rings into segments that can
be reasonably handled by two mechanics working in the tank to install the
acquisition system.
Figure 5. 1. 2 shows the general layout of the prototype system selected to
represent the CSS/APS case. This is very close to full scale for the acquisi-
tion device itself. For the test prototype only one of the two required channel-
rings was designed and fabricated to minimize cost. The ring was designed,
fabricated, and will be installed in a manner very similar to that required for
the flight vehicle. A small channel element of the second ring was incorporated
to permit the experimental assessment of head capability for the basic device
and to simulate the two-channel intersection point. The channel uses the flight
vehicle screen mesh size and near flight weight hardware wherever practical.
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Figure 5.1.2. Conceptual Prototype Design - CSSI APS Application
The number and general locations of the couplings is the same in the flight
vehicle and prototype designs which will thus pose a similar channel installa-
tion and hookup problem. The couplings include female flange (Aeroquip
Part 4560-700-5), O-Ring flange (Aeroquip Part 4570-700-5), coupling
(Aeroquip Part 4583-700) and a Creavy O-ring seal element. In the prototype,
the ring device will be supported by aluminum support struts from an existing
internal ring in the 105-in, tank. This differs in detail from the flight vehicle
design because of the limits posed by the available tank design.
A detailed design of the ring channel system including supports and feed
lines was conducted and the components were made in MDAC fabrication
facilities and at various local fabrication shops. The critical screen channel
welding and assembly were performed by Western Filter Incorporated who
has had extensive experience in handling fine mesh screen device fabrication.
The channel system consists of six major parts as indicated in Figure 5. 1.
two large side channel sections, one four-way junction channel, one two-way
junction channel, one straight test channel, and one feedline with shutoff valve.
All screen channels are of similar construction consisting of a 200 x 600 dutch
twill 304L stainless steel mesh layed over a coarse 16 x 16 mesh 5056 aluminum
screen in turn backed up by a 6061-T1 aluminum perforated tube. The tube is
0.020 in. thick with 3/16 in. holes placed in a staggered pattern on 1/4 in.
centers. This perforated backup tube is split and spring loaded to assure a
tight fit. Channel end elbows and the end cross are formed from 0.036 thick
304L stainless steel. Design details are shown in Figures 5. 1. 3, 5. 1.4, and
5. 1. 5. Some of the fabricated components are shown in Figure 5. 1. 6.
In assembly, the fine mesh steel is cut and welded into a cylinder by
making a longitudinal weld along the screen. The screen cylinder is then
welded to the stainless steel end pieces which may be an elbow cross (see
Figure 5. 1. 7) or flange. In each of the long channel sections, a stainless
steel bellows is welded into the duct for expansion and misalignment correc-
tion (see Figure 5. 1.8). In a separate operation, the perforated tube is cut,
bent and rolled into a tube as shown in Figure 5. 1. 9. A specially designed
leaf spring is installed to provide a constant load against the fine mesh screen
(see Figure 5. 1. 10). The coarse mesh is layed over the perforated tube
(see Figure 5. 1. 11), the leaf spring is compressed and this combination is
inserted into the fine mesh cylinder. When positioned, the springs are
released and the elbow section is riveted to the perforated tube to provide
added rigidity to the structure. A protective cover for each steel screen was
provided consisting of an aluminum sheet and a layer of foam rubber (see
Figure 5. 1. 12).
The channel support struts are made from 0. 049 in. 3/8 0. D. 6061
aluminum tubing. The attachment of these struts and a complete installation
procedure are covered in Appendix G. The complete unit, except for the
feed line is shown in Figure 5. 1. 13. The illustrated installation was pre-
pared in a specially designed mock-up of the 105-in. NASA tank. The
metal band to which the channel is attached in an exact simulation of the
existing stiffening ring within the tank. The installation was completed by
two mechanics in less than one day.
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Figure 5.1.13. Completed Prototype (CSS/APS)
The bubble point characteristics of the device were checked with alcohol
at two points during the buildup: Immediately after screen cylinder welding
and after complete section assembly for which a special tank had to be built.
Tests showed all units to meet the bubble point specification requirement of
7 in. of water. However, it was necessary to apply some small amount of
polyurethane adhesive to close up several small holes near the weld area.
Details of the construction are shown in the photos of Appendix G.
The completed units were weighed and compared to the predicted weights
in Table 3. 1. 13. The table indicates a weight, including Marman clamps of
40 kg. The actual weights for the prototype hardware including the additional
sections to make up the two ring design would be 40. 3 kg as indicated in.
Table 5. 1 which is exceptionally close to the predicted value.
Table 5. 1
ACTUAL CHANNEL COMPONENT WEIGHTS
T-Section 4.72 kg x 2 = 9.44 kg
Main Sections 7.04 x 4 = 28. 10
V-Bands 0.34 x 8 = 2.72
40.26
5. 2 ASPM Test Prototype. The volume of the LH2 secondary tank for
the ASPM acquisition system was set at 0.952 M 3 (33. 6 ft 3 ), about 7. 3% of
the "105-in. " tank volume. Thus to satisfy ASPM conditions, a secondary
tank containing baffles and individual screen elements must be used within
the "105-in. " tank. MDAC is currently developing for NASA under con-
tract NAS6-27571 another experimental acquisition system for installation
within the same "105-in. " tank. This involves a 13 ft 3 pressure vessel con-
taining an annular screen device with all control components including an
auxiliary TVS cooling system. Although this is only 38% of the required ASPM
secondary tank volume, it is adequate to accommodate full size screen ele-
ments and represents an extremely cost effective design approach. Thus the
selected approach was to retain the pressure shell and control components
developed under contract NAS8-27571 and to provide a new retention system
representative of that required for the ASPM to replace the existing annular
screen. This approach is conceptually illustrated in Figure 5. 2. 1.
In developing the ASPM prototypes, the base plate with control components
and the outer pressure shell from the IDU built under contract NAS8-27571
were retained. Two internal baffles and three sets of screen elements were
designed to simulate the ASPM design. The elements.are of the size and
screen mesh recommended for the ASPM design and the baffles provide flow
operation as anticipated in the ASPM which can be verified in 1-g testing.
Detailed designs of the new parts are shown in Figures 5.2.2-5.2.4.
The cylindrical screen elements are of similar design but vary in length
and screen mesh. Each uses pleated screen backed up by a perforated tube.
Although acceptable bubble point characteristics were obtained as verified
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with alcohol tests, polyurethane repairs were necessary at the coined edtes
where the pleated screen joined the end flanges. Care must be taken to
make the radius at the coined edge relatively large (in the order of 2. 54 cm)
to prevent screen mesh distortion at this point.
Figure 5. 2.5 shows a photo of the completed inner sump and baffle with
the screen elements set in position. Figure 5. 2. 6 shows the same unit with
the flat screen element in place and Figure 5. 2.7 shows the top of the primary
baffle with the long screen elements installed.
Figure 5. 2. 8 illustrates the integration of both prototypes into the
"105-in." LH2 tank as will be performed by NASA-MSFC.
GP LANK NOT FILMED
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Section 6. ACCELERATION SETTLING STUDY
For propulsion systems requiring only a limited and fairly well defined
number of engine firings, such as the ASPM, on-demand propellant flow may
not be a strict requirement. Under these conditions an alternate to surface
tension acquisition as a propellant control technique is the use of complete
vehicle acceleration to settle the cryogenic propellants prior to engine startup.
Thus, a limited scope study of this concept was conducted and compared with
the selected surface tension acquisition system for the ASPM. It has been
assumed that the acceleration settling is provided by firing auxiliary storable
thrusters which employs positive expulsion tankage.
6. 1 Settling Requirements Analysis
The MDAC H470 Propellant Settling Program was updated and minor
modifications made in order to determine settling terms and settling propel-
lant requirements for an ASPM. It was assumed that the propellant settling
time was composed of separate flow times associated with: liquid fall or
ullage bubble rise time, turbulent dissipation time, and bubble rise time.
Laminar dissipation times associated with slosh wave dissipation after set-
tling were calculated, but not used in determining total settling time. The
total time was assumed to be equal to the sum of the turbulent dissipation and
bubble rise times and the larger of the liquid fall or ullage rise times. Add-
ing the bubble rise time to the turbulent dissipation time is conservative in
that bubbles can begin to rise while the liquid turbulent motion caused by
impact is decreasing. However, experiments reported in References 30 and
31 indicated that the turbulent motion does cause bubbles to be swept back
towards the bottom of the tank. There is currently no way of determining
when bubbles will rise in low g, with significant turbulent motion, and there-
fore, it is assumed that some bubbles are near the bottom of the tank when
the turbulent motion has decayed.
The equations for bubble rise or liquid fall times have been verified by
both drop tower tests performed at NASA-LeRC (Reference 32) and by the l-g
tests performed at MDAC (Reference 31).
The turbulent dissipation factor associated with large tanks and cryogenic
liquids has not been determined, but in all of the MDAC 1-g IRAD tests, the
dissipation rates corresponded to a dissipation factor of 0. 15 or less. Con-
sequently, the maximum turbulent dissipation factor used to calculate the
dissipation time was taken as 0. 15, and a minimum value equal to ten times
the laminar dissipation factor is used for comparison.
The bubble rise velocity is automatically determined for the appropriate
condition in the program, using equations for Stokes flow, the transition
regime, spherical cap, and Harmathy regime. The safe distance to which
the bubble must rise is 1 m for both the LH 2 and L0 2 tanks; if the liquid depth
is less than 1 m, the safe distance is equal to this depth. The average bubble
diameter is calculated using the equations given in Reference 31. The bubble
diameter is a function of. an empirical parameter, n, the volume fraction of
ullage gas entrained as bubbles in the liquid. Preliminary computer runs
indicated that for n varying between 10 to 50%, the bubble rise times were
essentially the same since the bubbles were within the same flow regime, and
the average diameter is not a strong function of n.
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The assumed. mission for the ASPM requires six high thrust burns
demanding settling maneuvers with 95, 63, 42, and 16 percent liquid, and
two maneuvers with only 5 percent liquid., approximately. Within the accuracy
of the program, the last two cases are considered to have the same settling
times, calculated for 5 percent liquid.
The individual settling times, total times, and propellant weights for
LH2 and LO2 tank settling are summarized in Table 6-1, for which a constant
settling acceleration of 1. 55 x 10- 3 g is used; the LH2 results fix the design
conditions, since LO2 settling times are less than for LH 2 . This case
correspond.s to a throttlable ACS engine with a thrust range from 111-445
Newtons (25-100 lbs). The total propellant required for settling is 54 kg
(118 lbs).
Table 6-2. summarizes results for a constant vehicle acceleration,
throttlable engine and a low turbulent dissipation factor. The total propellant
consumption is significantly increased., resulting in a weight of 155 kg
(341 lbs); this weight is considered to be an upper bound, and assumes that
turbulent dissipation resulting from liquid impact with the tank bottom and.
within the bulk liquid. itself is minimized by a relatively smoothly flowing
asymmetric settling condition for which liquid sweeps down one side of the
tank and up the other. These cases with asymmetric settling at high Bond
numbers deserve additional study.
Use of a throttlable engine to maintain the same settling acceleration of
the propellant for all six cases is probably not practical. If a constant thrust
engine is used, the settling acceleration will, of course, increase as the
percentage of main tank propellants is decreased. The settling time will also
decrease, but the settling propellant required will increase. Table 6-3 sum-
marizes the results and shows that settling propellant consumption is 76 kg
(168 lbs) for the high turbulent dissipation case. Table 6-4 shows an additional
increase in propellant consumption, to a total 237 kg (523 lbs), for the low
turbulent dissipation factor assumption. The constant thrust settling require-
ments were also repeated with a thrust of 890 Newtons (200 lbs). The results
are summarized in Tables 6-5 and 6-6.
Propellant consumption in Table 6-5 is seen to be increased approxi-
mately 60% over the comparable 445 Newton (100 lbs) thrust case for the
high turbulent dissipation rate, resulting in a total propellant weight of 123 kg
(270 lbs). The low turbulent dissipation rate case results in a 70% increase,
to 394 kg (868 lbs) of propellant. Increasing the settling acceleration decreases
the total settling time but increases the propellant consumption.
6. 2 Thruster System Estimated Weights
Based on the above computed settling propellant requirements,
weights were generated for an N 2 0 4 /MMH bipropellant APS system. The
following conditions were assumed: Isp = 300 sec; densities = 1445 kg/M3
(90. 1 lb/ft 3 ) and 876 kg/M 3 (54. 6 lb/ft3) for NZO 4 and MMH, respectively;
chamber pressure = 965 x 103 N/M 2 (140 pgis) tank pressure = 1517 x 103
N/M 2 (220 psia) thrust = 445 N (100 lb) per engine with two engines operating;
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Table 6. 1
ASPM SETTLING SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Percent Rise Drop Turbulent Bubble Total Propellant
Liquid a / a / Time Time Time Time Time Weight Thrust
Burn No. () GAMTUR aInitial/g Final5/g (sec) (see) (see) (sec) (see) (kg) (lb)
1 95 0.15 1.55x 10- 3  1. 55 x l10- 3  47.5 9.8 37. 3 23.8 108.7 16.2 (439)
2 63 0.15 1.55x 10 - 3  1.55x 10- 3  27.9 17.4 79.7 23.8 131.5 14.2 (318)
3 42 0. 15 1.55x 10 - 3  1. 55 x l10- 3  18. 5 20.2 80.8 23.8 124.9 10.2 (244)
4 16 0.15 1.55x 10
- 3  
1. 55 x 10- 3  7.4 23. 6 65.2 23.8 112.6 6. 1 (161)
5 5 0. 15 1.55 x 10
- 3  
1. 55x 10
- 3  
2.5 25.4 37.3 16.9 79.5 3.2 (119)
6 5 0.15 1.55x10 - 3  1.55x 10
- 3  
2.5 25.4 37.3 16.9 79.5 3.2 (119)
106.3 121.8 337.6 129.0 636.7 53. 1
Table 6.2
ASPM SETTLING SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Percent Rise Drop Turbulent Bubble Total Propellant
Liquid a / Time Time Time Time Time Weight Thrust
Burn No. (%) GAMTUR anitial/g aFinal/g (seec) (sec) (see) (see) (see) (kg) (lb)
1 95 0.032 1.55 x 10- 3  1. 55x 10- 3  47.5 9.8 175.0 23.8 246.4 37 (439)
2 63 0.032 1.55x l0- 3  1.55x 10- 3  27.9 17.4 374.0 23.8 425.9 46 (318)
3 42 0.032 1.55 x 10- 3  1.55 x 10- 3  18.5 20.2 379.5 23.8 423.6 35.1 (242)
4 16 0.032 1.55 x 10- 3  1. 55 x 10- 3  7.4 23.6 306.1 23.8 353.5 19.3 (161)
5 5 0.032 1. 55 x 10- 3  1.55 x 10- 3  2.5 25.4 175.0 16.9 217.3 8.9 (119)
6* 6 0.032 1.55x 10- 3  1.55x 10- 3  2.5 25.4 175.0 16.9 217.3 8.9 (119)
106.3 121.8 1584.6 113.0 1884.0 155. 2
*Same as 5, to within accuracy of analysis
Table 6. 3
ASPM SETTLING SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Percent Rise Drop Turbulent Bubble Total Propellant
Liquid a a / Time Time Time Time Time Weight Thrust
Burn No. (%) GAMTUR anitial/g Final (sec) (sec) (see) (sec) (sec) (kg) (lb)
1 95 0.15 1.57x 10- 3  1. 57 x 10- 3  47.2 9.8 37.0 23.8 108.0 16.3 (445)
2 63 0.15 2.17x 10 - 3  2.17x 10- 3  23.6 14.7 68.8 21.9 114.3 17.3
3 42 0.14 2.83 x 10- 3  2.8 3x 10- 3  13.7 15.0 65.3 20.5 100.8 15.3
4 16 0. 12 4. 3 x 10- 3  4. 3 x 10- 3  4. 5 14. 2 47.5 18. 5 80.2 12. 1
5 5 0. 115 5.8 x l10- 3  5.8 x 10 - 3  1.3 13. I 25.2 12.1 50.5 7.6
6* 5 0.115 5.8 x 10- 3  5..8 x 10- 3  1.3 13.1 25.2 12. 1 50.5 7. 6
92.6 79.9 269. 0 108.9 504. 3 76. 2
*Same as 5, to within accuracy of analysis
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Table 6.4
ASPM SETTLING SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Percent Rise Drop Turbulent Bubble Total Propellant
Burn No. Liquid a /g Time Time Time Time Time Weight Thrust
Burn No. (%) GAMTUR Initial/g aFinal (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (kg) (ib)
1 95 0.032 1.57 x 10- 3  1.57 x 10- 3  47.2 9.8 174.4 23.8 245.4 37.1 (445)
2 63 0.029 2.17 x 10- 3  2.17x 10-  23.6 14.7 344.0 21.9 385.5 58.9
3 42 0.027 2.8 x l0- 3  2.8 x 10- 3  13.7 15.0 326.0 20.5 362. 1 54.8
4 16 0.025 4.3 x 10 - 3  4.3 x 10- 3  4.5 14.2 237.4 18.5 270. 1 40.9
5 5 0.023 5. 8 x 10
-
3 5.8 x 10-3 1.3 13.1 126.0 12. I 151.3 22.9
5 5 0.023 5.8 x10 -  5.8 xl0 -  1.3 13.1 126.0 12.1l 151.3 22.9
6* 5 0. 023 5.8 x 10- 3  5. 8 x 10- 3  1. 3 13. 1 126. 0 12. 1 151. 3 22. 9
92.6 79.9 1334.4 108.9 1565.7 237.5
*Same as 5, to within accuracy of analysis
Table 6. 5
ASPM SETTLING SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Percent Rise Drop Turbulent Bubble Total Propellant
Liquid Time Time Time Time Time Weight Thrust
Burn No. (,) GAMTUR alnitialg aFinal (sec) (sec) (sec) (see) (sec) (kg) (ib)
1 95 0.134 3.14x 10
- 3  3.14x 10- 3  33.4 6.9 29.4 20.0 82..8 25.0 (890)
2 63 0.124 4.35 x 10
- 3  4.35x 10- 3  16.7 10.4 57.8 18.4 93.0 28.1
3 42 0.116 5.65 x 10
- 3  5.65x 10- 3  9.7 10.6 54.9 17.3 82.8 25.0
4 16 0.104 8.6 x 10
- 3  8.6 x 10
- 3  3.2 10.0 39.9 15.5 65.5 19.8
5 5 0.097 1.16x 10
-
2 1. 16x 10
- 2  0.9 9.3 21.2 10.2 40.7 12.3
6 5 0.097 1.16x 10
- 2  
1. 16x 10
-  0.9 9.3 21.2 10.2 40.7 12.3
64.8 56.5 224.4 91.6 405.5 122.5
Table 6. 6
ASPM SETTLING SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Percent Rise Drop Turbulent Bubble Total
Liquid Time Time Time Time Time Weight Thrust
Burn No. (%) GAMTUR alnitial/g aFinal/g (see) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (kg) (lb)
1 95 0.027 3.14 x 10-
3  3.1 4 x 10- 3  33.4 6.9 146.8 20.0 200.3 60.3 (890)
2 63 0.025 4.35x 10
- 3  4.35x 10- 3  16.7 10.4 289.2 18.4 324.4 98.1 (890)
3 42 0.023 5.
6 5x 10- 3  5.65 x 10- 3  9.7 10.6 274.7 17.3 302.6 91.4 (890)
4 16 0.021 8.6 x 10
- 3  8.6 x 10 - 3  3.2 10.0 199.5 15.5 225.1 68.1 (890)
5 5 0.019 1.16 x 10
- 2  
1.16 x 10
- 2  
0.9 9.3 105.9 10.2 125.4 38.0 (890)
6 5 0.019 1.16x 10- 2  1.16 x 10- 2  0.9 9.3 105.9 10.2 125.4 38.0 (890)
64.8 56.5 1122.0 91.6 1303.2 393.9
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Table 6.7
ESTIMATED ACCELERATION SETTLING SYSTEM WEIGHTS (kg)
MINIMUM MAXIMUM
N 0 4 TANK 5 10.4
MMH TANK 5 10.4
HELIUM BOTTLE 1.8 4. 5
HELIUM GAS 0.. 5 0.9
TANKAGE CONTROLS 4. 5 4. 5
TANKAGE SUPPORTS 1.8 3. 2
PLUMBING 1.8 1.8
TOTAL TANKAGE 20.4 35. 7
THRUSTERS (2) 4. 5 4. 5
ISOLATION VALVES 3. 2 3.2
THRUST STRUCTURE 0. 9 0. 9
TOTALINERTS 8. 6 8.6
PROPELLANT"- 127 407
TOTAL SYSTEM 156 451. 3
SCONSTANT 890N (200 LBS) THRUST SETTLING WITH I = 300 SEC
sp
bladder expulsion tank; titanium tankage; helium pressurization. These
values generally correspond with conditions being used. on the NASA-MDAC
Space Tug Study.
The calculated. or estimated weights are summarized in Table 6-7.
6. 3 Evaluation
The above results from the propallent settling analysis were used to
generate a weight comparison between the selected LPIC acquisition system
and the minimum and maximum weight settling systems for the ASPM
application. The settling system is a separate N2 0 4 /MMH subsystem con-
sisting of bladder expulsion tanks and two separate thrusters which are not
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used. for attitude control; this function is performed by the integrated cryogenic
ACS thrusters. It is assumed that the vehicle is preferentially oriented prior
to the settling acceleration such that the AV settling is additive. Therefore,
the principal penalty is due to the lower Isp of the storable propulsion system
(290 sec) compared to the cryogenic system (420 sec).
Three types of weight comparisons were considered and are summarized
in Table 6. 8: (1) the total system hardware and propellant weights; (2) the
subsystem weight penalties; and. (3) the payload weight penalties. The hard-
ware and propellant weight numbers were taken from Table 6. 6 The weight
penalty accounts for the fact that the storable propellant have a lower Isp than
the cryogenic propellants, and. thus the AV gained, although additive, requires
a g.reater weight penalty than would be required. if LH 2 /LO 2 were used. The
acquisition system weights shown include those system weights only associated
with the provisions for acquisition. For example, the 74. 5 kg indicated for
the LH 2 system consists of 39. 1 kg for the acquisition device plus 23 kg for
components, plus 12.4 kg for pressurization hardware penalties. The 11. 6 kg
expendables is mainly helium pressurization gas.
The payload weight penalties are based on the sensitivity fraction (A
PAYLOAD/A STAGE WEIGHT) generated for a Space Tug for three character-
istic missions: D, deployment (6 restarts), R, retrieval (6 restarts), RT,
and roundtrip (8 restarts). The roundtrip mission fits most closely to the
baseline mission and design requirements for this study, which assumes
8 restarts for deployment/retrieval (see Section 2).
The values shown in Table 6. 7 indicate that for vehicles with a limited
number of defined burns and where on-demand flow is not a major require-
ment, pure acceleration settling is weight competitive with a surface tension
acquisition system. For a deployment mission, pure settling results in a
weight penalty of between 138 and 308 kg whereas an acquisition system has
a weight penalty of 384 kg. For a roundtrip mission, pure settling results in
a payload weight panelty of 59 to 146 kg whereas an acquisition system involves
a weight penalty of 148 kg. However, stage flexibility requirements would
probably still dictate the use of a surface tension acquisition system particu-
larly for applications like the Space Tug vehicle.
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Table 6.8
COMPARISON OF PURE SETTLING AND ACTIVE ACQUISITION (kg)
(ASPM APPLICATION)
Sub-Systemn Sub-System
Weight Weight Penalty Payload Decrease
D-R RT D+R RT D R RT
Minimum Settling
HardIware 29 29 29 29 80 46 29
Propellant 127 177 42 59 58 34 30
156 206 71 88 138 80 59
Maximum Settling
Hardware 44 44 44 44 121 70 44
Propellant 407 631 136 203 187 109 102
451 675 180 247 308 179 149
Acquisition System
LH Z System 74.5 66. 7 74.5 66. 7 183 119 75
LO 2 System 67.4 67.4 67.4 67.4 185 108 67
Expendables 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 16 9 6
153.5 145.7 153.5 145.7 384 236 148
Weight Sensitivities
(AWt. Payload/ 2.75 1.6 1
AWt Stage)
Inerts/
Expendables 1.375 0.8 0.5
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Section 7
CONCLUSIONS
A number of important overall conclusions can be drawn from the con-
ductedin-depth design study of surface tension acquisition/expulsion systems.
1. It has been shown that practical screen surface tension acquisition
devices can be designed and built to satisfy a broad range of appli-
cations for cryogenic storage and transfer systems. Furthermore,
these systems are relatively low in weight and can be designed
using present technology to satisfy potential failure modes without
relying on extensive in-orbit experimentation.
2. In order to arrive at valid acquisition concept selections, the
evaluation must be conducted on an overall feed system basis.
Each particular acquisition concept tends to place constraints
or other interfacing subsystems, such as pressurization and
thermal management, which involves their overall design and
optimization. This in turn impacts the total feed system perfor-
mance.
3. For a system with a limited number of defined expulsion steps, a
pure acceleration liquid settling approach may be weight competi-
tive with a surface tension acquisition system. This, however,
does reduce system flexibility.
4. In order to further optimize and improve surface tension acquisi-
tion system design, additional research is required to improve
the qualitative and quantitative understanding of the influence of
environmental conditions on surface tension device behavior and
performance including pressurant gas heating, feed system vibra-
tion and feed system flow dynamics. Techniques are currently
available for designing around potential problems in these areas
but this generally results in weight penalties and operational
constraints that could be relieved with improved understanding.
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Appendix A
NONUNIFORM FLOW IN AN ACQUISITION
SCREEN CHANNEL
Al. Problem Description
The pressure loss associated with propellant flow through the screen
surfaces of a surface tension acquisition device contributes strongly to the
sizing of the device. Losses throughout the system must be held to a small
value so that surface tension forces (limited to approximately 0. 09 psi in
LH 2 ) can prevent the entrance of pressurant into the suction line.
In the past, the pressure loss through the screen was computed on the basi.
of an average and uniform velocity of flow (volume flow rate/screen area)
through the submerged portions of the screen surface. Empirical techniques
are available to relate velocity to a AP based on propellant and screen prop-
erties. However, the combination of viscous and dynamic effects can cause
the flow velocity through the screen surface to be significantly non-uniform.
When this is the case, the actual AP that must be used to size the acquisition
device is larger than that AP which would be computed based on an average
flow velocity through the screen. Therefore, it is important to determine
the actual variation in flow. The analysis that flows is directed toward the
situation where a propellant collection channel having part of its surface
consisting of a porous material (which may or may not be woven screen) is
submerged in the propellant while a known mass flow rate of liquid is being
withdrawn from the channel. The variation in flow through the porous
material will be computed.
A2. Analysis
Consider the channel shown schematically in Figure A-1. The mass
outflow rate of an incompressible fluid is Q. The flow velocity in the channel
(parallel to its centerline is assumed to be uniform over any cross section
and is defined as u. The channel length is H, and the cross-sectional area
is LD, where L is the width of the porous material on the channel. Viscous
flow losses within the channel are computed using Darcy's equation with
friction factor f and hydraulic radius Dh/4. The flow through the porous
material is v. Two equations are developed based on a treatment of a small
incremental element, Ax, of the fluid in the channel.
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Figure A-1. Channel Configuration
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Continuity:
V Ddu'V = D
d-
dx (A 1)
Momentum:
dP P 2 du
dx 2 DhU + dx + g 0 (A2)
The flow loss through the porous material is assumed to be correlated by
an equation of the form
K V = P - pgx- P (A3)
where Ko is determined experimentally. Equation A3 is applicable for low v.
In terms of Armour and Cannon's correlation (Reference 6), the relevant
region is where 8. 6 /NRe >> 0. 52. Three equations are not available to solve
for the three unknowns (P, v, and u). The two boundary conditions are
x=- H, u= 0
x = 0, Q = LDu
The equations are nondimensionalized by substituting
u* = u. puDL
u Qmax
v pV LH
v -
v Q
avg
X+HZ=-
H
P -P (P 0 -P) LH
AP* - o oAP - K Q
avg o
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The three basic equations now become
• du %
v du =  (A 4)
2 LH 222
v'= AP- K Q H (Z- 1) (A5)
o
d(AP *) fQH 2  U,2 P2 LH2g 2QH du* (A6)
dZ 2DD 2  K Q D2 LK dZ
2DhD o D LK
These three equations can be combined into a single nonlinear equation for u--.
2d u,: 2 du"
dZ2  FZu* - u 0 (A7)d Z
where
fH
F- 4D h
2QH
D2 LK
o0
Boundary conditions:
Z = 0, u* = 0
Z = 1, u* = 1
Since g has no influence on the flow characteristics, the solutions for u and v
are not dependent upon the channel being straight or perpendicular to the
liquid surface.
Equation A7 is first solved by assuming that F = 0 in order to simplify
the solution.
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dZu* - du,*
u2 -dZ 0 (A8)
dZ 2  dZ, (A8)
Integrating yields
du* u , 2 2
dZ 2  +C 1  (A9)
where C1 is real and positive. This equation is of Riccati's form and is con-
verted to linear form by the substitution
u* = iCl +
yielding
dZ 1 22)- + iCl - (A 10)
Solving for U and then u* and substituting for the boundary conditions results
in
u = C1 tan C1 Z) (All)
where C I is given by the transcendal equation
C 1  - tan C 1  (A12)
This last equation has been solved numerically using Newton's method.
Values found are shown in Figure A-2. Figure A-3 is a plot of v- (flow
velocity through the porous material) at x = 0 (Z = 1, v* is a maximum) and
x = -H (Z = 0, v* is a minimum). Figure A-4 shows the two constants,
C 1 V7and CI Y7 that appear in Equation All.
Nite in Figure A-3 that v* begins to depart significantly from 1. 0 (the
average velocity) at both ends of the channel when exceeds approximately
1. 0. Note also that according to Equation A5, v* = AP* when Z = 1. There-
fore, Figure A-3 can be used directly to determine AP*, and consequently
the AP at x = 0, which is the value needed for channel sizing purposes.
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The relative influence of F on the solution can be investigated by comparir
the magnitude of the second and third terms in Equation A7 using the solution
of Equation A8 for u". This ratio is plotted in Figure A-5 at Z = 1 (x = 0) as
a function of 4 (The ratios at Z = 0 are approximately five times as large).
The largest value selected for F should encompass the practical cases of
interest.
It is proposed that the solution for U* need not be improved by including a
treatment of F. Two reasons are offered to support this conslusion. First,
the solutions for v - and AP* do not differ from 1. 0 significantly for 4 <1,
where the term containing F is largest in relation to the other terms. In the
region <1, the two terms F~u* 2 and Ou:u' may have the same magnitude,
but together they do not appreciably change v* and AP*: from 1. 0. Secondly,
in practical applications, the AP becomes critical when H is small (i. e.,
when a small length of channel is covered). With small H, it should cus-
tomarily be that F < 0. 1, which renders the influence of the F 4u'2 term
minor compared to uu*' (<10 percent). As the solution becomes more
important in the AP in increasing rapidly in size with dimishining H, the
solution for u* and v* becomes more accurate because of diminishing F.
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Appendix B
ALL SCREEN CHANNEL DEVICE STABILITY
VERIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE
Two qualification test procedures are outlined below for the bubble point
verification of large-scale all-screen devices. Both procedures are based
on the principle that a film of liquid on the screens seals each screen pore
and that the hydrostatic head, relative to a screen device filled with liquid,
is negligible. Screen devices larger than the supportable heights of liquid
columns can therefore be tested using films of wetting liquids. This pro-
cedure is practical with screen devices in tanks, whereas, submerging large
screen devices in a test liquid and performing standard bubble point test
(e.g. , SAE ARP 901) cannot be done with the large-scale screen devices
assembled within propellant tanks. These procedures are used primarily to
verify that a large-scale screen device maintains indefinitely a stable sealing
interface at a pressure slightly less than the breakdown bubble point pressure
of the screen. The procedures are used during the qualification testing of the
tank final assembly and. as a checkout test of the screen devices during routine
maintenance. Failure of the screen device to meet the design capillary
pressure difference would necessitate removal and replacement (or repair) of
the screen device, which requires access to the tank. However, both
procedures developed below do not require tank access, and can be performed
with the vehicle in either a horizontal or vertical orientation.
1. Isothermal Liquid Film Pressure Difference Test Procedure. The
isothermal liquid film pressure difference test procedure is used for relatively
small screen devices which can be initially surrounded with the test liquid
in a practical manner. For example, filling a 1 to 3 m 3 secondary tank with
the test liquid is practical, but completely filling the large-scale main tank
with test liquid so as to wet the distributed all-screen channels is not
recommended from a loading and cost standpoint.
Figure Bl is the schematic diagram for one method of screen device
bubble point verification for the secondary tanks, which in principle would
be used with other localized devices. Following tank cleaning procedures, the
test liquid (e. g. , isopropyl alcohol, methanol, Freon 114) is pumped into the
tank at ambient temperature through the connections upstream of the secondary
tank main feed line valve, while the tank is vented through the auxiliary over-
board vent. When full, the test liquid supply valve is closed. The supply
gas (NZ, He, etc.) is then bubbled through the alcohol accumulator to displace
the test liquid in the tank with a gas mixture saturated with alcohol vapor at
the ambient temperature of the system. The drain valve is opened and test
liquid is slowly displaced from the incoming gas mixture.
The gas enters the tank through the overboard vent line and throug the
feedline so that there is no pressure difference between the inside of the
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Figure B-1. Bubble Point Verification Test
channel device and the secondary tank which could break through the liquid
film covering the screen. Since the system is isothermal and there are no
test fluid concentration gradients in the ullage, the film of liquid remains on
the s.creen as the bulk liquid drains from the tank.
When empty, the test liquid drain valve is closed and the bubble point
pressure is checked by introducing a gas mixture through a transparent vessel
containing the test liquid into the channel device. The gas entering the channel
is saturated at the appropriate partial pressure of the test liquid to alleviate
mass concentration gradients in the channels which could lead to evaporation
of the liquid film. The transparent vessel allows direct observation of the
gas bubbles entering the channel and thus can be used to verify that there is
no leakage from the channel through unsealed screen pores into the tank. The
pressure difference between the inside of the channels and the tank is
monitored with manometer No. 1, and the gage pressure of the tank is
monitored with manometer No. 2.
After reaching the design pressure for which screen stability must be
assured, the transparent test vessel and tank gage pressures are observed
for approximately 10 minutes to 1 hour; if no additional gas enters the channels
and/or the secondary tank pressure is constant during this period, no leakage
has occurred through the screen. The design pressure for screen stability is
thus verified.
2. Condensing Liquid Film Pressure Difference Test. The condensing
liquid film pressure difference test departs from the preceding isothermal
test only in the manner in which the liquid film is formed on the screens.
Rather than filling a tank to wet the screens, a saturated vapor flow of the
test fluid is introduced into the tank at a temperature slightly above the tank
temperature. Condensation thus occurs on the tank walls and screen device,
as demonstrated by the test discussed in Section 3. 2. 9. During the con-
densation flow process, the vapor enters both through the channels and directly
into the tank so as to maintain a negligibly small pressure difference across
the screens. The fluid enters at the top of each channel so that the falling
condensate film enhances the wetting of the screens.
Although the bench test described in Section 2. 3.4 of Volume II
demonstrated the feasibility of the condensing film technique, further tests
are required to establish such parameters as the saturated vapor inflow rate
and time required to totally wet the screen, and to determine the most
appropriate test fluid. In addition, analyses are required of the interrelation-
ships of the saturation temperature and pressure, heat transfer through the
tank walls, and initial temperature of the tank.
A candidate procedure which eliminates much of the transient heat
transfer problem involves initially cooling the tank below the ambient
temperature. A saturated vapor having a vapor pressure equal to or greater
than 1 atmosphere at the ambient temperature is then transferred into the
tank at approximately 1 atmosphere or above. As condensation occurs, the
tank internal temperature will rise, eventually reaching a steady-state
temperature equal to the ambient temperature. This condition can be
maintained indefinitely, thus allowing long-term bubble point tests to be
conducted. Pressures equal to or greater than 1 atmosphere are used to
avoid problems of crushing pressure loads on the tank wall.
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Appendix C
PRESSURE DECAY INDUCED RETENSION BREAKDOWN
WITH AUTOGENOUS PRESSURIZATION
As discussed in Section 3. 1. 1. 3, autogenous pressurization even with
very low inlet temperatures, may be desirable from a weight standpoint.
Interaction between autogenous pressurant gas and screen devices causes
vapor condensation and ingestion into the screen device which can result in
retention breakdown. The ingested liquid is warmer than that retained in the
device, and pressure decay induced vaporization within the screen device
can result in subsequent screen retention breakdown.
The screen device failure mode envisioned for cryogens results from the
vapor pressure in the tank dropping below the saturation vapor pressure of
liquid within the screen device, leading to a "boiling" (or, more precisely,
vaporization) phenomenon. The rate of vaporization would be expected to
increase rapidly as the tank vapor pressure drops further below the satura-
tion vapor pressure of the liquid, because more superheat becomes available.
The existence of a stratified region of liquid would occur readily in a
low-gravity environment with autogenous pressurization of propellant to a
level necessary to meet practical NPSH requirements of the order of
13. 8 x 103 to 69 x 103 N/M 2 (2 to 10 psi). For example, consider the
autogenous pressurization of liquid hydrogen, initially at 20. 3*K (36. 5*R),
to a tank pressure (i. e. , hydrogen vapor pressure) of 2. 07 x 105 N/M 2 (30 psia).
The hydrogen vapor temperature in the ullage could vary from 4. 15°R
upward. Any free surface of liquid exposed to this vapor would essentially
instantaneously reach a surface. temperature of 41. 5*R, corresponding to the
vapor pressure of 2. 07 x 10 5 N/M 2 (30 psia). Whether or not evaporation
or condensation occurred at the interface would depend on the relative rates
of heat transfer in the liquid and vapor regions, as shown by the following
equation for the mass flux of condensed or evaporated liquid, PLvL(t):
qL qv
PL L(t): L
For PLvL(t) positive, condensation occurs, whereas evaporation occurs for
P vL(t) negative. Figures C-1 and C-2 illustrate a qualitative comparison
of the temperature profiles with condensation and evaporation. For high heat
fluxes in the vapor region relative to the liquid region, as a result of high
vapor temperature, convection of the vapor, or radiation, evaporation would
occur. For cases of high heat fluxes in the liquid region, relative to the vapor
region, condensation would occur. This case corresponds to a dual screen,
or channel, with liquid flow and/or natural convection. The vapor region
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could be almost motionless, if confined between the screen and a cold tank
wall a few inches away. It should be noted that with acceleration loads on the
system, the condensed film formed at the interface will be continuously drawn
into the screen so as to maintain the capillary interface within the screen
me s h.
The rate of evaporation or condensation for a one component system,
initially at a uniform temperature, subjected to a sudden change in pressure
has been determined analytically by Knuth (References A-1 and A-2); a
specific case from this analysis for liquid hydrogen with autogenous pressuriza-
tion is shown in Figure C-3. The results of References A-1 and A-2 apply
only to a liquid and vapor which undergo no convective motion other than the
one dimensional growth or receding of the interface. Figure C-3 shows
typical results from the linearized analysis, which is valid if, for each phase,
the difference in specific enthalpy of the initial state and saturated state for
the system pressure is small compared to the latent heat. The volume
condensed (or evaporated), per square foot, or the thickness of the condensed
(or evaporated) region as a function of time is obtained in the linearized
case; as
(t) 01, i (4 a t/w) 1 / 2
where
S(TI - T 1 )
11, i P h ,
aL is the thermal diffusivity of the liquid, Cp 1 is the specific heat of the
liquid, T1 is the saturation temperature for the system pressure, To 1 is the
bulk liquid initial temperature, and Hv1 is the latent heat of vaporization.
Applying this result as shown in Figure C-3 for liquid hydrogen, it is seen
that condensation is predicted to occur for conditions corresponding to the
continuous autogenous pressurization of liquid hydrogen in orbit. Further-
more, in periods of the order of a day, significant portions of the exposed
screen device will support condensed film thicknesses of the order of 1 to
3 cm. Under actual vehicle conditions, more rapid condensation rates are
possible than those predicted by this idealized case. Another aspect of this
envisioned screen failure mode concerns the rate of pressure decay in the
tank. Slow pressure decay rates relative to the heat transfer rate in the
liquid would not necessarily cause vapor bubbles to form within the screen.
Consider the qualitative temperature profiles as a function of time during
pressure decay shown in Figure C-4. If the difference between the maximum
temperature in the liquid and the saturation temperature at the surface were
always less than the superheat temperature differences required for the
internal vaporization, no bubbles would form. Boiling data for liquid hydrogen
shows that the superheat temperature need only be 0. 1 to 0. 5*R above the
saturation temperature for boiling to initiate. Hence, it is expected that
extremely low pressure decay rates would be required to alleviate this
internal vaporization problem.
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One estimate of the pressure decay rate that could occur with a Shuttle
class liquid hydrogen tank with autogenous pressurization is obtained by
assuming that ullage vapor condenses on a moving liquid interface induced by
slosh wave amplification after engine shutdown. If condensation occurs on
the exposed liquid surfaces, and the pressurization system has been shutdown,
then a pressure decay will occur. * As the tank pressure drops below the
vapor pressure corresponding to the temperature gradient within the screen
device, boiling can occur within the device, leading to a possible screen
drying and loss of retention capability.
One method of analyzing the condensation process is given by Sterbentz
in Reference A-3, in which a modification of Nusselt's liquid film theory is
used. This method is subject to question for the case of condensation on a
subcooled liquid. In Nusselt's theory, it is assumed that the thermal
resistance occurs in the condensate film flowing along a solid wall. In the
case of condensation on a subcooled liquid, this assumption is not strictly
valid. The presence of a screen further complicates the process. During
the condensation, the liquid moves through the screen pores so as to
maintain an interface at the screen which supports the liquid column in the
screen.
In spite of these questions, the film condensation model is a reasonable
method for estimating the severity of the problem of pressure decay. Accord-
ing to the modified Nusselt condensation model, the condensation rate is
determined by the area of liquid exposed to the warm gas, the temperature
difference, and the convective velocity. After engine shutdown, the slosh
wave amplification and any ACS impulses will cause relative motion between
the liquid and warm vapor which will increase the pressure decay rate by
increasing the heat transfer coefficient and exposed area of liquid.
An approximate analysis has been performed by Sterbentz (Reference A-3'
to determine the tank pressure decay rate, given by
dP (YP (L LiT A hd t V g P P hL m
The condensation coefficient, hm, is derived in Reference (3) for a
zero-g field with a moving liquid interface in a manner analogous to Nusselt's
derivation for film condensation in a gravity field. This zero gravity con-
densation heat transfer coefficient is derived as
1/2
h 2 uh [2 k LPL ( Lo )
m L AT u
*Continuous low-g pressurization could conceivably be used to maintain con-
stant tank pressure, but if bulk liquid covered the pressurant inlet, as is
likely in low-g, rapid cooling and condensation of the incoming vapor would
occur. This procedure involves complicated low-g heat and mass transfer
and has not been shown to be practical. It is therefore not considered a prove
solution to the problem of low-g pressure decay induced vaporization.
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The average velocity, U, is 2/3 the maximum velocity, Uo, since a
parabolic velocity profile is assumed. Thus, with the slight numerical
error of Reference A-3 corrected, the condensation coefficient is found to
be
(kLP v Uo1/2
h = 1. 1 6  L L 
vLo)
m LAT
The pressure decay rate is also determined by the ratio of exposed
liquid/vapor interface area to the ullage volume. Assuming that slosh wave
amplification after engine shutdown results in a circular flow of liquid around
the ullage volume, the exposed area, and length, L (or perimeter), is
approximated by:
2A = Dullage
L = TDullage
The corresponding ullage volume, Vullage, is approximated by rD 3 /4.
Thus, the characteristic diameter of the ullage is:
_4V 1/3
D -8ullage Tr 1
SThe pressure decay rate is, therefore, determined by:
P k P h 1/2dP 2(__) AT (kL L hLuoyl- =  2. 32 YP L AT hvL Vlage
dt (Pv) P L hvL ul1a ge
For small ullage volumes having large surface area to volume ratios,
the decay rate increases. The decay rate is also proportional to both pressure
and temperature difference, and is proportional to the square root of the
liquid interface velocity, which is assumed here to be induced by slosh wave
amplification.
Slosh wave amplification induced velocities occurring at engine shutdown
are difficult to determine, especially in the presence of baffles and other
internal hardware. However, if it is assumed, as a conservative estimate,
that the maximum slosh wave velocity is the maximum velocity of the moving
liquid/vapor interface, characteristic.pressure decay rates can be determined.
A characteristic slosh wave velocity can be obtained as a function of the
natural frequency, w, as
vcharacteristic
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where r, the half wave amplitude, is expected to be less than 0. 1 - 0. 2 times
the tank diameter. The natural frequency for a first mode asymmetric slosh
wave in a right circular cylinder with a large liquid volume is
2 1.84g
W R
0
For the Shuttle, having a tank diameter of 3. 65 m (12 ft) and a maximum
acceleration of 0.405 M/sec 2 (1.5 ft/sec2 ), the maximum characteristic
velocity (for q = 0. 4 Ro) is
vcharacteristic = 0.495 M/sec (1.63 ft/sec)Vcharacteri
Table C- 1 presents typical propellant properties for hydrogen and the
important parameters for this problem. The average ullage temperature is
assumed to be 100*R. Using the values in Table C-1, the pressure decay
rate can be expressed as
1/2
dP 
___dt - 4. 1 V 0 (psi/sec)
ullage
It is seen that for a characteristic velocity of 0.495 m/sec (1. 6 ft/sec) and
an ullage volume of 7 M 3 (245 ft 3 ) the maximum pressure decay rate is
55 N/M 2 sec (8 x 10-2 psi/sec). In two minutes, the pressure would drop
approximately 66 N/M 2 (9. 6 psi). A pressure drop of this magnitude would
be expected to easily induce boiling inside a screen device. Assuming a less
conservative case, for which the characteristic velocity is 0. 0495 m/sec
(0. 16 ft/sec), and the ullage volume is 40 percent of the tank volume, the
decay rate is reduced to approximately 9 N/M 2 sec (1. 3 x 10-2 psi/sec),
corresponding to a pressure drop of 10 N/m 2 (1. 5 psi) in 2 minutes. Again,
however, it is likely that boiling would occur within the screen device.
Another problem associated with the condensed liquid formed at the
screen is that this higher temperature liquid would not meet the pump NPSH
requirements. Ingestion of warmer liquid could lead to pump cavitation. To
alleviate this problem, it would be possible to increase the tank pressure
and mix the condensate with colder bulk liquid prior to expulsion into the
pump. Increasing the tank pressure would increase the condensation rate,
further complicating the problem as well as increasing tank and pressurization
weight penalties. Furthermore, it would be necessary to monitor propellant
temperatures upstream of the pumps and control tank pressure so as to
maintain true NPSH to the pumps at all times. This true NPSH control
operation would be more difficult for the case of autogenous pressurization
since flow of the condensed liquid into the feedline could require increases in
total tank pressure of the order of 5 psi within time periods of the order of
1 to 2 seconds, based on feedline velocities of the order of 30 ft/sec and
feedlines of 15 to 30 ft in length. Maintaining continuous true NPSH control
with screen condensation constitutes a significant problem area for autogenous
pressurization, especially in a low-gravity environment.
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Table C- I
PARAMETERS FOR SHUTTLE TANK PRESSURE DECAY
y = C /Cv = 1. 6 AT = 33 0 K (60*R)
P = 2.06 x 105 N/m 2 (30 psia) hvL = 4. 41 x 105 joule/kg(190 Btu/ib)
pL = 70 kg/m 3 (4.4 lb/ft )
Po = 1. 6 kg/m 3 (0. 1 lb/ft 3 ) VTANK = 69 m 3 (2,450 ft 3
Klquid 9.050 joule/m-sec- *K = 1. 62 x 10 5  Btu
liquid ft secR
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Appendix D
VACUUM VENT/REFILL SECONDARY TANK CONCEPT
When employing a local pressure isolated channel (LPIC) acquisition/
expulsion concept, a relatively large secondary tank is required when only the
available long periods of high acceleration are used for dynamic refill. To
reduce this tank size with minimum feed system weight penalty, a concept
termed vacuum vent/refill has been evolved to accomplish low-g replenish-
ment of the secondary tank. In the case of the CSS/APS this concept can reduce
the secondary tank volume by about 80 percent and renders the LPIC concept
essentially mission independent as long as time periods of 5 to 15 minutes
can be allocated for the in-orbit refill operation. With high-pressure accumu-
lators providing flow of gaseous propellant, the normal time to empty the
accumulator is greater than practical start tank vacuum refill times, and
therefore propellant flow demands for intermittent ACS maneuvers, life
support, and fuel cells can be met while the start tank is refilled. This con-
cept also provides the capability for re-establishing low-g fluid retention if
the device should breakdown as a result of off-nominal environmental condition,
such as abnormally high destabilizing acceleration loads.
1. Operation. An LPIC system with vacuum vent/refill capability is
shown in Figure 1. The secondary tank is sized to contain the propellant
required for control during the reentry maneuvers and landing. Assume that
the secondary tank has been partially emptied by various low-g propellant
expulsion, such as accumulator refill of the ACPS. (If engine restart were
required, refill could be accomplished during the engine burn, which is the
normal start tank refill mode.) The secondary tank pressure is first increased
slightly above the main tank pressure. A bypass valve between the secondary
tank channels and the main tank is then opened, thus flowing cryogen out of
the secondary tank into the main tank until surface tension breakdown occurs
in the screen device. The total residual liquid remaining in the secondary
tank at this point is the liquid in the channels and the liquid on the tank walls.
This liquid as well as the helium pressurant and hydrogen vapor, is then
vented overboard to space. The secondary tank vent valve is closed and the
refill valve, which is connected to a redundant screen device in the trap
region, is opened causing liquid to flow into the secondary tank. This process
involves essentially reversible evaporation and condensation and has been
shown (References and ) to result in refill. It should be noted that in a
low-g environment the principal problem with refill of a secondary tank or
any localized screen device (e. g. , start basket) is the difficulty in venting
pure vapor, not liquid, overboard as the device is filled. The vacuum vent/
refill procedure discussed below is used in lieu of such techniques as liquid/
vapor separators (centrifugal, electrophoretic, dielectrophoretic, etc.) and
vehicle acceleration.
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Figure D-1. Vacuum Vent/Refill LPIC Concept
As a refinement of the basic concept described above, auxiliary screen
devices in the channel and on the inside secondary tank wall (shown in Fig-
ure 1) are used to transfer nearly all of the propellant back into the main
tank .before the vacuum vent operation. Details of the auxiliary screen
device design are presented below.
Liquid propellant is supplied to the secondary tank during the vacuum
refill operation by a separate main tank channel, submerged in a main tank
screen "trap" region. One concept to accomplish this refill is illustrated in
Figure 2. The primary trap region is maintained essentially full of liquid
until the final deorbit engine burn. The screen mesh is sized so that break-
down does not occur for any of the acceleration magnitudes imposed on the
vehicle during orbital coast. The secondary trap region serves two purposes;
primary trap propellant replacement and propellant refill during vehicle
positive accelerations.
During vacuum refill, propellant flowing from the primary trap region is
replaced by propellant from the secondary trap region, which is filled by
propellant in the main tank contacting the screen. If no main tank propellant
contacts the upper screen of the secondary trap region, breakdown will occur.
Although liquid could then flow out of the secondary region into the main
tank, the g-levels would be so low that the outflow rate would be negligible,
relative to that replacing liquid in the primary region. For this worst case
operation, it is necessary that the propellant volume contained in the secondary
region exceed the volume required for the maximum on-orbit propellant require-
ments between dynamic refills. For the baseline CSSI APS application,
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Figure D-2. Main Tank Propellant Acquisition for Start Tank Vacuum Refill
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this requirement is met with the maximum liquid hydrogen volume required
being of the order of 19.7 m 3 (700 ft 3 ). The total volume of liquid/hydrogen
required for the on-orbit coast was conservatively determined to be 22 mn
(778 ft 3 ) for the mission assumed in this study. Since 1. 4 to 2. 8 m 3 (50 to
100 ft 3 ) of LH2 is contained in the secondary tank, the primary and secondary
regions must contain the remainder.
After the secondary tank has been refilled, gas flow through the standpipe
would cease and capillary attraction would then raise a column of liquid in
the standpipe, closing off the screen. For this design, the screen mesh used
on the standpipe has a lower bubble point than the secondary screen to provide
for vapor flow and resealing. An an alternate, the standpipe and screen could
be replaced with a valve. During start tank refill, the secondary trap region
valve would be opened to allow gas to.enter the secondary trap region, while
the propellant replaced that withdrawn from the primary region. After refill,
the secondary trap region valve would be closed and no liquid would be lost
from the primary and secondary trap regions.
After some number of vacuum refill operations have occurred and the
secondary trap region has been partially emptied, an engine burn occurs
which settles propellant to the bottom of the tank at maximum acceleration.
The secondary trap valve is then opened and vapor displaced up through the
valve as liquid enters through the secondary trap region screen. It is not
necessary during this operation to replace all of the vapor with liquid since
any vapor present in the secondary trap region would not enter the primary
trap region.
For the final reentry burn, liquid in the primary trap region would be
used to fill the secondary tank. Vehicle acceleration would settle the remainin
propellant which would dynamically refill the secondary tank through the
main refill valve in the usual manner, while supplying continuous propellant
flow to the ACPS accumulators.
2. Auxiliary Acquisition System Design. The principal additional weight
associated with the vacuum vent/refill concept is the amount of residual
liquid remaining in the start tank which cannot be transferred back into the
main tank after screen breakdown occurs in the channel. It is therefore
necessary to place auxiliary screens on the start tank wall and inside the
channels to transfer nearly all of the start tank propellant back into the main
tank. The residual liquid remaining in the channel and on the start tank wall
after breakdown of the auxiliary screens is primarily a function of the outflow
rate to the main tank and the size of the auxiliary screens. Lowering the
outflow rate decreases the residual by allowing smaller screen flow areas to
be used, but increases the transfer time. Determination of the maximum
acceptable vent/refill operation time thus allows the outflow rate to be
approximated, and the optimum auxiliary screen configuration to be designed.
The cold propellant vapor and helium that is vented overboard is not an
additional penalty relative to the dynamic refill case, since this gas would be
vented overboard during a dynamic refill. There could be a small amount of
additional helium used to transfer the residual propellant back into the main
tank, but in practice this amount is very small. After a normal propellant
expulsion from the start tank, which requires cold helium pressurization,
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equilibrium occurs such that the concentration of the hydrogen vapor in the
start tank ullage reaches equilibrium; the hydrogen partial pressure thus
adds to the helium initial pressure, raising the start tank ullage pressure.
Furthermore, the main tank pressure decays, after engine cutoff, due to
mixing of the propellant and warm pressurant. Thus, in practice negligible
addittional helium is required to expel the 15 percent start tank residual
back into the main tank. The design of an LPIC system using vacuum vent/
refill provisions has been envolved for secondary tank volumes of 12. 6 M 3
(450 ft 3 ), 2.83 M 3 (100 ft 3 ) and 1. 42 m 3 (50 ft 3 ) on the LH 2 side and 1.84 m 3
(65 ft 3 ), 0.42 m 3 (16. 7 ft 3 ) and 0.24 M 3 (8.3 ft 3 ) on the LO2 side.
3. Main Tank Refill Channel. The design of this channel, which is placed
along the outside of the secondary tank, is identical in design details to the
basic channels in the secondary tank. It uses the 200 x 600 mesh screen
to assure that liquid will be retained under all bad conditions for which the
secondary tank channel is designed.
4. Secondary Tank Channel
a. Auxiliary Screens. A variety of possible auxiliary screen
designs were examined to provide emptying of the secondary tank channels
The circular cross section all-screen straight channel, with the
selected provisions for expelling the propellant back into the main tank
through auxiliary screen tubes, is shown in Figure 3. 1. 3. 6. The flow charac-
teristics were determined using the acquisition device sizing computer
program.
The purpose of the auxiliary channels and the annular screen device
is to empty the secondary tanks and propellants into the main tank, in the
absence of accelerating forces on the tanks, prior to the vacuum vent
operation. The auxiliary channel concepts were initially evaluated for use
in the 1.42 and 2.83 m 3 (50 and 100 ft 3 ) fuel tanks and the 0.236 and 0.471 m 3
(8.3 and 16.7 ft 3 ) oxidizer tanks with annulus sizes of 0.318 and 0.635 cm
(0. 125 and 0. 25 inch) for the secondary tanks with the auxiliary channels
indicated in Figure 1. The performance of these configurations was found
to be acceptable at flowrates as great as 0. 045 kg/sec (0. 1 lb/sec) for the
hydrogen and 0. 545 kg/sec (1.2 lb/sec) for oxygen (see Table 1).
The main acquisition channels empty in from 6 to 8 minutes and
from 2 to 3 minutes for worst design conditions, for LH 2 and LO 2 respec-
tively. A time of up to 10 minutes should be acceptable.
b. Auxiliary Annular Screen Device. The purpose of the auxiliary
annular screen is to transfer the 15% residual liquid remaining inthe
secondary tank back into the main tank prior to the vacuum vent/refill
operation. This screen must be located around the tank wall to achieve this
function. An appropriate auxiliary annular screen design is shown in
Figures D-3 and D-4. The annular screen is designed in six or eight segments
for each hemisphere. A separate annular screen is placed on the manhole
cover. Each segment is formed by pleating a rectangular section of screen
and then forming the segment on a mandrel. The screen segments are
separately joined to the tank by several methods.
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Table D- 1
AUXILIARY CHANNEL PERFORMANCE IN LIQUID
PROPELLANT START TANKS
SCREEN SAFETY FACTORS = 2.0
Main Propellant Time to Residual Mass
Channel Mass in Mass Empty Main in Auxiliary
Tank Size, Diameter, Main Channels, Flowrate, Channel, Channels,
Propellant m 3  (it 3 ) cm (in.) kg kg/sec sec kg
1.42 (50) 16.5 (6.5) 5.3 235 0.16
0.045
2.83 (100) 16.5 (6.5) 7.0 307 0.22
LH2
12.72 (450) 17.8 (7.0) 14.0 308 0.39
0. 090
0.236 (8.33) 12.7 (5.0) 25.6 94 1. 19LO2 2 0.471 (16.67) 12.7 (5.0) 34.2 0.545 126 1.71
1.84 (65) 15.2 (6.0) 82.0 301 3.00
Figure D-4 illustrates how a segment is formed from two screens.
The screen on the concave side is formed so as to lie very close to the
start tank wall when assembled, and the pleated screen on the convex side
provides the principal flow pathway for the residual liquid. Each segment
can be bolted in place either before or after the hemispheres are welded
together, since a manhole is provided for access with the larger start tanks.
After the screens are bolted into place, the tube fittings and lines
shown in Figure 4 are routed together at the equator of the start tank. The
flow path is as follows: The liquid enters the screen device and flows along
the pleated passages to the equator. The base of each screen segment is
welded to a manifold which is bolted to the start tank near the equator.
Liquid enters this manifold, flows up through the tubing, and down into the
passageway. The passageway is formed after the start tank hemispheres
are welded together by welding a circular band to the start tank outer wall.
The passageway is naturally formed due to the design of the isogrid hemi-
spheres. All of the screen segments communicate liquid to this passageway
band. Liquid exits through this fitting, which is connected to the valves
controlling transfer from the secondary tank to the main tank. In addition,
an external line is routed from the manhole cover to the valve inlet so that
any liquid in the vicinity of the manhole cover can be transferred to the
main tank.
The basic advantage of the separately formed segments is the ease
with which they can be removed and replaced. If the bubble point of a
segment were degraded, the segment could be removed and replaced through
the manhole without removing the start tank or the primary channels.
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Although the screens could be welded directly to the start tank wall, this
concept offers an insignificant weight advantage while presenting problems
of fabrication, assembly, and replacement. Since the volume of propellant
contained inside the annular region is lost during the vacuum vent operation,
it is necessary to minimize this volume. A range of annulus separation
distances with both pleated and unpleated screens was considered. Pleated
screens offer the advantage of increased wetted screen area and decreased
screen flow loss, while being more practical to fabricate. Unpleated
screens, however, reduce the pressure loss associated with flow in the
annulus.
Tables 2 and 3 present the results for unpleated screens with
annulus separation distances of 0. 63 cm (0.25 in) and 0.32 cm (0. 125 in.)
for the 1.4 m 3 (50 ft 3 ) and 2. 8 m 3 (100 ft 3 ) liquid hydrogen tanks. For the
screen separation distance of 0. 317 cm (0. 125 in.), retention safety factors
greater than 2.0 are achieved with residuals of approximately 1 percent for
the two LH2 tanks, and residuals of approximately 2 percent, with higher
retention safety factors for the LO2 start tanks. The pleated annular screen
separation distance was determined for a safety factor of 2.0, which halved
the percent residual of the unpleated screen. Therefore, pleated screens
are selected for the design since the decreased residual weight penalty is
much larger than the small increase in screen weight.
Hardware weights for the various vacuum vent/refil screen devices
are summarized in Table 4.
Table D-2
ANNULAR SCREEN PERFORMANCE IN LIQUID
HYDROGEN SECONDARY TANK
LH 2 FLOWRATE: 0.045 KG/SEC (0. 1 LB/SEC)
200 x 600 MESH SCREEN - BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE = 181.9 N/M 2 (3.8 LB/FT 2 )
Tank Volume Separation Distance Residual Mass
m
3  (ft 3 ) cm (in.) Screen Safety Factor Percent Residual kg (ib)
UNPLEATED ANNULAR SCREEN
0. 317 (0. 125) 2.85 1.08 2.14 (4. 71)
2.83 (100)
0. 635 (0. 25) 3. 17 2.16 4.26 (9. 39)
0. 317 (0. 125) 2. 02 1. 36 1.35 (2. 97)
1.42 (50)
0. 635 (0. 25) 2.17 2.71 2.68 (5.91)
PLEATED ANNULAR SCREEN (Pleated Area/Unpleated Area = 3)
0. 317 (0. 125) 1. 91 0. 54 1.07 (2. 36)
2.83 (100) 0.330 (0. 13) 2. 10 0.56 1.11 (2.45)
0. 635 (0. 25) 6. 41 1.08 2.14 (4.71)
0. 317 (0. 125) 1.74 0.68 0.67 (1.48)
1.42 (50) 0.343 (0. 135) 2.06 0.74 0.73 (1..60)
0. 635 (0. 25) 4. 87 1. 36 1. 35 (2.97)
O Percent Residual = Residual Volume/Start Tank Volume x 100
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Table 3
ANNULAR SCREEN PERFORMANCE IN LIQUID
OXY. EN SECONDARY TANK
LO 2 FLOWRATE: 1. 2 LB/SEC (0. 545 KG/SEC)
200 x 600 MESH SCREEN - BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE = 1250 N/M 2 (26. 1 LB/FT 2 )
Tank Volune Separation Distance Residual Mass
m
3  (ft ) cm (in.) Screen Safety Factor Percent Residual kg (Ib)
UNPLEATED ANNULAR SCREEN
0.317 (0. 125) 3.26 1.96 10.4 (23.0)
0.471 (16.7)
0.635 (0. 25) 3.91 3.90 20.7 (45.7)
0.317 (0. 125) 2.44 2.46 6.6 14.5)
0. 236 (8. 3)
0. 635 (0. 25) 2.78 4.89 13. 1 (28.8)
PLEATED ANNULAR SCREEN (Pleated Area/Unpleated Area =3)
0.317 t0. 125) 1.47 0.98 5.2 11.5)
0.471 (16.7) 0.368 (0. 145) 2.14 1.14 6.0 13.3)
0. 635 (0. 25) 6. 30 1. 95 10.4 (22. 9)
0.317 (0. 125) 1. 39 1.23 3. 3 7. 3)
0. 236 (8. 3) 0. 381 (0. 15) 2. 14 1. 48 4.0 8. 7)
0.635 (0. 25) 5. 13 2.44 6. 5 '14. 4)
Table 4
VACUUM VENT/REFILL ACQUISITION DEVICE
HARDWARE WEIGHT (kg)
Secondary Tank Values - M 3 (ft 3 )
LH2 Tank 1.4(50) 28(100) 12. 6(450)
Auxiliary Channels 1.0 1.3 2.6
Auxiliary Annular Screen 3. 5 4.5 12. 4
Main Tank Refill Channel 6.2 8.2 16. 0
LO2 Tank 0.24(8.3) 0. 47(16.7) 1. 84(65)
Auxiliary Channels 1.4 0.5
Auxiliary Annular Screen 9.0 9.0
Main Tank Refill Channel 2.2 3. 1
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Appendix E
CONTROLLING PRESSURIZATION THERMODYNAMICS
When considering the relative merits of the alternate pressurization
modes, it is helpful to understand the general thermodynamic behavior of
the tankage system during the mission. The duty cycle events consist of
removing a volume of liquid, adding a mass of pressurant, and adding heat
with this pressurant. The response of the system varies widely, depending
on whether the pressurant is vapor or helium and on its temperature.
El AUTOGENEOUS PRESSURIZATION
Using vaporized propellant as pressurant results in no net mass addition
to the tank. The heat input to the tank is the latent heat of vaporization plus
the sensible heat to raise the pressurant to the specified inlet temperature.
The heating requirement per unit volume of GH 2 pressurant is shown in
Figure E-1 as a function of inlet temperature. At low temperatures, the
heat input per unit mass approaches the constant heat of vaporization as a
limit. Since the gas density increases with decreasing temperature, the
heat input per unit volume increases sharply. At high temperatures, the
heat input per unit mass is dominated by the sensible heat, which is directly
proportional to the temperature. With the density varying inversely with
temperature, the heat input per unit volume approaches a constant.
The heat input to the tank with the pressurant is the determining factor
in the autogeneous pressurization performance curves. The shape of the
final ullage mass and final tank pressure curves in Figure 14 in Sub-
section 3. 1.3 is essentially the same as that in Figure E-1. The problem
of pressurant heat input cannot be avoided by using "cold" autogeneous
pressurization because the heat input is highest at near-liquid temperature.
However, the calculated performance curves do not consider any heat sinks
within the tank other than the tank wall heat loss.
E2 HELIUM PRESSURIZATION
When the liquid outflow volume is replaced by a pure helium pressurant,
the equilibration process during the coast phase involves both heat and mass
transfer. Propellant vapor must be added to the helium until the partial
pressure equals the propellant vapor pressure. The system must also come
to thermal equilibrium. The vaporization process cools the propellant,
while the heat transfer from the ullage warms it. The net result depends
on the pressurant inlet temperature.
Figure E-2 shows the NPSP at the final burn for helium pressurization
of LH2 at a fixed outflow pressure of 173 x 103 n/m 2 (25 psia). Only for the
18-burn curve at inlet temperatures greater than 2630 K (500 OR) does this
pressurization mode fail to provide the desired NPSP. For most conditions,
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the tank is considerably overpressurized in excess of the NPSP requirement,
which is an unnecessary consumption of pressurant. Figure E-3 shows the
outflow pressure on the final burn when a true NPSP controller maintains the
required 34. 5 x 103 n/m 2 (5 psi) over the liquid vapor pressure. For the
first burn, the tank pressure is always 138 x 103 n/rnm2 (20 psia). At inlet
temperatures below about 139*K (250*R), the helium pressurant has a net
cooling effect on the tank. The liquid temperature decreases, giving a final
pressure less than 138 x 103 n/mL (20 psia). At higher inlet temperatures,
there is a net heating effect with a pressure increase during the mission.
The tank pressure increase due to heat input at the higher inlet tempera-
tures is a cumulative effect that builds up during the mission. There is also
a tank pressure increase due to the addition of propellant vapor during
equilibration of the system after pressurization with low-temperature helium.
This pressure increment is largest following the first burn, when the ratio of
added helium volume to total ullage volume is largest. The magnitude of this
effect is shown in Figure E-4 for the true NPSP example. This high pressure
does not represent a waste of pressurant, since the pressure returns to the
specified level during the next burn before more pressurant is added. How-
ever, this effect must be taken in account when setting the design pressure
limit for the tank.
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Appendix F
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS
The transient thermal environment assumed in this study is described by
Figures F-I through F-6. All curves shown were taken directly from
Reference 18, which involved a tank insulation study for a Space Shuttle APS.
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Appendix G
RING CHANNEL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
All components for the ring channel system have been provided by
MDAC per the list shown in Table G-1. When assembled within the MSFC
105 in. tank this will result in a working acquisition system. The following
details are provided to assist in this installation. It is assumed that the
tank will be positioned in a vertical orientation with access through the
bottom manhole of the tank. The channel is attached only to the upper
circumferential ring which currently exists within the tank. Therefore,
other NASA supporting hardware can be freely attached to the lower ring
if desired.
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Table G- I
TEST PROTOTYPE DRAWINGS
Number Title Comments
C55 1APS PROTOTYPE
IT44517-B Screen 13 cylindrical elements
IT44543 Clamp Ring attachment
IT44514-A Cross Joint at ring intersection
IT44524-A Bracket Tank wall attachment
IT44535 Brace Support rod
IT44516-A Screen Assembly
IT44538 Elbow Half
IT44499-A Screw Support Assembly
SK50673 Installation
SK2Z1273 Bubble Point Test Tank
SK22473 Blind Flange
SK21673 Spring
ES-10724 Coax Feed Thru
ASPM PROTOTYPE
IT44565 Filter Elements 20 cylindrical screens
IT44583 Sump
IT44559 Tank, Inner
IT44591 Refill Diffuser
IT44593" Installation
ES-10725 Coax Feed Thru For capacitance probe
IT44632 Vent,. Pressurization
Diffuser
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A. CLAMP PLACEMENT
Two 1T44543 clamps (one right and one left hand) are required at each
of the six corners of the acquisition ring. A total of four are placed on each
of the two 1T44516-3 components and two each on 1T44516-5 and 1T44516-7.
The clamps are wrapped around the solid duct work at the elbow after the
protective bagging has been slit. Each clamp is secured by a 1/2 inch long
10-32 machine screw. The ears of each clamp are orientated perpendicular
to the plane of the ring. Figures 1 and 2 indicate the proper placement of
the clamps. When tightening the 10-32 screws take care that the other
9/32 inch diameter holes align with each other.
B. BRACKET AND BRACE INSTALLATION
Twelve brackets (each consisting of one 1T44524-3 clip and either
1T44524-5 or 1T44524-6 clip) are slipped over the upper stabilizing ring
within the 105-inch tank. A one-inch long 1/4-24 machine screw secures
the two portions of the bracket together. Leave this screw loose so the
bracket can be slid along the stabilizing ring. Figure 3 shows one of the
brackets. The slotted end of a 1T44535 brace is loosely attached to each
bracket (see Figure 4) with another one-inch long 1/4-24 machine screw.
The twelve brackets are evenly placed about the perifery of the tank.
C. TEMPORARY -3 SUPPORT BRACKETS
Two brackets formed from tee shaped aluminum extrusions are now
secured along the top of each end leg on the two 1T44516-3 ring components.
These brackets can be placed on top of the protective bagging and secured
by seven-inch diameter screw clamps placed over the two ends of the
bracket. The brackets will be used to support the complete acquisition ring
within the tank until the 12 braces are secured at which time the temporary
brackets are removed. (Figure 5 shows the brackets secured by heavy tape
rather than screw clamps.)
D. -5 BALANCING ACT
A trial and error process is used to determine a point along each of the
two temporary brackets secured to the -3 ring component from which the
component can be suspended and rest in a horizontal plane. The telescoping
handling aid is attached to successive holes in the two brackets until the
balance point is formed. Figure 5 indicates the desired result. The points
selected should be approximately 15-3/4 inches from either end of the -3
component. The selected holes are marked and the handling aids removed.
E. HANDLING AID PLACEMENT
The two telescoping handling aids are passed into the tank and placed
parallel to one another while resting on the top tank stabilizing ring. Fig-
ure 6 shows the proper orientation of the two aids. The aids should be
placed as far apart as the telescoping mechanism permits.
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Figure G-1. Elbow Zone Details Showing Rivets and Support Clamps
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Figure G-2. Cross Area Details
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Figure G-3. Tank Ring Support Attachment Brackets
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Figure G-4. Attachment of Support Rod to Ring Bracket
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Figure G-5. Installation of Support Brackets to Channel
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Figure G-6. Balancing of Channel Sections on Support Pad
F. -3 INSTALLATION
The two 1T44516-5 ring components are taken into the tank and suspended
from the handling aids. Both ends of this component need to be carried
because of the bellows segment. The vertical legs on the aids are of such a
length that the ring lies midway between the two stabilizing rings within the
tank. Figure 8 shows one of the -3 components as it should appear within
the tank. The ends of the protective bags should be out away at this time.
G. -5 INSTALLATION
The ends of the bag on the IT44516-5 component should be removed and
a Creavey seal (AS300-7. 360) placed in the gland on either end. -5 is taken
into the tank and joined to the two -3 components. V-bands secure the joints
once the -5 component has been leveled. The torque value for the T-bolts is
stamped onto the V-band.
H. -7 INSTALLATION
1T44516-7 is treated the same as -5. Small misalignments in making the
final joint can be accommodated by the action of the two bellows and flexure
of the screen material. The telescoping aids can be slid along the stabilizing
ring to place the ring in the proper orientation with respect to the tank center-
line and outlet. Figure 9 shows the complete ring suspended from the two
handling aids.
I. BRACE PLACEMENT
The twelve brackets on the stabilizing ring can be moved as required so
that the lower end of each IT44535 brace can be joined to a corresponding
1T44543 clamp on the acquisition ring (using a one-inch long 1/4-24 machine
screw). Figure 10 illustrates the orientation of the braces. When all the braces
have been tightened the telescoping handling aids and the tee shaped brackets
on the -3 components can be removed and taken out of the tank.
J. -11 INSTALLATION
The short IT44516-11 segment can now be joined to the top leg of the -7
component. Figure 11 shows the complete acquisition ring with -11 in place.
K. COVER REMOVAL
The final step in the installation is to remove the protective covers by
loosening the tape and slowly and carefully lifting off the foam lined aluminum
covers. This step should be delayed as long as possible.
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Figure G-7. Installation of In-Tank Handling Aids
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Figure G-8. Initial Hanging of Primary Channel
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Figure G-9. Primary Channel Clamp Installation
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Figure G-10. Support Rod Installation
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o Figure G-11. Completed Installation Including Protection Covers
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